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Big DSS Agro 2019

Preface

Dear Colleagues and Friends,

The III International Conference on Agro BigData and Decision Support Systems in Agri-
culture (BigDSSAgro 2019) is the third conference in a series devoted to decision support systems in
agriculture, which combines Operational Research methods and Big Data techniques to support many
real-world decision-making problems. The areas of application range from small scale farming, indus-
trial agriculture, smart farms, agri-business supply chains, land use and environmental protection, among
others. This version of BigDSSAgro 2019 was focused on decisions, technologies, and innovation for
the 2030 agriculture and took place at the Universidad Técnica Federico Santa Marı́a in Valparaı́so from
Wednesday 25 to Friday 27 of September 2019.

The conference was organized jointly between the Departmento de Industrias of the Univer-
sidad Técnica Federico Santa Marı́a, Chile, hosting the event, and by the Departamento de Ingenierı́a
Industrial y de Sistemas of the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile. The conference received also
the support from the CYTED-funded BigDSSAgro network (Red Iberoamericana de Agro-Bigdata y
Decision Support Systems para un sector agropecuario sostenible), The Chilean institute of operations
research (ICHIO) and the association of latin ibero-american operations research societies (ALIO).

More than 60 scientists, practitioners, and students from 14 different countries attended the
conference and presented 32 papers and 11 plenary conferences. As it was done in previous editions
of BigDSSAgro, a program committee was integrated by researchers from all over the world, widening
the appeal of the event and receiving support well exceeding the groups participating in the network.
We received over 49 papers that were subjected to a peer-review process. Finally, an special issue on
OR and Big Data in Agriculture was agreed with the prestigious journal “International Transactions
of Operational Research”, opening an outlet for publications of extended versions of papers mainly
presented at the conference.

We hope this third edition serves to consolidate this very successful series of events, which
leads to a vibrant and successful cooperation within the community interested in decision support sys-
tems in agriculture, using Operational Research methods and Big Data techniques to support many real-
world decision-making problems in agriculture. We thank all the keynote speakers for their inspiring
presentations and the program committee for helping us during the review process. We are grateful
to Manuel Gutiérrez who helped us in preparing many organizing tasks and to Elbio Avanzini for his
support in publishing this proceeding.

Santiago, Chile, March 2020

Vı́ctor M. Albornoz and Alejandro Mac Cawley

Chairs BigDSSAgro 2019
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Room:  Salón de Honor

Samir Kouro R., Director de Innovación UTFSM.

Lluís M. Plà-Aragonés, Coordinador Red BigDSSAgro.

Werner Kristjanpoller R., Director Instituto Internacional para la Innovación Empresarial UTFSM.

Alejandro Mac Cawley V., Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile.

Víctor M. Albornoz S., Universidad Técnica Federico Santa María.

Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Lluís M. Plà-Aragonés

Martín H.P. Grunow, Technical University of Munich.

“Impact of shelf life on the trade-off between economic and environmental objectives: a dairy case”.

11.30 – 12.00
Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Víctor M. Albornoz

Rodrigo Ortega B., Universidad Técnica Federico Santa María.

“Timely and quality information: a key element for an efficient and sustainable agronomic management”.

Hugo Poblete, La Rosa Sofruco.

“Application of AG tech in Chile: Experiences in La Rosa Sofruco”.

13.30 – 14.20

Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Gastón Notte

“A milk transportation problem with milk collection centers and vehicle routing”.  Germán Paredes-Belmar, Omar 

Leonardini, Elizabeth Montero.
“Heuristic optimization of crop rotation form milk production of small farms”.  Antonio Mauttone, Andrés Castagna, 

Federico Matonte, Lorena Rodríguez-Gallego, Oscar Blumetto.
“Performance evaluation of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms for a dairy system optimization model”.  Gastón Notte, 

Pablo Chilibroste, Martín Pedemonte, Héctor Cancela.
“Aggregated planning in the broiler chicken industry: a case study in Santa Marta (Colombia)”.  Alfaima L. Solano, Jaime E. 

González, Luis Othon Gomez-Rueda, Jhon J. Vargas Sánchez, Andrés L. Medaglia.

16.00 – 16.30

Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Antonio Mauttone

José Caixeta, Universidad de Sao Paulo.

“Brazilian agro-logistics: challenges and opportunities for the reduction of physical losses”.

  Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Esteve Nadal-Roig

“Increasing the efficiency of the pig production system bases on uncertainty in sales price”.  Esteve Nadal-Roig, Lluís M. Plà-

Aragonés, Víctor M. Albornoz, Adela Pagès-Bernaus.
“The diet problem in the pig industry when gas emissions are taken into account”.  Lluís M. Plà-Aragonés, Adela Pagès-

Bernaus, Virna Ortiz-Araya.

“Coordination in the por supply chain through a bi-level formulation”.  Sara V. Rodríguez Sánchez, Víctor M. Albornoz.

18.30 – 19.30 BigDSSAgro Meeting Room: Salón de Honor

16.30 – 17.30 Plenary Session W3

17.30 – 18.30
 Technical Session W3-

A

12.00 – 13.20 Plenary Session W2

Lunch

14.30 – 16.00
Technical Session W2-

A

Coffee Break  

Wednesday 25

10.00 – 10.30 Opening Ceremony

10.30 – 11.30 Plenary Session W1

Coffee Break



Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Víctor M. Albornoz

“Precision Agriculture Implementations: A Systematic Literature Review”.  Isabel Cisternas, Angélica Caro, Alfonso Rodríguez.

“Spatial and Spectral features for Horticulture mapping”. María Victoria Marinelli, Nicolás A. Mari, Diego H. Pons, Beatriz L. Giobellina, C. 

“Robotic data collection platform with artificial vision applied to precision agriculture”. Sandra Serafino, Lucas Benjamín Cicerchia, Claudia 

“A management zone delineation and sustainable crop planning problem for organic farming”. Gabriel Zamora, Víctor M. Albornoz, Gonzalo 

Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Alejandro Mac Cawley

Simon Dunstall, CSIRO.

“Hybridizing big data, sensing and modelling at the landscape scale”

11.30 – 12.00

Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Alejandro Mac Cawley

Fernando Auat, Universidad Técnica Federico Santa María.

“Efficient manoeuvring of electric machinery in agricultural scenarios” .

Yordi Norero, Dinamic Wings UAS.

“Drones en la Agricultura: Aplicaciones Prácticas”.

13.30 – 14.20

Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Lidia Angulo Meza

“Blueberry Life Cycle Assessment using MCdEA model”.  Deivison Pereira, Lidia Angulo Meza, Joao Carlos Soares de Mello, Ricardo Rebolledo-

Leiva, Marcela González Araya, Alfredo Iriarte.
“Statistical assessment of production loss risk in the Brazilian agriculture”.  Fernando L. Garagorry, Moacir Pedroso Junior.

“Estimating confidence of Agricultural Producers by mining social media. Preliminary Results”. Xavier González, Emilio Picasso.
“Assessing Field experts yield maize estimations with satellite information derived from Sentinel-2”. Diego Carcedo, Diego Pons, Cesar Alonso, 

Silvina Fiant, Marcelo Scavuzzo, Maria Victoria Marinelli.

Room:  A1-A2

Chair:  Elbio Avanzini

“A Mixed Integer Linear Programming approach for the 2D Strip Packing Problem with different size options for plots of land in Smart Floating 

Farms”.  Alejandro Fernández Gil, Mariam Gómez Sánchez, Carlos Castro Valdebenito, Yunesky Masip Macia.
“GHLAP: Greedy Heuristic for Land Partitioning”.  Germán Treimun, María Cristian Riff, Víctor M. Albornoz.
“Wineries capacity planning model under climate uncertainty”.  Carlos Monardes, Claudio Contardo, Guy Desaulniers, Fausto Errico, 

Alejandro Mac Cawley, Jorge Vera.
“Real Options in Agriculture: a planning case”.  Pablo Acevedo, Elbio Avanzini, Sergio Maturana, Alejandro Mac Cawley, Jorge Vera.

16.00 – 16.30

Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Lluís M. Plà-Aragonés

Andrés Weintraub, Universidad de Chile.

“Stochastics and multi-criteria models in forest planning”.

 Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Víctor Viana

“Optimización de la operación de equipos de recogida y picado de residuos forestales”. Camilo Hernández Villa, Maichel Aguayo Bustos.

“Salvage Logging: harvest scheduling and personnel assignment after wildfires”. Gianluca Baselli, Felipe Contreras, Matias Lillo, Magdalena 

“Optimal re-planning of forest harvesting tours due to temporary unavailable of harvest sites”. Víctor Viana, Héctor Cancela, Lorena Praderas.

 Room:  A1-A2

Chair:  Lluís M. Plà-Aragonés

“Assessing the determinants of rural income dispersion in the Brazilian Savanna”. Geraldo Souza, Eliane Gomes, Eliseu Alves.

“A cost-efficient smart solution for small-scale farmers: a multidisciplinary approach”. Jose A. Brenes Carranza, Freddy Soto Bravo, Gabriela 

“A proposal for the promotion of agriculture in vulnerable rural areas”. Jorge L. Recalde-Ramírez, María M. López, Diego P. Pinto-Roa.

18.30 – 19.30

17.30 – 18.30  Technical Session T3-A

17.30 – 18.30  Technical Session T3-B

Social Event

14.30 – 16.00 Technical Session T2-A

14.30 – 16.00 Technical Session T2-B

Coffee Break  

16.30 – 17.30 Plenary Session T3

10.30 – 11.30 Plenary Session T1

Coffee Break

12.00 – 13.20 Plenary Session T2

Lunch

Thursday 26

09.00 – 10.30 Technical Session T1-A



Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Wladimir Soto Silva

“Transport planning for grapes and must grapes ins CAPEL through a linear programming model”.  Carlos Serrano, Carlos 

“Planning and scheduling of selective harvest with management zones delineation”.  Lia Araneda, Víctor M. Albornoz.
“A multi-objective model for supporting fresh fruit harvest planning decisions”.  Marcela González-Araya, Javier Gómez-Lagos, 

Wladimir Soto Silva.
“The Rolling Tree Modeling Approach: an application in agriculture”.  Elbio Avanzini, Alejandro Mac Cawley, Jorge Vera, Lluís Plà-

Aragonés, Sergio Maturana.

Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Sara V. Rodríguez

René Villalobos, Arizona State University.

“Insertion of Small Farmers into Technology-enable, Rapid-response Fresh Food Supply Chains”.

11.30 – 12.00

Room:  Salón de Honor

Chair:  Marcela Gómez Araya

Renzo Akkerman, Wageningen University.

“Food supply chain management in the transition to a circular economy”.

José Cuevas V., Viña Concha y Toro.

“Impulsando la Transformación Digital en Viña Concha y Toro: I+D e innovación para alcanzar una Industria Vitivinícola 

13.30 – 16.30 Lunch, Viña Casas del Bosque (Casablanca)

09.00 – 10.30 Technical Session F1-A

10.30 – 11.30 Plenary Session F1

Coffee Break

12.00 – 13.20 Plenary Session F2

Friday 27
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Plenary Conferences

“FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT IN THE TRANSITION TO A CIRCULAR ECON-
OMY” by Renzo Akkerman (Wageningen University, Netherlands)

As part of the envisioned transition to a circular economy, efficient use of natural resources
has become more and more important across many industries. In the food industry, many waste streams
and by-product flows are increasingly considered valuable resources that can be valorized as food or bio-
based products to increase the efficiency and sustainability of food supply chains. For food supply chain
management, this means an increased focus on valorizing all parts of agricultural raw materials and food
waste streams, as well as a focus on valorizing these product flows in the best way possible. Based on
several circular economy cases, this presentation will discuss the main challenges and opportunities for
supply chain management in the context of the circular economy.

“EFFICIENT MANOEUVRING OF ELECTRIC MACHINERY IN AGRICULTURAL
SCENARIOS” by Fernando Auat (USM, Chile)

When traversing through different terrains, the electric machinery power consumption is af-
fected by the wheel-terrain interaction (among other parameters), varying the vehicle’s effort and its
autonomy (from an energy point of view). In this seminar it will be presented the last results obtained
for modeling the instantanoues power consumption of robotic machinery in agricultural contexts, during
manoeuvring, with the aim of enhancing the energy prognosis. The results obtained can be used for
improving the solution to the route planning problem for a more efficient agricultural process.

“BRAZILIAN AGRO-LOGISTICS: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE
REDUCTION OF PHYSICAL LOSSES” by José Caixeta-Filho (Universidade de Sao Paulo, Brazil)

Several international studies indicate that global food production will need to increase about
70% to be able to feed the population by 2050. Facing limited natural resources such as arable land,
water, energy and raw materials, there may be a number of difficulties for food production to attend this
demand. In this scenario, the increase in agricultural productivity has been a continuous search to respond
to the growing demand for food and to ensure food security of society. In Brazil, high productivity levels
achieved in recent decades show the success and the active role of the production side, becoming an
extremely competitive and important country on the world. On the other side, this competitiveness is
being lost along the various stages of post-harvest, mainly due to logistical bottlenecks. In this context,
this presentation aims at bringing the information related to post-harvest losses – particularly for the
transportation from the grain farmers – for the development of the agricultural sector in Brazilian São
Paulo State, with indicators of post-harvest losses and mitigation strategies to the reality of the North
American agriculture (focusing the State of Illinois), in order to implement comparable indicators and
benchmarking for the Brazilian situation.

“IMPULSANDO LA TRANSFORMACIÓN DIGITAL EN VIÑA CONCHA Y TORO:
I+D E INNOVACIÓN PARA ALCANZAR UNA INDUSTRIA VITIVINÍCULA INTELIGENTE”
by José Cuevas-Valenzuela (Viña Concha y Toro, Chile)

Impulsando la Transformación Digital en Viña Concha y Toro: I+D e innovación para alcanzar
una Industria Vitivinı́cola Inteligente La transformación digital puede definirse de manera simple como
la reinvención de una organización a través de de la utilización de tecnologı́as digitales. Entre las tec-
nologı́as digitales más disruptivas y que pueden lograr un mayor impacto se encuentran el internet de
las cosas (IOT, por sus siglas en inglés) y la inteligencia artificial (IA). ¿Cómo implementar la transfor-
mación digital y tecnologı́as como IA e IOT en la industria y procesos industriales? A través de una
estrategia de Industria inteligente o industria 4.0. En el caso de la industria del vino, y en particular
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de Viña Concha y Toro (VCyT), esto se traduce fundamentalmente en integrar datos e información que
proviene de viñedos, bodegas de vinificación, plantas de envasado, laboratorios y otras etapas de la ca-
dena de valor en el proceso de toma de decisiones y de generación de valor para el negocio, procurando:
• Conectar el mundo fı́sico (e.g. estanques de fermentación en bodegas de vinificación) al mundo digital
o nube mediante una infraestructura IIOT (Internet de las Cosas Industrial) óptima. • Implementar y
aplicar herramientas basadas en IA para describir y diagnosticar lo que ocurre en el mundo fı́sico, pre-
decir eventos crı́ticos y recomendar acciones que fortalezcan la toma de decisiones de actores relevantes
(e.g. enólogos, agrónomos, gerentes u otros) Lo anterior está siendo abordado por el Centro de Inves-
tigación e Innovación (CII) a través de un programa de I+D e innovación llamado “Desarrollo de una
industria vitivinı́cola inteligente”, cuyo objetivo es impulsar la transformación digital de procesos en la
cadena de valor de VCyT, procurando mayor eficiencia y flexibilidad y maximizando calidad, produc-
tividad y sustentabilidad. Para ello se están utilizando herramientas de Ingenierı́a de Procesos, Ingenierı́a
de Automatización, Ingenierı́a Informática y Ciencia de Datos y se está trabajando en proyectos como
“Pronóstico de Volumen de Cosecha” y “Plataforma Digital para la Gestión de Calidad de Uvas y Vinos”,
ambos asociados a la gestión y optimización del proceso de vendimia.

“HYBRIDIZING BIG DATA, SENSING AND MODELLING AT THE LANDSCAPE
SCALE” by Simon Dunstall (CSIRO, Australia)

In this presentation we will explore three key concepts for data analysis and decision support
at landscape scales in agriculture, forestry and related areas. The first of these relates to the mixing of
data-driven approaches, mathematical modelling, and bio-physical scientific understanding, as a way to
make practical and truly impactful progress in complex and contentious situations. We will illustrate
this mainly through examples of prescriptive analytics and quantitative risk management pertaining to
wildfires, and well as in real options valuation as applied to routing roads through ecologically sensitive
areas. The second concept is the holistic “end to end” design of agricultural and environmental analytics
systems, from remote sensing and field sensors through to decision support tools. We provide some key
examples including in aquaculture and in broadacre crop forecasting. The third concept centres on the
notion of “the model as a sensor”, that is, where scientifically-validated models are used as part of a
layered approach to sensing and prediction that spans from aerial photogrammetry and satellite-based
remote sensing, through to expensive high-accuracy sensor systems, models, then densely-deployed in-
expensive sensing based on the Internet of Things. Together, these concepts help give us the means of
tackling important challenges by way of a fusion of cyberphysical systems, big data, mathematics and
the natural sciences.

“IMPACT OF SHELF LIFE ON THE TRADE-OFF BETWEEN ECONOMIC AND EN-
VIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES: A DAIRY CASE” by Martin H.P. Grunow (TUM, Germany)

Food manufacturers introduce more environmentally friendly processes to account for increas-
ing sustainability concerns. However, these processes often go along with a reduction of product shelf
life, limiting the delay of sales to future periods with higher prices. We develop a framework to analyze
the impact of shelf life on the trade-off between economic and environmental performance of two types
of dairy products. Since the differences in shelf life have their key impact at the tactical planning level,
we develop an optimization model for this aggregation level. Its objectives reflect profit and relevant
environmental indicators. A rolling horizon scheme is used to deal with price uncertainty, using Eurex
futures as price predictors. Our framework uses these tactical planning results for strategic decisions on
product and process selection. A real-life case study contrasts traditional milk powders against novel
milk concentrates. Concentrates require less energy in processing, but have a shorter shelf life. Results
show that powders offer a potential profit benefit of up to 34.5%. However, this economic value of shelf
life is subject to a priori perfect price knowledge. If futures are used as price predictors, the value of
shelf life is reduced to only 1.1%. The economic value of shelf life is therefore not a strong argument
against the substitution of powders with more environmentally friendly concentrates. We also show that
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two objectives, profit and eutrophication potential, are sufficient to capture trade-offs in the case. Several
product mixes are determined that omit powders and perform well with regard to profit and environment.

“DRONES EN LA AGRICULTURA: APLICACIONES PRÁCTICAS” by Yordi Norero
(Dynamic Wings UAS, Chile)

Hoy en dı́a el uso de vehı́culos aéreos no tripulados o drones no solo permiten levantar in-
formación predial con el objeto de optimizar recursos productivos, sino que también permiten realizar
labores agrı́colas directamente. Esta presentación tiene por objetivo mostrar ejemplos prácticos de cómo
se está aplicando esta tecnologı́a en el rubro agrı́cola en Chile y el mundo.

“TIMELY AND QUALITY INFORMATION: A KEY ELEMENT FOR AN EFFICIENT
AND SUSTAINABLE AGRONOMIC MANAGEMENT” by Rodrigo Ortega (USM, Chile)

Precision agriculture is defined as good agronomy with information. The steps necessary to
transform data into information in agriculture are presented. Finally, some examples of technological
tools to collect high-density data and some simple algorithms for their transformation in timely and
quality information are presented. The necessity of developing a multidisciplinary work is highlighted.

“APPLICATION OF AG TECH IN CHILE: EXPERIENCES IN LA ROSA SOFRUCO”
by Hugo Poblete (La Rosa Sofruco, Chile)

La Rosa Sofruco is one of the oldest and largest fields in Chile. It has 2,100 hectares planted
with fruit trees in the same area including orange trees, mandarins, avocado lemons, grape vine, table
grapes, European plum, kiwis, pear trees, apricots. As a leading company in Chile La Rosa Sofruco
has been working on a continuous improvement of its agronomic management, to improve quality and
productivity, at the same time reducing its environmental impacts. For this purpose, since 2002, the
company has been incorporating state-of-the-art technologies including: air temperature sensors, soil
moisture sensors, the use of active and passive optical sensors, georreferenced soil analysis, and GIS
management. In the present work, some examples of the use of state-of-the-art technologies that have
allowed reaching the productive and environmental objectives are presented.

“INSERTION OF SMALL FARMERS INTO TECHNOLOGY-ENABLED, RAPID RE-
SPONSE FRESH FOOD SUPPLY CHAINS” by René Villalobos (Arizona State University, USA)

An important challenge under the new information-rich environments is creating efficient and
shorter supply chains that can meet the demand for fresh fruits and vegetables at the right prices, with the
right quality, with minimal waste, in spite of the perishability of these products. This should be possible
by better accommodating the new market realities such as highly segmented consumer-centered demand.
In this talk, we describe some of the characteristics that intelligent supply chains for fresh produce
should possess to allow demand aggregation (at the origin) and disaggregation (at the destination) to
make it possible for small farmers to directly serve distant markets in a close to optimal way. These
supply chains would be highly flexible, market responsive and driven by an analytical engine built in an
integrated information environment. The underlying envisioned environment encompasses supply chain
planning, information, and technology-based tools that will help level the playing field for small and
micro-growers as they compete with large, vertically integrated enterprises who already have access to
efficient information and supply chain planning systems.

“STOCHASTIC AND MULTI-CRITERIA MODELS IN FOREST PLANNING” by Andrés
Weintraub (Universidad de Chile)

Classical forest planning models consider multi-period decisions on harvesting and road build-
ing. These models are deterministic, considering expected values of relevant parameters and usually
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optimize net present value. In this talk we consider uncertainty, both in market prices, and also due to
climate change, expressed as variability in tree growth. The uncertainty is expressed as scenarios, that is,
a value for each relevant parameters (e.g. timber price) for each period through the horizon. We discuss
how scenarios are generated, the resulting stochastic models where non anticipativity constraints must be
added, and present decomposition approaches to solve large scale problems. We show the advantage in
terms of quality of solutions obtained when uncertainty is considered explicitly in the planning models
compared to the classic deterministic models. As an extension we analyze the case of risk averse decision
makers, considering options such as value at risk and conditional value at risk. We also develop models
for the case when, besides uncertainty, multiple objectives are considered besides economic value, such
as carbon sequestration, land erosion, water quality. This can be handled searching for Pareto Optimal
solutions or Goal Programming. We present computational solutions for realistic problems in each case.
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Abstract

In this work, we propose an efficient procedure for a milk transportation problem inspired by the
real case of a milk company in southern Chile. We propose the location of milk collection centers
(MCC) that accumulate milk from low volume farmers. Each MCC has a limited capacity and a
small truck fleet. Big trucks start their routes from a processing plant and collect the milk from farms
and MCC, and then the trucks return to the plant. We design a three-stage procedure. The first stage
determines the location of MCC and the assignment of farms to MCC. The second stage states the
collection sequences for small trucks from MCC to their assigned farms. The third stage states the
collection sequences for big trucks, collecting the milk of MCC and unassigned farms of the first
stage. We present computational results for a real instance in Chile.

1 Introduction

One of the most critical and costly activities in the milk supply chain is the milk collection. The Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations indicates that the milk collection costs represent
more than thirty percent of milk processing costs [2]. In this context, milk companies want to reduce
transportation costs through efficient route planning.

Usually, the milk companies collect the produced milk using a door-to-door method. This method is
costly, especially when there are a set of farms of low volume and very far from the processing plant [3].
Also, in some seasons of the year, some farms could be inaccessible for big trucks [1].

In this paper, we propose a methodology to improve the milk collection, developing a collection
network for a milk company. The company has a processing plant, a truck fleet composed of small and
big trucks, and a set of farmers supplying milk under a cooperative business structure. In order to reduce
the transportation costs, we propose the location of milk collection centers (MCC) to accumulate the
produced milk by low-volume and distant farms. The milk of these producers is collected by the small
trucks that belong to each open MCC. Once the milk is accumulated in MCC, the big trucks collect the
milk of unassigned farms and the milk of the MCC.

A three-stage procedure is proposed to solve the problem. We present some computational results
for a real instance in Chile.

2 A milk transportation problem with milk collection centers and vehicle
routing

Our milk transportation problem combines strategic and operative decisions. In the strategic level, we
propose the location of MCC to accumulate milk from low-volume and distant farms. There are two
qualities of milk (A and B in decreasing order of quality) in the production network. The milk blending
is allowed in this paper, i.e., if a truck collects milk A and B, the quality of the shipment is classified
as milk B. Each located MCC needs to collect the different qualities of milk using a small truck fleet.
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Each MCC have (at most) two silos with limited capacity to receive the two qualities of milk. Figure
(1) presents a solution scheme with two small trucks and two big trucks coming from the plant. In the
example, one MCC is used. The small truck 1 collects milk A (MCC-3-1-2-MCC), and the small truck
2 collects a blend of milk A and milk B (MCC-5-4-MCC). Then the big truck 1 collects 18,000 liters of
milk A from node 8 plus the 3,300 liters accumulated in MCC. The big truck 2 collects 18,500 liters of
milk B, visiting the MCC and nodes 6-7.

Figure 1: Small example of the proposed procedure

The solution provides the collection sequence for each vehicle, starting and returning to the plant.
Also, the collection sequence to each MCC truck is prescribed. The main objective is to minimize the
location and transportation costs, satisfying all conditions stated previously.

3 Solution Approach

3.1 Stage 1: Mixed integer programming model to locate MCC

In this stage, we solve an ad-hoc maximum covering location problem to locate the MCCs and assign
farms to MCC.

3.2 Stage 2: Routes for assigned farms to MCC

A truck fleet, composed by small trucks, is required to collect the milk of assigned farms to each MCC
(Stage 1). So, in the second stage, the routes are designed for these small trucks using vehicle routing
model based on [4].

3.3 Stage 3: Routes for unassigned farms and MCC

Given the output of Stage 2, routes for each big truck of the plant to collect milk from unassigned farms
(of Stage 1) and from MCCs are determined. We use the Clarke & Wright algorithm combined with
swaps and two-opt.

4 Preliminary Results

In this work, we use a real instance considering one plant, two qualities of milk, 80 plant trucks (30,000
liters of capacity), 472 farms, and 200 candidate sites to locate 15 MCC. Each MCC has two small trucks
(10,000 liters) to collect the milk. The capacity of each MCC is 20,000 liters (maximum two silos of
10,000 liters each). The minimum volume of assigned milk to open a MCC is set in 1,000 liters.

The application of our proposed procedure in the case study indicates that the total cost is 11,854
[monetary units], using 61 small trucks and 15 MCC trucks. The CPU Time is 206 seconds. The first
stage takes 93 seconds. The second stage takes 15 seconds, and the third stage takes 99 seconds.
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5 Preliminary Conclusions

In this article, we present a methodology to solve a real problem for a milk company in southern Chile.
The procedure considers the location of MCC, the assignment of small farms to MCC, the collection of
these farms using small trucks, and the milk collection of unassigned farms and MCC using big trucks.

The proposed system collects milk efficiently than the door-to-door strategy currently used by the
plant. It is recommended a planned strategy to synchronize the collection so that the collected milk of
each MCC be accumulated before the collection of big trucks.
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Abstract 

We address the problem of allocating crop rotations for milk production in southern 
Uruguay, particularly in small farms located at the basin of the river which provides 
drinking water to the main city of the country. Different crops produce feed for diary 
production, while exporting different levels of phosphorous to the basin. Thus, we aim at 
reducing the phosphorus export to water resources, while maintaining acceptable levels of 
feed productivity at the farms. The problem is modeled as a combinatorial optimization 
one, where decisions are the crop to be allocated at each spatial unit within a discrete 
planning horizon. Main constraints impose allowable crop sequences and minimum 
productivity. The objective is to minimize the overall export of phosphorous to the basin. 
We solve the problem by applying a two-phase heuristic. The computational experiments 
reveal that one of the main difficulties of the problem is to find feasible solutions. 

1 Introduction 

Dairy production is of great importance in Uruguay and almost 50% of dairy farmers (accounting 1,500) 
are established in the Santa Lucía River basin, which is extremely important because it provides the 
drinking water for more than half of the population of the country. Dairy activity has important 
environmental effects, specially the contribution of large loads of nutrients that compromise the quality 
of water. 

According to analyzes carried out by the National Milk Institute (INALE), dairy producers of 
reduced scale and limited investment capacity need to increase the total volume of milk produced at a 
low cost to ensure the economic viability of the activity, which implies increasing the primary 
productivity through the intensification of the system [3]. Reaching the productive needs of small-scale 
dairy systems could lead to an increase in the export of nutrients to surface waters. Therefore, a trade-
off between productivity and polluting potential must be sought, which implies complex and 
multidimensional solutions of generally opposed objectives. Territorial planning of land uses is a tool 
widely used worldwide for the management of different goals, however, this is extremely complex when 
it is intended to achieve multiple objectives, sometimes opposed (e.g. increased productivity and 
reduction of pollution). 

Optimization models with spatially explicit representations is one of the novel tools that appear as 
promising to help solving these situations [8-10]. Early work regarding land use optimization 
(particularly, crop rotation) in agriculture can be found in [1]. The modeling of allowable crop sequences 
as linear constraints in the context of mathematical programming is discussed in [4], while in [2] optimal 
crop sequences are obtained by using network flows. The adjacency constraints among plots in crop 
rotations is modeled explicitly in [7], while [5] address the problem of balancing profits among small 
farmers in the context of the optimization of crop rotations. In [6], a review of metaheuristics in 
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agricultural land use optimization is provided, including applications to crop rotation problems.   
In this work, we address the problem of determining crop rotations for spatial units (paddocks) 

belonging to a set of farmers located in the basin of a river which provides drinking water to a significant 
number of people. Objectives of both economic and environmental sustainability are considered, as well 
as constraints involving allowable crop sequences and number of different crops per farmer. Each crop 
has a planting season, a duration cycle and different yields according to the year of the cycle. Due to the 
difficulty of both formulating and solving this optimization problem, a heuristic composed by a 
construction and a local search is developed. The model is applied to a real case study in Uruguay, 
comprising dozens of farmers and hundreds of paddocks.  

2 Model formulation and heuristic solution method 

Sets: 
 𝐹: set of farmers 
 𝐼: set of spatial units (paddocks) of the study region 
 𝐼 ⊂ 𝐼: set of spatial units of farmer 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 
 𝐽: set of crops  
 𝐻: planning horizon defined as a sequence of seasons (autumn, winter, spring and summer) 

replicated for several years 
 𝐽 ∈ 𝐽: set of allowable crops for season ℎ + 1 given that crop 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 is allocated in season ℎ ∈

[1. . |𝐻| − 1], for any spatial unit 
 
Parameters: 

 𝑎 > 0: area of the spatial unit 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, expressed in [ha] 
 𝑒 ≥ 0: phosphorous export of crop 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 per area unit in season ℎ ∈ 𝐻, expressed in [kg/ha] 
 𝑝 ≥ 0: productivity (dry matter) of the crop 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 per area unit in season ℎ ∈ 𝐻, expressed in 

[kg/ha] 
 𝑃 : minimum productivity (kg/ha of dry matter) allowable for any farmer in any season 
 𝑁𝐶 (𝑁𝐶 ): minimum (maximum) number of different crops allocated to any farmer in any 

season 
 
Decision variables: 

 𝑥 ∈ {0,1}: equal to 1 if crop 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 is allocated to the spatial unit 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 in season ℎ ∈ 𝐻, 0 
otherwise 

 𝑦 ∈ 𝐽: crop allocated to the spatial unit 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 in season ℎ ∈ 𝐻 (derived from 𝑥 ) 
 
Constraints: 

𝑦 ( ) ∈ 𝐽  ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, ℎ ∈ [1. . |𝐻| − 1] (1) allowable crop sequence at 
any spatial unit across 
subsequent seasons 

𝑎 𝑝 𝑥
∈ , ∈

≥ 𝑃  ∀ 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹, ℎ ∈ 𝐻 (2) minimum productivity for 
any farmer in any season  

𝑁𝐶 ≥ 𝑥
∈ , ∈

≥ 𝑁𝐶  ∀ 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹, ℎ ∈ 𝐻 (3) maximum and minimum 
number of different crops for 
any farmer in any season 

 
Objective function (to be minimized): 

𝑎 𝑒 𝑥
∈ , ∈ , ∈

  (4) minimization of total 
phosphorous export 

 
Note that formulation (1)-(4) is not explicit, since the definition of some variables are implicit. 
Therefore, its mathematical nature (i.e. linear, nonlinear) cannot be determined at this stage of the work. 
However, it can be observed that the problem is separable by farmer. Moreover, the problem presents 
other particularities (difficult to model) that are implicit in the formulation, but they are addressed 
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explicitly in the resolution method (e.g. each crop 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 has a planting season, a cycle duration and 
different productivities according to the year of its cycle). 

To solve the crop rotation optimization problem (1)-(4) we developed an iterated procedure 
composed by a random construction and a local search. In the construction, for each spatial unit 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 a 
random crop 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 is allocated for the first season. For the subsequent seasons (until the last one |𝐻|), 
random crops are allocated, selected from the set of allowable crops 𝐽 ∈ 𝐽 given the crop allocation in 
the previous season. In the local search, a spatial unit 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 is selected randomly from the solution and 
its crop allocations across all the seasons of the planning horizon are forgotten and performed again as 
in the construction phase. If this change improves the objective value, it is accepted and the search 
performs the same step again. This procedure stops whenever no improvement is found after trying 
different spatial units for a fixed number of times. In order to not getting trapped in local optima, we 
accept infeasible solutions during the local search, where the infeasibility with respect to constraints (1)-
(3) is penalized in a modified objective function based in (4). 

3 Numerical results and discussion 

The development of the model was based on a case study of a 114 km2 basin composed of 41 dairy 
producers (farmers), which were subdivided into 792 paddocks. The spatial resolution of the model was 
defined by the surface of these paddocks, which constitute the typical spatial unit over which a producer 
takes land use change decisions. A time horizon of four years was defined, with four season each, 
totaling 16 temporal units in the planning horizon. 

The restriction of minimum dry matter productivity was established based on a minimum per season 
to ensure sustainability of dairy farmers. Thus, 𝑃  was fixed related to an average dry matter 
productivity in each season, observed at sustainable farms (6,000 kg/ha per year, divided unevenly into 
the different seasons). Number of different uses restriction range was set between 3 and 6. The minimum 
was related to risk reduction that a concentration in few uses could cause due to climatic or pest 
problems, while the upper limit was related to the maximum capacity that a small farm can afford. 

We run the model with the parameter configuration explained above, obtaining allocations that 
fulfill crop sequence constraints (1) but do not fulfill the remaining constraints (2) and (3). In Table 1 
we report the best solution found in terms of the objective value, for different numbers of iterations of 
the randomized construction and local search. We note that, as expectable, the objective value improves 
as we increase the number of iterations; however, the improvement is stuck after 10,000 iterations. The 
columns reporting percentage of compliance and deviations with respect to constraints (2) and (3), are 
calculated from two matrices composed of 41 rows (farms) by 16 columns (seasons), totaling 656 cells. 
In the first matrix, each cell contains the productivity per unit area of farmer 𝑓 in season ℎ. In the second 
matrix, each cell reports the number of different uses of farmer 𝑓 in season ℎ. Compliance is calculated 
as the number of cells that did not fulfill the restriction, that is, the number of times a farmer in a given 
season did not reach the minimum productivity or was outside the land use diversity range. Average 
deviations are calculated from the values of both matrices, with respect to the values imposed by 
constraints (2) and (3) when they are not fulfilled. It is worth mentioning that for almost all farmers 
(more than 99%), even though the minimum productivity per season was not attained, overall yearly 
productivity was successfully attained. Figure 1 shows part of the solution obtained for 10,000 iterations. 

More experiments are needed to calibrate the parameters of the algorithm that balance the weight 
of infeasibility with respect to the objective value. Particularly, it is of practical interest to know whether 
the values imposed in productivity and number of different uses are viable. An exact approach can be a 
valuable tool to answer this question. This is in fact the future work we plan to conduct.    

 

# iterations obj. value % compliance 
prod. 

% avg. deviation 
prod. 

% compliance 
uses 

avg. deviation 
uses 

100 62,652 71 ˗ 23 34 2.3 

1,000 62,469 69 ˗ 22 36 2.1 

10,000 62,197 70 ˗ 22 42 2.2 

Table 1: Results for different number of iterations 
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Figure 1: Partial view of the solution obtained for 10,000 iterations 
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Abstract

A correct choice of algorithms and a good parameter setting can enhance the behavior of an
evolutionary algorithm. The present work evaluates the performance of four multi-objective evo-
lutionary algorithms for a dairy system model. One of the algorithms was implemented using a
Microsoft .NET-based framework, while the rest of algorithms were implemented using a Java-based
framework.

The dairy system model addressed the problem of food resources allocation in pastoral based
dairy systems, which is to determine how to distribute the cows among the different food options.

The main goal of this work was to provide a performance comparison of the algorithms by con-
sidering different values for the most important evolutionary parameters.

1 Introduction

Determining how to feed cows in dairy systems to achieve different objectives is hard and complex,
specially because there are many aspects to consider. In these systems the available food resources are
located in different feeding areas, so cows must be distributed to these areas for feeding purposes. There
are many possible combinations to perform the distribution, but to reach the stated objectives, appropriate
techniques must be used.

In order to determine the best way to do the food resource allocation in dairy systems, and con-
sidering multi-objective optimization models are very good to carry out explorations of tradeoffs [6], a
multi-objective and multi-period optimization model that uses an evolutionary algorithm [1] to generate
an approximation of the Pareto front was proposed [10]. This previous work confirms that the model
correctly represents the dairy system.

In general, evolutionary algorithms have proven to be flexible and robust methods for effectively
solve complex multi-objective optimization problems, but depending on the problem to be addressed,
some algorithms adapt better than others [2].

Considering a correct choice of algorithms and a good parameter settings can enhance the behavior
of an evolutionary algorithm, the general objective of this work was to evaluate the performance of
four different evolutionary algorithms when using the dairy system optimization model. To evaluate the
algorithms, computational experiments based on different sets of evolutionary parameter values were
performed. Also, different performance metrics were used for this purpose [11].

2 Problem description and solution method

To solve the dairy system optimization model, we initially used a multi-objective Differential Evolution
Algorithm (DEA) [13], wich was implemented with the Microsoft .NET-based framework and includes
a Windows-based graphical user interface [5, 7, 8].
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The main goal of the present work is to evaluate the performance of this algorithm by comparing it
with other algorithms available in a Java-based framework for multi-objective optimization [3].

Considering NSGAII and the SPEA algorithms have shown very good performance results in other
applications [14–16], we decided to do the comparison using the NSGAII, NSGAII for Big Data and
SPEA2 algorithms. Taking into account that there is no metric that can overwhelm others, we clasi-
fied metrics in two categories: set based metrics and reference point based metrics. For each category,
different alternatives were considered.

3 Computational experiment

To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, computational experiments based on real test data for the
dairy system model were done. The test data was based on real-life data prepared by one of the authors
of this work, Pablo Chilibroste, whose research area is focused on dairy production systems.

Two experiments with different stocking rates (1.1 cows/hectare and 2.1 cows/hectare) were per-
formed. For each experiment, we considered different evolutionary parameter values.

When using the DEA, our focus was on the evolutionary parameters such the amplification factor,
crossover rate and the population size. In the literature there are several works that recommend different
values for these parameters [9, 12, 13].

For this work, we kept the amplification factor value unchanged (0.9), and we used different values
for the crossover rate (0.5 and 0.9) and the population size (150, 450 and 750). We also consider four
different values for the number of generations (100, 200, 400 and 800). Finally, for each combination of
parameter values, several executions were performed.

When using the algorithms of the Java-based framework, we focused on the evolutionary parameters
such as mutation rate, crossover rate and population size. Based on the most recommended parameter
values in the literature [2, 4] we decided to use different values for the mutation rate (0.01 and 0.1),
crossover rate (0.7, 0.8 and 0.9) and the population size (150, 450 and 750). We also consider four dif-
ferent values for the number of generations (1000, 2000, 4000 and 8000). Finally, for each combination
of parameter values, several executions per algorithm were performed.

Considering that the frameworks used are different, and particularly that the DEA used a .NET frame-
work that presents the results in a graphical way (with a higher computational cost), it is important to
highlight that in the comparison between the four presented algorithms the execution times were not
contemplated, instead the quality of the results obtained were evaluated.

On the other hand, for the three algorithms that shared the same framework, the execution times were
compared.

The execution platform was a PC with Intel Core i5-2400 (3.1 GHz. CPU with 6 MB of cache)
processor and 4 GB of RAM. The operating system was Windows 10 (64 bits).
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Abstract 

The poultry meat market requires a careful coordination of the broiler chicken supply chain. We study 
the case of a medium-sized company that focuses mainly in farm and slaughtering operations for broiler 
chicken production. For this company, lot sizing and scheduling are critical tasks for an efficient opera-
tion of  their business. We present a framework of decision support models that could help similar com-
panies in the broiler chicken industry to become more competitive.   
 
Keywords: Agreggated planning, broiler chicken supply chain, decision support system, optimization. 

1 Introduction 

Broiler chicken is a branch of the poultry industry dedicated to meat production. This variety of chicken 
gains weight faster than other breeds and is ready for slaughtering in about 36 days. The market is rapidly 
growing because of an ever-increasing international demand for chicken. Asian and Latin American 
countries have identified in the broiler chicken industry an opportunity to get into new markets and boost 
their agricultural economies [1].  
 
The level of integration within the broiler chicken supply chain highly depends on the country [2]. In 
countries like Colombia, where the poultry industry is still developing, integration is becoming an at-
tractive strategy to gain more market share. Stakeholders are interested on applying new managerial 
techniques to improve communication, financial, and product flows [3].  
 
We examine the case of a company with integrated farm and slaughtering house operations. In this sce-
nario, coordinating lot sizing and scheduling operations become a challenge due to the complexity of 
animal farming and specific biosecurity constraints required for meat production for human consump-
tion.  

2 Broiler chicken supply chain 

The broiler chicken supply chain begins with the breeders who produce eggs. Then, the hatcheries send 
day-old chicken lots to farms for fattening with feed provided by mills. When chicken lots gain appro-
priate weight, the farm transport them to the slaughterhouse.  The slaughterhouse produces multiple 
products for wholesalers, retailers, and restaurants, among other customers. Throughout the supply 
chain, the government acts as a regulator. 

 
A key agent in the broiler chicken supply chain is the farm. In farms, not only chickens reach maturity 
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with a target weight, but their coordinated operations guarantee high standards of meat quality and ani-
mal welfare. Figure 1 shows the flow of operations based on a farm with free run coops, a slaughter-
house, and wholesale and retail points. In the planning phase, it is important to decide, with months in 
advance, the size of day-old chicken lots that will arrive to the farm along the horizon. In addition, it is 
necessary to plan the coops allocation for the chickens considering multiple simultaneous constraints. A 
good schedule of the operations considers the usage, cleaning, and planned recess of coops; and avoids 
biosecurity risks like having chickens of mixed ages near to each other. 
 

 

Figure 1. Broiler chicken supply chain operations: from farms to sales 

3 Aggregated planning  

Due to the complexity of the broiler chicken supply chain operations, it is necessary to choose the right 
level of granularity because of the scalability of the decisions support models. For example, if we decide 
to divide the planning horizon into days, combine all decision levels, and consider all types of products, 
we can easily face a large-scale model that may be practically unsolvable in a reasonable amount of 
time. In those cases, the right level of aggregation becomes useful to improve tractability using the 
limited computational resources of small- to medium-sized companies.  
 
Fortunately, broiler chicken presents a convenient lifecycle (see Figure 2) that can be easily aggregated 
into weeks. At a tactical level, the weekly perspective facilitates an overall look of the farm and the 
business. If we group chickens by their ages in weeks, then arrivals, vaccination, feeding, and departures 
are easier to schedule. Similarly, to yield lot uniformity and meet biosecurity standards, it is relatively 
easy to control the number of week ages within a group. 

 

Figure 2. Week aggregation of the broiler chicken life cycle. 

4 A decision support system for medium-size poultry companies 

We developed a decision support system based on aggregated planning for small- and mid-sized poultry 
companies. The tool embeds an optimization model with less than 5,000 variables and 10,000 constraints 
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for the aggregated model for a six-month planning horizon. Without aggregation, the daily model has 
over 100,000 variables and 200,000 constraints for a three-month planning horizon.  
 
By reducing the size of the model, we were able to use open solvers (like CBC from COIN-OR) to work 
in the background of the decision support system. Figure 3 shows the schedule of the farm and the 
slaughterhouse with some key metrics for decision makers. The decision support system compares the 
manual plan against the optimized plan to unveil opportunities and to convince the farm managers of 
the black-box approach. 
 
 

 

Figure 3. Visualization of the results of the aggregated model on the scheduling of 
coops in the farm. 
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Abstract
This paper aims to the development of a model to increase the efficiency of a three-site pig pro-

duction system by purchasing piglets for increasing the system productivity taking into consideration
the uncertainty in the sales prices. Increasing productivity also involves, farms capacities constraints
in which the model proposed to renting additional farms The result is a two-stage stochastic model
to maximize the benefit of the system where decisions of piglets purchases and renting farms are
taken in the first-stage and the system behavior is modeled in the second stage over a time horizon
specified. The execution of the model shows the purchases of piglets and farms to be rented be aside
from providing the animals’ transfer schedule, deliveries to the abattoir, batches to be created and the
aggregate production planning for the time horizon specified. Because of the computational com-
plexity of the resulting model, we also study the suitable number of scenarios to be used for solving
the model.

1 Introduction

This paper focuses on a three-site pig production system based in a vertically integrated supply chain
where farms are specialized in one of the phases of the production process. The Pig production process
starts in the sow farms. At this phase, each sow is inseminated to produce piglets’, and they remain in this
phase until they are weaned and transferred to the rearing phase. In the rearing phase, the piglets stay for
a certain number of weeks for ensuring their correct growth. The fattening phase is the last phase of the
process where piglets’ are fattened for a certain number of weeks until they reach a marketable weight
to be sold to the abattoir. Although piglets’ are fed in the same regime, the growth is not homogeneous.
Therefore a marketing window exists for selling the pigs. Additionally fattening farms operates under
the so-called ’all-in-all-out’ management (AIAO). In other words, a new batch of animals cannot be
incorporated in a fattening farm until all the animals included in the farm are released. Because of the
farms’ specialization, transportation is needed to transfer the animals from one phase to the other. An
additional and more detailed explanation of the pig production process can be found in [12].

The pig production process is a ’push’ system. In a ’push’ system, the production is not constrained
by the demand (otherwise a ’pull’), but it is limited by the productive capacity of the entire system. Then,
the abattoirs have a product forecast that might vary depending on the production. On the other hand,
producers tend to work at full capacity without taking into consideration the price market fluctuations,
and decisions for increasing the production/system capacities are made without any analytic tool.

In Operations Research, and more specifically, Optimization, researchers worked for solving specific
problems in the pig production process. For instance, the sows’ replacement problem has been widely
studied [4, 5, 7, 15, 17, 18]. Papers related to fattening farms are also present in the literature [2, 6, 8,
10, 11, 13, 14, 16].

In a three-site pig production process with those characteristics, decisions are not taken at a farm
level but the entire system level. Managers make decisions, then, about the transfers of animals between
farms, the batches to be created and how and when to send the pigs to the abattoir.

In this paper, we recall the importance of efficient and flexible supply chains stated by several authors
[1, 9, 20] to increase the benefits. We focus on the resources that farmers have to increase production
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when they are needed. Those resources rely on purchasing piglets for increasing production, taking
into consideration the uncertainty in pigs’ sales price. Increasing production implies farms capacities
constraints in the rearing and fattening phase. Therefore, farms’ renting decisions for increasing the
capacity needs to be taken into consideration.

We develop a mixed integer two-stage stochastic model based on previous work in [12] to provide
managers to make decisions about piglets’ purchased and renting farms over a finite time-horizon having
the pig sales price as a stochastic parameter.

2 The model

The model follows the classical two-stage formulation presented presented by [3]:

min cTx+ EΩ[q(ω)
T y(ω)] s.t. Ax = b, T (ω)x+Wy(ω) = h(ω), x ≥ 0, y(w) ≥ 0 (1)

where the first-stage variables correspond to the purchases of piglets’ in the first four-weeks of the
time horizon and the decision to rent a rearing or fattening farm for the time horizon specified.

The objective function maximizes the benefit given the income of the weekly pigs sold to the abattoir
from the fattening farms and the costs incurred. The cost takes into account three items: 1) stocking 2)
renting a rearing and/or a fattening farm and 3) transportation. The stocking cost is calculated, taking
into consideration the number of pigs on each farm and their age. Renting the farms involves a fixed fee
plus the cost of stocking the animals. Transportation cost is calculated per phase with the unitary cost of
transportation in Euros per km, the number of trips needed to transport the animals (between farms or to
the abattoir) and the distance between origin and destination.

The constraints are modeled under the following groups:

• Initial inventory: Corresponding to the stock of pigs in each farm in the system and its age.

• capacity of farms: Pigs’ stock in farms cannot exceed the farm’s capacity. In the case of renting
farms, the capacity is constrained depending on whether they have to be rented or not.

• production of piglets’: Modelled in sow farms depending on the productive sows’ stock and the
weekly purchases of piglets’ in case the production need to be increased.

• growth of animals: Animals stay in the farms for a certain weeks. Therefore animals growth is
modeled on a weekly basis taking into consideration a marketing window exist in the fattening
farms.

• AIAO management: To ensure that fattening farms cannot be filled until the whole pigs batch has
been released in the fattening farm.

• Transportation needs: To compute the number of trips necessary from transferring animals from
one farm to another or the abattoir.

• Non-anticipativity constraints: Corresponds to the set of constraints to ensure all the scenarios
follow the same first stage decisions.

3 Case study

We use a set of 30 farms which two are sow farms, four are rearing farms, and 24 are fattening farms.
The pigs stay on the sow farms for four weeks, six weeks in rearing farms and a maximum of 18 weeks
on fattening farms. The model assumes that the sow farms operate under a steady state in which the herd
structure is in equilibrium. The total weekly production in sow farms is of 775 piglets and capacities
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for rearing and fattening farms are 6,900 and 22,406 animals respectively. The model is set up for
purchasing additional piglets with a limit of 10.000 piglets per week. Delivery lead time is set to 4 weeks.
The weekly cost of producing piglets is set at 2.06 Euros per piglet, including feeding, insemination,
medicines, medical care, purchase amortization, and other related costs. The total cost of purchasing a
piglet is 22.50 Euros. Rearing and fattening pigs costs are set to 2.92 and 4.82 Euros respectively. Pigs
exceeding the capacity of the system and therefore hosted in rented rearing or fattening farms has a cost
increased by a 30%. The fixed cost for renting a farm is set to 10.000 Euros yearly and assuming it
is under a year contract. The marketing time window on the fattening farms ranged from week 15 to
18 of the fattening period being 100, 104.8, 109.1, and 112.8 kg the average live weight of the pigs,
respectively.

Regarding transportation, the capacity that one single truck can transport in terms of piglets up to 30
kg is 700. Maximum capacity of 240 pigs is set from the fattening farms to the abattoir. The unitary
transportation cost is fixed at 1 Euro/km for all the production process.

For creating the scenario three, the sales price is used from the historical data published by Mer-
colleida in 2015. No slaughtering penalties or bonuses for lean content and carcass weight are consid-
ered. The scenario tree has been built through the Monte Carlo sampling-based method in [19] after
adjusting a seasonal ARIMA to the Mercolleida pig’s price.

A 32-week time horizon is considered with the aim to ensure the piglets produced or purchased in
the four weeks included in the first stage are sold to the abattoir.
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Abstract

Nutritional requirements in pigs are well established and revised time to time by scientists. The
diet problem is focused traditionally in the minimisation of the diet cost regardless the energy con-
sumed during the making process neglecting CO2 emissions. In addition, feed manufacturing in-
volves dietary changes over time related to the stage of production requirements, changes in the
prices or availability of raw material. On the other hand public awareness on environmental ques-
tions has gone up and more attention to GHG emissions and CO2 footprint has been paid. Hence,
nutritionists and purchase managers can benefit of joining an economic objective, the cost minimi-
sation, and an environmental objective, the reduction of CO2 emissions. Therefore, in this work we
present a diet formulation that integrates the costs of all formulae of the whole pig production system
together with environmental impact represented by the CO2 emissions associated.

1 Introduction

Feed accounts for about 60-70% of the cost of pigmeat production. It is, therefore, important to get the
formulations and rations right at each stage of growth. In Spain, vertical integration of the pig sector
begun around the feed manufacturing industry. One particularity of feed manufacturing is that the main
ingredients are based on grains traded as commodities with high variability in prices and many of them
with temporal availability. Due to these sources of variability, diets formulations change over time. Feed
mill is often part of a larger corporation acting as a supply chain that vertically integrates several agents
such as sow farms, rearing and fattening farms and abattoir among others.

The veterinary nutritionist assisted by a computer software, makes the decision about the least-cost
formulation that satisfies the specific nutritional requirements at current prices [1] and with available
ingredients. The least-cost has usually been understood as the minimum economic value, but in this
work we broaden this concept and take into account the cost of the raw material, the transportation cost
from production sources to the feed mill, the production cost at the feed mill and the environmental cost
measured by CO2 emissions(see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Cost components included to design the feed formulation

The number of formulae and their modification may convey changes in the milling processes. Some-
times the exchange of grains or even just the humidity content may require higher energy consumption
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at the time of grinding or may require extra costs for conditioning the formulation. In this work we
take an integrated approach at the time of deciding the different formula composition by considering all
costs incurred from the raw material purchase to the end product. The multi-diet formulation model is
extended to account for costs of the purchase of raw materials, the actual composition of each diet and
the feed mill processing costs.

The goal of the model presented is to support the purchasing decisions together with the diets com-
position while considering the costs of the whole process. The model also includes information with
regards to environmental aspects. The amount of data required from the user and the information that the
model can provide is large. The model presented is exemplified with a use case in the pig sector.

2 Pigs, farms and mills

Pig production is held mostly in industrial farms. Different farms can be found depending on the ani-
mals they are housing: sow farms, rearing farms and fattening farms leading to a vertically integrated
companies involving feed manufacturing and transport. The manufacture of animal feed aims to produce
food for them to cover their nutritional needs. Nutritional requirements varies on the genetics, age and
life stage, which results in a broad range of diets (e.g. around thirty in pig production for a sole geno-
type). The costs incurred in producing a diet can be divided in three main areas: raw material purchase,
transport and feed mill processing. We leave apart the costs incurred in the delivery of the final product.

2.1 Pig reproduction and growing

Pig production is based on the reproduction of sows (i.e. pig females). Sows produce many piglets per
farrowing. Piglets stay during the lactation period with the sow until weaning. Before weaning solid
aliments can be introduced to complement mother’s milk and to prepare them for the transition to the
new feed. After weaning the foodstuffs they eat is very rich in nutrients to assure a correct development
and care. Pigs cross different growth stages changing the nutritional requirements that should be satisfied
through the diet. There is also the option of introducing medicines or nutritional complements in the feed
if pigs require.

2.2 Housing pigs

Modern production systems are based in three site systems accounting for three sites (i.e. farms) to house
pigs at different physiological states [5]. There are sow farms, producing piglets that after weaning are
send to rearing farms, just before to be moved again to fattening farms for ending up the production
cycle. Each type of farm host pigs at different ages and with different nutritional needs to satisfy for
a correct performance. Sometimes farms are located in the same land lot, but it is more usual they are
scattered over a geographical area.

2.3 Feed mill operation

Compound feed has evolved aiming at fulfill feed characteristics needed to improve animal production
performance [1]. The list of ingredients that can be used in a diet formulation is very big and can change
slightly over time depending on the discovery of new products or the banning of other already used.
Although the number of available ingredients can be in the order of hundreds, those really used regularly
are less. Therefore, we therefore divide the set of ingredients in two groups: R as the set of ingredients
sourced from regular providers, and O as the set of ingredients that can be bought from others. Associated
to each ingredient is the price, which for the ingredients in the group R is unique, but for those in the
group O there is a price for each provider. We have considered available tables of animal requirements
and nutritional composition of ingredients [3].

The energy consumption in a feed mill is based on electrical power. After the reception and storage
of raw materials, ingredients are precisely weighted in different scales according to the type of diet and
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amount required. There are ingredients that have to be grounded and in the required proportions mixed
with the rest of ingredients before entering the pelleting machine. Finally the pellets are cooled and
stored for few time since delivery is almost immediately.

Figure 2: The feed production process scheme.

The grinding and the pelleting represent in a mill about a 30% each of the final electrical power
consumption [2] but this may vary according the product. In this paper we are not considering other
factors, such as the screen diameter or the humidity contents, affecting the energy consumption. There
calculation of the total electrical power consumption is considered from the addition of the consumption
of the different machines operating in the mill.

3 Mathematical formulation

3.1 Objective Function

The diet formulation problem consists on finding a mix of i ∈ IR ingredients, (xi), that satisfy particular
nutritional requirements with the minimum cost of the diet C =

∑
Cixi [4]. This first problem has been

extended with CO2 emissions (Eq. 1) considering the emissions Ei associated to each ingredient. The
model is complemented with other specifications such as limits on the contents on given ingredients or
maximum deviations from a previous formulation . At the same time, different diets to be produced are
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considered and so, a multi-diet model is formulated. We have extended the mono criterion model in a
bi-objective model considering the expected environmental impact (in terms of CO2 emissions). Other
operational constraints may be added to account for limits on the availability of some ingredients or
storage capacity limits. It is worthy to note that the minimum cost diet formulation may vary if only one
diet or a multi-diet problem is considered.

minϕ
∑

i∈IR
Cixi + (ϕ− 1)

∑

i∈IR
Eixi (1)

3.2 Constraints

The classical diet model constraints consider the nutritional requirements to be satisfied body require-
ments for each diet devoted to a pig at a specific growth stage. Additional constraints consider the
minimum amount to manufacture for each diet. Constraints related to emissions serves to determine
the number of emissions depending on the ingredient or the diet produced. Notice that in a multi-diet
problem, the objective function is the same as the ingredients do not change, and it is via constraints that
the different nutrients, formulae and quantity of each diet to produce is determined.

4 Case of study

The model has been tested on a realistic configuration for a set of diets under a multi-formula problem
common in vertical integrated companies [5]. The system involve the operation of a feed mill in charge
of the feed production. A prototype of dashboard has been implemented to ease the understanding of the
results. The model has been developed with the Python mathematical modeling language Pyomo and
the dashboard in R-flexdashboard, both open source options. The optimizer CPLEX 12.8 is the solver
engine used for solving the LP problem.

5 Conclusions

The multi-diet formulation has been extended to account for all the costs in the process. Given that feed
cost constitutes a large portion of the meat production system the least feed cost production target is used.
Moreover the formulations must comply with the nutritional principles and environmental requirements.
The model and decision support system presented here is a solid first step towards building an enriched
model with other objectives or constraints, leading to a fruitful comparison of the characteristics of
the compositions resulting from different strategies. The model also aims at supporting raw material
purchases.
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Abstract

This work describes a bilevel formulation centered on a stackerlberg game to support the coordi-
nation in the pork supply chain. It is an ongoing research that aims to show and measure that better
coordination among chain agents helps to increase productivity and reduce food waste.

1 Introduction

According to estimates of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), by 2050,
the world’s population will reach 9.6 billion people, which represents an increase of more than 30 per-
cent. This growing population, in addition to the spread of prosperity across some crowded countries
(i.e. China and India) who are demanding more quality and quantity, together with the extensive use of
food to produce biofuels, turns out that feeding the world population is nowadays a great challenge.The
lack of coordination among chain agents is a big source of food waste that is no longer to be acceptable
in the food system that is struggling with an increasing demand and a reduction of available raw material.

Business Intelligence and Operations Research have greatly support decision makers towards the opti-
mization of the food Industry. Specifically, Game theory has been deeply used to analyze the interactions
between different agents in the supply chain [4]. The Stackeberg model can be also seen as a bilevel op-
timization problem [3]. In this model, the leader announces his strategy first. Next, the follower observes
the leader’s actions and reacts to them, so as to maximize profits. In this sense, the Bi-level programming
approach provides a framework to deal with the coordination among chain agents [5].

The bilevel linear programming problem BLPP can be written as follows [2]:

For x ∈ X ⊂ Rn, y ∈ Y ⊂ Rm, F : X × Y → R1, and f : X × Y → R1.

min
x∈X

F(x,y) = c1x +d1y (1)

s.t A1x +B1y 5 b1 (2)

min
y∈Y

f(x,y) = c2x +d2y (3)

s.t A2x +B2y 5 b2 (4)

where c1,c2 ∈ Rn, d1,d2 ∈ Rm, b1 ∈ Rp, b2 ∈ Rq, A1 ∈ Rp×n, B1 ∈ Rp×m, A2 ∈ Rq×n, B2 ∈ Rq×m. Sets
X and Y place additional constraints on the variables, such as upper and lower bounds. In this model,
once the Ieader selects an x, the first term in the follower’s objective function becomes a constant; and
the same is valid for the follower’s constraints.

Bard (2013) also presents a necessary condition that (x*,y*) solves the linear BLPP (1)-(4) if there
exist (row) vectors u* and v* such that (x*,y*,u*,v*) solves:
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minc1x +d1y (5)

s.t A1x +B1y 5 b1 (6)

uB2− v =−d2 (7)

u(b2−A2x −B2)+ vy = 0 (8)

A2x +B2y 5 b2 (9)

x = 0, y = 0, u = 0, v = 0 (10)

In this work, we model the interactions between the producer and the retailer in a pork supply chain,
through bi-level programming under two power scenarios: Producer-stackelberg and Retailer-stackelberg.

2 Mathematical formulation

2.1 Description of the game

The pork supply chain is composed by organizations in charge of procurement, production, process-
ing, distribution, marketing of pork and derived products to final consumers.
In this work we focuss on the game set by two chain agents the producer and the retailer. The Producer
is in charge of processing the raw material ()carcasses) into meat products, while the Retailer is in charge
of distribution and marketing of those products to customers. The game between this two players turns
out to be formulated as a bilevel programming problem with a static Stackelberg game in which both try
to maximize their individual objective functions. Play is sequential and uncooperative in nature.
The game arises when the optimal quantity produced and sold by the producer is not enough to supply the
needs of the retailer. Thus, the retailer imposes a penalty cost on the producer for the unsatisfied demand.
This penalty cost can be reduced through coordination and integration of activities, and information ex-
change between the two supply chain agents. By sharing information about consumer preferences and
demand, the producers maight avoids waste of products and cooperates with the retailer to maximize
their level of service, improving performance of the whole supply chain.

2.2 Bilevel Linear Programming Model

This model supports the coordination of two chain agents. The producer acts as the leader and the
retailer acts as the follower. The main assumptions and considerations for the formulation of this bilevel
programming are based on [1].

Sets, indexes and variables used in the model are described below:
Sets and indexes:

T : Number of periods of the planning
horizon.

J : Number of cutting patterns.
k ∈ K : Set of sections per carcass.
j ∈ Jk : Set of cutting patterns per section k.

r ∈ R : Set to represent the different types
of carcasses.

i ∈ P : Set of Products.

Parameters:
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H : Carcasses available to process during the whole planning horizon.
αr : Proportion of carcasses of type r .
ψi jr : Yield of product i using cutting pattern j on carcasses of type r .
pi : Selling price per product i .
c j : Operational cost of pattern j .
ce

j : Operational cost of pattern j in overtime.
h : Holding cost of product per period for the leader.
fi : Cost for unsatisfied-demand of product i for the leader.
W : Warehouse capacity for the leader.
t j : Operation time for cutting pattern j.
Tw : Available hours in regular time.
T e

w : Available hours in overtime.
δ : Auxiliary parameter for better control the available carcasses .
P : Purchase cost of carcasses.
dit : Demand of product i at each period t.
G : Warehouse capacity for the follower.

Decision variables

vit : Quantity of product i to be sold in t.
xit : Total quantity of product i to have in period t.
si : Total quantity of excess product i at the end of planning horizon.
Ht : Number of carcasses to be processed at each period t.
z jt : Number of times to perform the cutting pattern j in period t in normal work hours.
ze

jt : Number of times to perform the cutting pattern j in period t, in overtime.
Iit : Quantity of product i to hold for the leader in t.
uit : Unsatisfied-demand of product i in t.
Ir
it : Quantity of product i to hold for the follower in t.

Formulation

max ∑
i∈P

T

∑
t=1

pivit −
T

∑
t=1

PHt −
T

∑
t=1

∑
j∈J

∑
r∈R

(c jz jrt + ce
jz

e
jrt)

−∑
i∈P

T

∑
t=1

hIit −∑
i∈P

T

∑
t=1

fiuit (11)

s.t

αrHt − ∑
j∈Jk

(z jrt + ze
jrt) = 0 ; t ∈ T,k ∈ K,r ∈ R (12)

xit −∑
r∈R

∑
j∈Jk

ψi jr(z jrt + ze
jrt) = 0 ; i ∈ P, t ∈ T,k ∈ K (13)

∑
r∈R

∑
j∈Jk

t jz jrt ≤ Tw ; t ∈ T (14)

∑
r∈R

∑
j∈Jk

t jze
jrt ≤ T e

w ; t ∈ T (15)

vit − xit − Iit + Ii,t+1 = 0 ; i ∈ P, t = 1, ...,T −1 (16)

viT − xiT + si− IiT = 0 ; i ∈ P (17)
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T

∑
t=1

Ht ≤ H (18)

−
T

∑
t=1

Ht ≤−δH (19)

∑
i∈P

Iit ≤W ; t ∈ T (20)

vit ≥ 0 , xit ≥ 0 , si ≥ 0 , Iit ≥ 0 , Ht integer,

z jrt integer , ze
jrt integer (21)

min ∑
i∈P

T

∑
t=1

uit (22)

s.t
vit +uit + Ir

it − Ir
i,t+1 = dit ; i ∈ P, t = 1, ...,T −1 (23)

viT +uiT + Ir
iT = diT ; i ∈ P (24)

∑
i∈P

Ir
it ≤ G ; t ∈ T (25)

Ir
i,T = 0 ; i ∈ P (26)

uit ≥ 0 ; Ir
it ≥ 0 (27)

Where vit , si, Ht , z jrt , ze
jrt , Iit are decision variables of the leader and uit , Ir

it are decision variables of the
follower. The manufacturer’s objective (16) is to maximize profits. Profits are understood as the differ-
ence between total revenues from selling the products and the following costs: inventory, production,
purchases of carcasses and unsatisfied-demand penalties. Conversely, the follower (22) is simply trying
to maximize his service level.

A feasible solution of the model satisfies a different set of leader’s constraints. Constraint (12)
ensures a balance between cutting patterns and the number of carcasses to be processed at each time
period. Equality is forced because it is not possible to leave unprocessed raw material. Constraint
(13) calculates the total kilograms of each product retrieved by all the cutting patterns applied at each
time period. Constraint (14) ensures that the labor time does not exceed the viable working hours of
regular time. Constraints (15) ensure that the labor time does not exceed the viable working hours
during overtime. Constraints (16) and (17) determine the quantity of product to be processed and held
considering the excess product. This is the amount that the manufacturer sells when the wholesaler
does not purchase all products at the end of the planning horizon (without revenues because it is a sunk
cost). Constraints (18) and (19) impose a lower and upper limit according to the animal availability from
suppliers and a given percentage δ to allow an extra flexibility in the total number of carcasses to be
processed. Constraint (20) ensures that the holding capacity for products is never exceeded. Constraint
(21) defines the domain of decision variables.

On the other hand, the set of follower’s constraints are the following. Constraints (23) and (24) ensure
that the requested level of each product is addressed, allowing the existence of unsatisfied-demand if the
manufacturer does not provide enough products to satisfy the demand. Constraint (25) ensures that the
capacity for holding products is never exceeded. Constraint (26) satisfies the condition to not holding
products at the end of the planning horizon. Constraint (27) defines the domain of decision variables.

3 Discusion and Conclusions

It is an ongoing research that aims to show and measure that better coordination among chain agents
helps to increase productivity and reduce food waste. The computational experiments are being currently
implemented and solved using CPLEX 12.6.2.0 as a solver in a Macbook Pro Retine Display, i5-5257U
Broadwell and 8Gb RAM with the software optimization package IBM ILOG CPLEX.
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Abstract 

At present, there is a growing need to efficiently use resources such as water or soil.  
Precision Agriculture, through the set of information technologies that it uses, allows an 
effective management of these resources. However, the adoption rate in this context is 
still low, due to the complexity of choosing the indicated technology. This article presents 
the results of a Systematic Literature Review on Precision Agriculture implementations, 
seeking to answer questions regarding the type of technologies used, criteria for the com-
parison and selection of these and the existence of frameworks that guide the selection of 
the technologies. A total of 3,949 articles were reviewed, of which 259 answered all or 
part of the research questions posed. Among the relevant findings we can mention the 
most used technologies were remote sensing and GPS, also no framework was found that 
guides an implementation of Precision Agriculture. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, soil and water are not considered infinite or abundant resources. Governments and scien-
tists have realized the importance of maximizing these and other resources with the objective of mini-
mizing losses and waste. Therefore, with the aim of increasing performance and quality; and to protect 
the environment, Information Technologies (IT) have started to be used. In agriculture, in recent years 
this is known as Precision Agriculture (PA) and is focused on producing immediate benefits by saving 
resources and being friendly with the environment [1]. 

In the context of PA, the different data of the cultivated land are collected to evaluate with greater 
precision the optimum density of sowing, to estimate the use of fertilizers, to improve the management 
of water resources, to more accurately predict the production of the crops and the quality of the end 
product, as well as optimizing the performance through automated harvesting practices. In the same 
way, the use of IT contributes to an adequate decision making, from the point of view of the technical-
productive, economic and environmental management. Instead of administering a whole terrain based 
on a hypothetical average condition, which may not exist anywhere in the field, a PA approach recog-
nizes the specific differences of the site and adjusts the actions accordingly [2].  

The use of PA is of great help for farmers who must optimize resources, however, its adoption rate 
is still low [3]. Among the causes are the diversity of technological solutions offered in the market that 
fulfill different functions and can be combined among them, although not all of them are compatible 
with each other, so, to make a good decision, one must have a minimum knowledge [4]. In most cases 
each land presents a unique management so not all IT will help to determine the causes of the variabil-
ity and it would be expensive to implement all of them immediately. In this sense it is recommended to 
use an incremental approach since it has been proven to be the best strategy since it allows incorporat-
ing one or two tools at the same time and carefully evaluating the results [2]. 

The objective of this study is to learn about IT used in PA reported in the literature and to identify 
criteria for their selection so that it will serve in the future as a basis for a tool that guides those who 
require PA solutions. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the methodology used to review 
the literature; the results are presented in Section 3; and finally, Section 4 provides the article's conclu-
sions. 
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2 Methodology 

This study has been performed as a Systematic Literature Review (SLR), based on the original guide-
lines proposed by Kitchenham [5]. The goal of the review was to identify PA implementation pro-
posals, along with detecting criteria for their comparison and selection. In addition, to detect the exist-
ence of frameworks that use these criteria. Based on this objective, the following questions were for-
mulated: 

1. What information technologies are used in precision agriculture? 

2. What implementations of precision agriculture are recorded in literature? 

3. What criteria exist to compare and select the technologies used in precision agriculture? 

4. Is there a framework that guides the implementation of precision agriculture?  

In order to perform de SLR, distinct sources that are related to the topic at hand were used, specifi-
cally: Google Scholar, Scopus, Springer, Science Direct and National Agricultural Library. Subse-
quently, search and review protocols were defined based on terms and combinations. The search was 
realized in English and Spanish for a greater scope; for each search, the first 200 results were re-
viewed. In addition, documents from 2010 onwards were considered. 

3 Results 

This section summarizes the results of the study. First the general results are presented and then every 
posed research question is addressed. 

3.1 Search Results 

40 different searches were carried out (5 sources and 8 combinations each). For each search, 200 re-
sults were reviewed. However, 20 of these gave less than 200 results and, among these, 15 did not 
provide any. A total of 3,949 articles were found that were subjected to a partial revision to find the 
potentially useful ones, which were 1,242. Subsequently, repeated articles were removed, obtaining a 
total of 863 potentially useful articles. After an in-depth analysis it was determined that 593 were not 
relevant to the current research, so they were discarded, leaving a total of 259 useful and accepted 
articles. A list containing all of the references for the accepted articles in this SLR can be found in the 
supplementary materials (http://colvin.chillan.ubiobio.cl/mcaro/cisternas/precision-agriculture/). These 
articles answer one or more of the research questions posed. Figure 1 graphically shows this process.  

 

 

Figure 1: Development process of the SLR 
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3.2 What information technologies are used in precision agriculture? 

Of the 259 useful articles, all contribute in some way to answer this research question. The reason for 
this is that IT is the basis of PA. Generically, 10 IT were identified whose function is to store, recover, 
transmit and manipulate data of the land, crop, environmental conditions, among others. Next, they are 
mentioned ordered by the number of articles in which they are addressed: Remote sensors (96); Global 
Positioning System (GPS) (69); Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) (35); Wireless Sensor Networks 
(WSN) (34); Sensors in general (19), that is, they only described the factors that they captured; Varia-
ble Rate Technology (VRT) (18); Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) (8); Nanosensors (4); Unmanned 
Ground Vehicle (UGV) (2); and Multimedia (2), the latter referring to objects that allow to obtain vid-
eos and images for a simpler analysis, like phones or cameras. 

The most used technology is the sensor since there are diverse kinds such as: WSN, remote sen-
sors, terrestrial sensors, underground sensors, among others. In addition, they have the ability to meas-
ure different parameters depending on the requirements, for example: temperature, humidity, pH, soil 
nutrients, water level, conductivity, among others. [6]. 

Software, systems and techniques that are complementary to the use of IT were also found, be-
cause they need an IT that recovers the necessary data for their functioning. Among these we can men-
tion: Yield map, Yield monitor, Geographic Information System (GIS), Variable Rate Application, 
Variable Rate Fertilization, Multispectral Images and Variable Rate Irrigation. 

3.3 What implementations of precision agriculture are recorded in literature? 

A total of 96 articles that describe PA implementations were found. Among others, the technologies 
were applied in a crop to observe and/or modify diverse factors that influence in its growth such as 
humidity, temperature, solar radiation or water level. They were also used for general crop monitoring 
or for some specific activity such as sowing and harvesting.  

In the implementations of PA, 21 kinds of crop were identified, the most repeated being: corn (11), 
sugar cane (10), wheat (9), cotton (8), soybean (8) and grape (7). It should be noted that each crop has 
different qualities and factors to consider for an optimal performance, such as: climate, soil type, nec-
essary nutrients, among others. In addition, each implementation indicated one or more agricultural 
activities that it focused on, since each one has its own requirements. Five activities were identified, 
which are presented below, arranged according to the number of articles that addressed them: harvest 
(12), sowing or planting (11), irrigation (8), disease, pests and weeds control (8), fertilization (7). 

Finally, there are case studies that elaborated information systems in order to use the technology 
more efficiently. The systems were  commonly developed with the objective of monitoring the whole 
growing season, for example, in [7] a system called SmartWine is created to help in the implementa-
tion of WSN in vineyards. On the other hand, there are also more specific systems, focused on some of 
the agricultural activities mentioned above. 

3.4 What criteria exist to compare and select the technologies used in precision agricul-

ture? 

Only 12 articles were found that explicitly mentioned criteria that would influence on the selection 
of IT for an PA implementation. Given the above, criteria from the implementations studied in the rest 
of the selected literature were also identified. As a result, the 8 criteria and a set of rules associated 
with the combination of the criteria and their associated values were established.  

The criteria are the following: (1) type of crop; (2) agricultural activity; (3) data captured by the IT 
(E.g. diseases, images, water level, temperature, moisture, wind velocity, solar radiation, among oth-
ers); (4) climatic and soil factors that affect the growth of the crop; (5) function that IT develops, such 
as collecting data, storing it in a database, analyzing the information, applying supplies or monitoring 
crop growth; (6) prerequisites for using IT, as in, if a software or another IT is needed; (7) the level of 
knowledge to use the tool and finally (8) the cost associated to each IT. 

3.5 Is there a framework that guides the implementation of precision agriculture? 

No article was found that proposed a framework or a tool to guide the implementation of PA according 
to different criteria, such as type of crop, budget, agricultural activity, among others. 
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4 Conclusions and Future work 

Currently agriculture is being affected by climate change and lack of resources, such as water. Since 
this is an essential resource for the production of any crop, there is a need to use it efficiently so as not 
to exhaust it. PA aims to use the necessary quantity of inputs for an efficient management and the ob-
tention of high yields. However, even with the great benefits provided by the PA, the adoption rate is 
still low. This is due, among other reasons, to the shallow knowledge of this matter by farmers and 
professionals in the area, the required economic investment, the diversity of solutions and suppliers, to 
mention a few. 

This article shows the result of an SLR on PA implementations. As a result, a total of 259 articles 
were found that answered one or more of the posed research questions. From the collected infor-
mation, the most used ITs were identified, which turned out to be the remote sensors, GPS and GIS. 
Moreover, the review has not only allowed learning the state of the art on IT used in the PA, as it has 
also served as a way to identify the main contexts in which they have been used, together with a group 
of criteria and their relations, which are used when faced with the need to decide which IT to use in 
different contexts. 

Another aspect to highlight is the fact that no framework was found that guides the implementation 
of PA in different contexts, let alone an automated tool that performs this task. This result, therefore, 
shows a research space in which the focus can be given. 

Consequently, future work considers the creation of a framework that gathers the existing 
knowledge in literature along with that which can be extracted from a review in the industry (Web 
pages) about IT in PA. All of this will be the basis to generate alternatives for the implementation of 
PA based on their particular circumstances. For the above, all the identified criteria will be used as key 
factors for the decision of a PA implementation and the enrichment of the knowledge base will also be 
allowed with new criteria. 

Developing a tool as an Expert System could be very useful to support the adoption of PA. The ex-
pert system will have the experiences and criteria identified during the SLR as its database and will 
simulate the opinion of experts in the area of PA. This tool coulb be a guide for the formation of dif-
ferent experts in the area, such as, students, farmers interested in incorporating technologies and sup-
pliers of some of the IT, among others. 
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Abstract
Remote sensing data allows the continuous mapping of horticultural crops in periurban areas.

These are very important for their functions in the provision of local food and for other ecosystem
services they provide.

This work presents a methodological development and the results of a hierarchical classifica-
tion of the horticultural periurban area of Córdoba city, based on the spectral and spatial properties
of satellite imagery. The methodology present is automatable, making it suitable for continuous
monitoring. The classification obtained with the RF algorithm yields a global kappa of 0.77 and in
particular for the horticultural class a precision of 0.82. With a hierarchical classification only of the
horticultural area result in an amount of 1860 ha.

With spectral information taken in radiometer fields campaigns evaluated by spectral angle map-
per, we can observe as using Sentinel 2 spectra and parrot camera produce better separability of
horticultural crops that the hyperspectral one.

1 Introduction

The peri-urban food regions (FR) are an urban planning tool that contributes to local food security, pro-
tects ecological integrity, conserves biodiversity, cares for local water quantity and quality, and provides
recreation and buffer zones for urban expansion [1, 2]. The destiny of areas for vegetable cultivation
decreases drastically [3, 5, 6, 9], due to an extra-limited advance of the urban frontier, which grows on
natural and agricultural systems strategic for the sustainability of cities.[9]. In Córdoba the history of
remote identification of multi-species horticulture, in urban-rural interface zone, show results that differ
between 3167 ha for 2014 [3], and 1780 ha for 2015 [9].
In this context the objective of the present work was to explore hyperspectral data of horticultural crops
and develop a pixel-based classification, rooted in spectral and textural information, for the identification
and quantification of horticultural production area in the urban-rural interface that surrounds Córdoba
city.

2 Exploiting Spatial Characteristics

2.1 Materials and Methods

Study Area The study area it around 180,000 ha, which includes part of the metropolitan region of Cor-
doba and focuses on understanding the historical irrigation area, and horticultural use, surrounding the
city of Córdoba. The peri-urban food regions (FR) is the territory with family and commercial orchards
that surround the cities, and where vegetables are produced to supply the urban population [5, 6].
Satellite Imagery The study area was represented by a mosaic of two Sentinel 2A (ESA) images (JML
and JLL) from 19/02/2019 preprocessed to surface reflectance. Bands 2, 3, 4, 8 with 10m spatial resolu-
tion and bands 5, 6, 7, 8a, 11 and 12 resampled by georeferencing at a pixel of 10 m were used.
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Figure 1: Work flow diagram for Urban-Rural Interface Scale Mask and Supervised Classification RF

Five features were added to the 10 spectral bands of Sentinel 2. These are based on the NDVI variance
filter. The variance calculated with a 3 × 3 kernel was binarized to detect the presence or absence of
boundaries. Mean filters were processed on the binary classification, in order to describe the boundaries
proportion in contexts of 0.25 ha; 0.81 ha; 2.25 ha; 4.41 ha and 9.5 ha.
Classification Algorithm Random Forest (RF) implemented in R [7] that with the classic Breiman algo-
rithm [4] is used. For its optimization parameters the caret package (abbreviation of Classification And
REgression Training) was used.
Ground Truth (GT) and Land Cover Class Definition The area of study was visited on February 15
and 16 of the current year, georeferencing land cover and uses, with a GPS.
Registered GT were grouped into land cover classes, by analyzing spectral and textural separability. The
proposed classes are 10: water, alfalfa, trees groves, construction, under cover crops, horticulture, corn,
soybeen, ploughed soil, mix-use land.

Urban-Rural Interface Scale Mask
It is proposed to address the diferent types of management or use areas by analyzing the NDVI

(Normalized Difference Vegetation Index). The horticulture fields presents a pattern of high spacial
variance in the NDVI, but inferior to the urban area. In order to define regions, a linear mean filter was
applied to the image variance filter of the NDVI, which assigns to each pixel the value of variance in a
neighborhood.

This processing allowed defining ranges or thresholds of variance values of the NDVI, that discrim-
inate between scales: urban zones, urban-rural interface, and extensive agricultural. A mask was con-
structed for all those pixels outside the range of values that identify urban-rural interface scale. With the
70% of GT, RF classifier was executed. Cross validation was performed with the rest (30% of GT), and
a confusion matrix was constructed. Overall Accuracy (OA) and kappa coefficient (k) were calculated,
also other precision metrics by class, see figure 1.

2.2 Results and Discussions

Classification Accuracy Assessment Interpretation of the kappa coefficient shows that the result of the
classification is very good.
The RF rating on the urban-rural interface area are a OA of 74% and a kappa of 0.73. In addition to
those, other precision metrics by class ware evaluated.Precision, low values indicate a large number of
false positives, the Recall is a measure of the integrity of a classifier, and low values indicate many
false negatives, then the F1 score express the balance between precision and recall. The results for
Horticultural class indicates a very good metrics, with a precision of 0.82, a recall of 0.72 and a F1 score
of 0.77, as it presented in Table 1.

Horticultural Area Results - Hierarchical Classification The interest class, was overestimated
with an area of 7,604 ha. However, there was a categorical improvement in the approximation to the
amount of this class, with respect to the total image classified analysis. This affirms the hypothesis that
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Table 1: Precision by classes of RF Urban-Rural Interface.
Water Alfalfa Plough Tree Grove Construction Cover Horticultural Corn Mixed-use Soy

Sensitivity 1,00 0,85 0,81 0,69 0,91 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,69 0,91
Specificity 0,99 0,98 0,97 0,98 0,98 0,99 0,95 0,97 0,94 1,00
Pos Pred Value 0,84 0,58 0,70 0,80 0,84 0,78 0,82 0,62 0,71 0,95
Neg Pred Value 1,00 0,99 0,98 0,97 0,99 0,98 0,91 0,98 0,93 0,99
Precision 0,84 0,58 0,70 0,80 0,84 0,78 0,82 0,62 0,71 0,95
Recall 1,00 0,85 0,81 0,69 0,91 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,69 0,91
F1 Score 0,91 0,69 0,75 0,74 0,87 0,75 0,77 0,67 0,70 0,93
Prevalence 0,04 0,04 0,07 0,08 0,09 0,07 0,25 0,07 0,18 0,06
Detection Rate 0,04 0,03 0,06 0,06 0,09 0,05 0,18 0,05 0,13 0,06
Detection Prevalence 0,05 0,05 0,08 0,07 0,10 0,06 0,22 0,08 0,18 0,06
Balanced Accuracy 1,00 0,91 0,89 0,84 0,95 0,85 0,84 0,84 0,82 0,95

Figure 2: Spectral signatures of horticultural winter crops

urban and suburban built-up areas negatively affect the horticultural class identification.
By means of exhaustive observation of the areas allocated to horticultural class, errors of assignment of
“Borders” (limit of agricultural lots and grove of streets) are found. This confusion, has its causes in the
non-existence of that class previously in the model and that the 5 additional characteristics of the model,
singularize the horticultural areas by the presence of continuous “jumps” or “borders” in the variance of
NDVI.
On the classified image 760 points ware selected, 380 of them are Well Classified Horticultural and the
remaining 380 points designated as Badly Classified Horticultural, selecting those surrounding extensive
agricultural lots and avenue edges.
The Horticultural class was extracted and sub-classified (with an RF model) in the two mentioned classes.
For sub-classification, OA precision measurements of 84% and a Kappa coefficient of 0.68 ware ob-
tained. Above this sub classification, a constructed urban mask was applied. This mask is an average
threshold of R G B bands, with a mean filter. In this final distribution of classes, the Horticulture area
reaches 1,860 ha, characterized by the production of multi-species of vegetables in the urban-rural in-
terface.

3 Exploiting Spectral Characteristics

Spectral Signatures of Horticultural Winter Crops
The hyperspectral data , in a field campaign, using a radiometer belonging to CONAE, in august

2018. With the collected data, 10 spectral signatures of horticultural winter crops were generated. Figure
2, shows the results by crop, with a radiometric resolution of one nm.
Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM)

The spectral similarity can be obtained by considering each spectrum as a vector in n-dimensional
space, where n is each nm measurement. The SAM determines the spectral similarity by calculating the
angle between two spectra, treating them as vectors in a space with dimensionality equal to the number
of nm measurement [8].
The spectral angle is calculated between a reference vector built with the average of all the collected
data for each nm and the test vector built for each reference crop (spectral signature of each horticultural
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Figure 3: Spectral Angle Mapper, hyperspectral Information i) from 350 to 2500 nm, ii) by Sentinel 2
bands ranges iii) by Parot-sequoia+ bands ranges

crop). The SAM algorithm generalizes this geometric interpretation to n-dimensional space. In this work
we examined the specpectrum with diferent ranges i) from 350 nm to 2500 nm, ii) with the Sentinel 2
bands range1 and iii) with Parot-sequoia+ bands range2.
SAM determines the similarity plotting the hyperspectral data in a polar graph by applying the following
equation:

θ = arccos

(
ai × li
|a| × |l|

)
, R =

|ai − li|
|a| (1)

Where, a: average spectral vector, l: crop spectral vector (spectral signature). Also a measure of the
distance between the curves of each crop spectra and the build reference A was considered.

Surprisingly we can observe that using Sentinel 2 and parrot camera spectra produced better separa-
bility that the hyperspectral one.
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Abstract 

Precision agriculture currently requires increasingly robust and integrated technological 

supports to search and analyze the data it uses. On the other hand, the different types of sensors that 

currently exist provide information banks that in many cases, remain disconnected from the context 

in which they are obtain.  This paper proposes a model of data collection in the field based on the 

use of a robotic autonomous navigation platform with tours inside or outside of trials. Its objective 

is to sense by artificial vision the different phenological stages of a crop throughout its 

development, integrate, process and inform them. This model is based on the use of RGB cameras 

and spectral cameras connected to a tracking system, digital signal processing techniques, and 

stereoscopic and geo-positioning navigation techniques. 

 

1. Introduction 

Agricultural products require adequate management of production and the factors involved in it. Precision 

Agriculture (PA) is the most appropriate response to achieve these requirements [1]. It proposes a management 

of the land and the cultivation of selective form according to the needs of the same, along with a correct 

administration of the seeds and the agrochemicals leading to improve the production, improve the costs and 

make a responsible use of the environment [2].  

The constant advances in cyber-physical systems (CPS) [3] are key technology to extend different disciplines 

including Agriculture. Providing useful information for decision making in a certain sector has become a 

paradigm that is currently booming. For this, it is necessary to carry out a correct analysis of the data provided 

by the technologies and, as a result, to obtain relevant information. This is how the PA has begun to apply ICT 

to the set of cultivation techniques [4]. In particular, in the case of robotics and artificial vision systems, there 

are developments with UVAs applied to the collection of general information of crop areas that cover more than 

one furrow or plot [6], and the use of direct visualization systems for intra / extra furrow navigation and / or 

roads and the collection of data in general, such as, for example, phenotypic data of certain types of crops, or 

fruits [6-7]. 

Our work proposes the development of an integral model of surveying, monitoring, analysis and evaluation 

of data sensed in the field. This model is based on the use of a platform navigable by furrows or paths by artificial 

vision, with tracking cameras and sensing of images (visible and spectral light), which allow the generation of 

banks of images in temporal sequences of crops, collected by plant, furrows, plots, and / or tests (images stacks). 

2 Field trials 

2.1 Data to collecting 
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The information to be surveyed includes two types of variables, those that correspond to the automatisms of 

records necessary for processing information regarding the quality of crops in the field, and those that result in 

information on agronomic characteristics itself. At the beginning, the data that we wish to reveal are presented 

in trials on crops that are used for the genetic improvement of them. In this way, in the early stages of cultivation, 

stages in which the determinations will be made, two types of evaluations are envisaged.  One on quality 

information of trials, and another on agronomic information of the trials. 

Each trial consists of a set of rows of crop, aligned in plots and grouped by particular conditions of sowing, 

seeds or soil conditions, and for each test, normalized dimensions and distances are established, which allows 

adjusting the sensing scheme.  

The scenes with tests of genetic variations of crops as well as the feasible data of survey for this project of 

investigation and development, are provided by the EEA INTA Pergamino (Agricultural Experimental Station 

of the National Institute of Agricultural Technology of the city of Pergamino, Buenos Aires, Argentina). 

3 Robotic Platform 

The design of this autonomous navigation robotic platform is a structure that allows to collect necessary data on 

crops in field trials. Given the form of the tests, a lineal route is proposed for this seeding structure, using the 

paths between stonemasons of each test or the access by furrows. 

3.1 Navigation system 

The automatic navigation is carried out by means of a stereoscopic vision system that adjusts to the stage and 

the shape of the route (by internal furrows or by external paths of an essay). To do this, two webcam cameras 

with VGA resolution (camera 1 and 2) located at the front of it at low height are used.  The navigation is done 

through video analysis of one of the cameras in real time, using scene generation and route mapping techniques 

based on the scene.  Video frames are selected, color-based segmentation is applied (spectral signature of crops 

and COM indices) [8]. An initial route map (MIC) and periodic navigation maps (MNP) are generated on this 

segmentation using Harris Stephens-based corner detection algorithms and Voronoi polygons [9].  From the 

correlation between each MNP and MIC, the optimal navigable route is established, and the orders are derived 

to the corresponding actuators.  These maps are also adjusted by geo-positioning techniques based on sensors 

with RTK technologies. 

3.2 Data sensing system 

The project supports two symmetrical and independent sensing systems (one on each side of the platform). Each 

independent system has four cameras for capturing the images.  Three of these cameras are used to obtain the 

images that are then processed in pursuit of the solutions sought. Two visible light cameras are WebCam Genius 

WideCam 1050 with wide angle, with a resolution from 640x480 up to 1280 x 1204 pixels (camera 1 and 2).  

The other is a multispectral camera Tetracam ADC Lite (camera 3) which allows you to obtain an image with 

three different frequency bands (Red, Green and IRC) with a resolution ranging from 1024 x 768 to 2048 x 1536 

pixels.   The fourth camera is use to capture video that is processed online for the detection of the furrows, and 

the automatic generation of the shooting of the other two cameras as appropriate.  In this case it is a Genius 

VGA resolution webcam whose image capture is processed in real time to search for the location of the furrows 

to be surveyed, through an inverted tracking system [10]. 

The sensing of data through images must be adjust to the general conditions of one outdoor scenes plus 

particular conditions of the environment (field).  This implies an uneven surface, and also irregular lighting, 

depending not only on the weather conditions but also on the time of the route and the time it takes place. 

3.3 Location diagram of the sensors 

The assembly of the robotic platform was defined based on the particular characteristics of the measurement and 

sensing process, the area that it must travel, and the layout of the furrows that make up the plots.  For this reason 

the platform has a structure that allows the placement of the six cameras mentioned above.   Two of  them 

(camera 1 and 2) are located at a height of 0.4 m from the ground at the front of the platform. These cameras are 

responsible for capturing the video that will be used for the stereoscopic vision system.  The other three cameras 
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(cameras 3, 4 and 5), responsible for capturing the images of the crop for further processing, are located on a 

base height adjustable by software, which is suspended on the crop.   The height adjustment is made according 

to the phenological stage that is being sensed.   The platform also carries the sixth camera (camera 6) that 

captures the video for the processing and automatic detection of the shooting moments of the previous three 

cameras.   In particular, this camera will be arranged on a side, at a height of the floor level that allows to always 

focus (at any stage) the floor as part of the scene. 

 

Figure 1: Platform Prototype, with sensors locations  

4 Data processing and analysis system 

The processing tasks are start by generating the image stacks with the sensed images at different times during 

the data collection in the field, through digital image recording techniques [11].  In addition to the multi-temporal 

analysis (different dates, same scene), and regardless of the type of platform travel, the recording will also be 

multi-view (spatial displacement and objects subject to phenological evolution) and multi-modal (different types 

of sensors).    

Each images stack will have a size of N x M x Z pixels, where N refers to the number of rows of each image, 

M the number of columns and Z the number of dates included in the stack.  Each image is stored as a binary 

mask with a link point for the stack generated from its center of mass.  From these masks, the original image 

can be obtain and the analysis of phenological variables indicated by the expert (seedling count, state of 

emergency, development, flowering, etc.) can be applied.   

These processes are part of the digital analysis and processing module. This includes a set of digital image 

processing algorithms that allow obtaining the information required by the experts. This module works in 

parallel to the sensing module. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: (a) Image Stack Format (b) Temporal evolution of plants in the same furrow   
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5 Conclusions and future work 

This paper presents a prototype of a robotic platform for data sensing in the field in conjunction with a system 

based on artificial vision for autonomous navigation and image collection, which allows the generation of data 

banks from images and their subsequent analysis and interpretation on the part of the experts. 

The model aims to be a contribution of technological integration to the current situation of  Precision 

Agriculture in a CPS scenario. Not only from the general survey of the trial but also from the identification and 

monitoring of each plant individually, thus allowing to have a greater detail of the crop to be analyzed. 
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Abstract

This work considers an integrated proposal of two problems that have been developed within the
framework of precision agriculture and whose resolution can be very valuable for organic farming:
Delineation of management zones problem and Rotation crop planning problem with adjacency con-
straints. The resolution of this problem involves finding a partitioning of the field in homogeneous
management zones in their soil properties and the most profitable sustainable allocation of crops for
each of these zones in a planning horizon. The problem grows rapidly by increasing the number of
sample points, so it is resolved using branch-and-price as a decomposition strategy, this algorithm
incorporates a subproblem that generates a bounded subset of relevant potential management zones
and that allows solving the problem to optimality without the need to know all potential zones.

1 Introduction

One of the main aspects in modern agriculture is to provide farming management methods to face within-
field variability with the purpose of improving agronomic practices for crop planning. In fertilization,
for example, by decreasing the use of resources such as fertilizers, so that each management zone is
fertilized efficiently without wasting resources.

Organic farming today faces the challenges similar to those of modern agriculture. The International
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM) defines the four principles of organic agriculture
as health, ecology, fairness and care [7]. These principles refer to the same aspects that interest modern
agriculture, under the principle of health a good treatment of the soil acquires great relevance in organic
farming an the principle of ecology requires to reduce the use of fertilizers and have a control of pests
strategy responsible.

In the context of precision agriculture, techniques and tools have been developed that respond from
a scientific methodology to these problems, and that have not yet been sufficiently exploited by organic
agriculture. Based on operations research, it has been tackled relevant problems for precision agriculture
such as the Delimitation of management Zones problem [4] and the Rotation crop planning problem
[6, 8].

The aim of this work is to determine the benefit of implementing in organic farming a model for the
delineation of rectangular shape management zones that simultaneously considers the profitability of the
crop planning and ensure homogeneity of soil properties of each zones.

This problem is especially relevant for organic agriculture, as its resolution directly affects aspects
such as pest control, crop yield and soil fertilization process, components that have been selected as the
most important within organic agriculture . The proposed model considers the choice of a crop plan
where species from the same botanical family are not planted in neighboring plots in order to prevent the
spread of pests and reduce the use of pesticides, also choose the crop plan that presents the best yield and
partitions the field into management zones that optimize the use of fertilizers.

The amount of potential management zones that must be considered to solve the problem directly
grows rapidly as the number of samples of the soil properties to be considered increases, for this reason a
branch-and-price scheme is adopted as decomposition strategy [1, 2] to address the problem, in this way
the solution can be found without the need to know and evaluate the universe of potential management
zones.
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Similar strategies have already been used to solve the crop supply problem [5], where instead of
generating management zones the algorithm is used to generate crop rotation plans. In later works
[3, 10] proposed an optimal set of crops where a linear integer problem was developed to define optimal
crop rotation schedules with a combined production that met the required demand while also minimizing
the total planting area. In both papers, the proposed models were efficiently solved using a branch-and-
price-and-cut decomposition method.

2 Methodology

2.1 Model formulation

We propose a novel linear binary integer program for integrating management zone delineation problem
and crop rotation planning problem.

For this, the field is divided into cells that are associated with measurements of soil properties and
the potential yields that each crop can have in that space, each of the potential management zones is
constituted by a rectangular combination of neighboring cells, and the yield for a given crop can be
estimated from the sum of the yields of each one of the cells that form it.

It seeks to decide which zones of management will be part of the field partition during the entire
planning horizon, and in each of these zones what will be the programming of crops and in what periods
the land will be fallowed. In the objective function we maximize the profitability of the crop planning.

In the model formulation, the following restrictions must be met: it must be ensured that the set of
management zones chosen includes all the sampling points in the field, the selected management areas
should not overlap, it must be ensured that the selected management areas are sufficiently homogeneous
in their soil properties, there can not be more than one crop in a management area at the same time, two
crops of the same botanical family cannot be planted consecutively, in two adjacent areas you can not
plant crops from the same botanical family and each management area must have fallow periods.

2.2 Decomposition strategy

As noted in the introduction, the number of potential management zones grows rapidly when the number
of sample points in the field increases, this augment polynomially the number of decision variables and
constraints of the problem, It can also be highlighted that the number of adjacency constraints grows in
a much larger proportion than the number of management zones. This makes the computational times
needed to solve the problem extremely long.

Although the problem grows rapidly, the number of management zones that make up the optimal
partitioning of the field grows hand in hand with the number of sampling points. For this reason we
resort to a decomposition strategy where the problem is solved by knowing a small subset of the uni-
verse of potential management areas, for this we use an auxiliary problem called pricing problem that is
responsible for searching in the universe of potential zones for suitable zones to solve the problem.

Due to integer nature of the problem a branch-and-price decomposition method is used as an al-
gorithmic strategy to solve the problem. It is emphasized that it is not necessary to modify the model
formulation to implement a decomposition scheme of column generation.

The decomposition strategy involves a master problem that deal with of satisfy with the restrictions
that were described in the formulation of the problem as ensuring the homogeneity of the selected man-
agement zones within the field partition and ensuring that the rotation and adjacency policies that the
crop plan must comply with are met.

On the other hand, there is a subproblem or pricing problem that only generates rectangular manage-
ment zones whose incorporation improves the objective value of the master problem.
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3 Preliminary results

We presented as preliminary case study an instance conformed by 50 sampling points of a field in which
825 differents potential management zones are generated. In addition, 5 types of crops are considered
where the botanical families of Gramineae, Fabaceae and Amaranthaceae are represented. This instance
was resolved by using the direct formulation of the problem and the crop plan represented by the figure
2 was obtained as a result according to the colors code indicated in the figure 1.

Figure 1: Colors to identify the botanical families in the following figures

Figure 2: Field spatial distribution in the planning horizon
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It was determined as a result of this instance that the field should be partitioned into 20 management
zones of which 10 are formed by 3 sampling points and the other 10 are constituted by 2 sampling points,
the crop plan that respects the crop rotation an adjacency constraints contemplates planting species from
the families of the Fabaceae and Gramineae that precisely contain crops that provide greater profitability.

In this instance, the problem has a size that can still be addressed by direct formulation, in the
conference the results of larger instances will be presented, which will be resolved using branch-and-
price as an algorithmic strategy, the resolution performance of both methods will be compared and the
goodnesses of this decomposition scheme will be evidenced when the problem is getting bigger.
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Abstract 

This article aims to contribute to an analysis of the eco - efficiency of blueberry orchards 

located in central Chile. Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions is growing and recurring world-

wide concerned from increased productivity and efficiency in industries. The present pro-

posal uses the MCDEA (Multi Criteria Date Envelopment Analysis) to verify the ecoeffi-

ciency with evaluation of the production with less resources and lower environmental im-

pacts verified by the Carbon Footprint method which in this case is treated as undesirable 

output. 

1 Introduction 

The increase of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the atmosphere has emerged as the most pressing 

global environmental problem. Agricultural activity leads to implications and impacts on environmental 

sustainability according [1]. Several activities associated with fruit production contribute to GHG emis-

sions, for example, energy consumption by farm machinery; production and application of fertilizers 

and production of growth regulators. The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) [2] is used to quantify and 

evaluate environmental impacts throughout the life cycle of a product. 

The joint implementation of LCA and DEA [3]  can assess the operational and environmental per-

formance of multiple units. The LCA+DEA approach avoids the use of average inventory data and en-

riches result interpretation through eco-efficiency verification [4]. Furthermore, LCA+DEA provide 

quantitative benchmarks that direct the performance of any system toward environmental sustainability. 

There are some articles that integrate LCA and DEA techniques to evaluate the eco-efficiency of 

agricultural systems, such as [1]. This analysis of eco-efficiency is applicable in different sectors, such 

as [5] that analyze eco-efficiency in the transport sector of the European Union. 

However, DEA presents limitations when we have in set of data few DMU´s with many variables, 

so the discrimination in the evaluated units and the homogenization of the variable multipliers tends to 

present many efficient units. To solve these limitations in the DEA formulation, Li and Reeves [6] de-

veloped a multi-objective DEA model known as Multi Criteria Data Envelopment Analysis (MCDEA). 
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Thus, the present article presents a proposal of evaluation of the LCA with MCDEA to evaluate the 

ecoefficiency of Chilean blueberry production. 

2 Methodology 

According to [3], DEA is a non-parametric tool that uses linear programming to evaluate the efficiency 

of organizational units, called Decision Making Units (DMUs). This tool has been implemented in a 

wide range of agricultural activities as can be seen, for example, in [7] among others. These DMUs are 

homogeneous as they use the same multiple resources, called inputs, and produce the same multiple 

products, called outputs, and operate under similar conditions [8]. A DMU is efficient if its index is 1 

and otherwise inefficient. Further details on the characteristics, properties and different DEA models can 

be found in [9]. 

LCA is a methodology for assessing the environmental impacts of products and services throughout 

the supply chain, from the extraction of raw materials to their use or disposal. Known as a tool to esti-

mate the environmental impacts of a product or process [4].  

In the resolution of the problems of discrimination and homogenization of classical DEA, the Li and 

Reeves model [6] uses a resolution by the multiobjective function to consider additional measures of 

efficiency by the minisum criteria (minimizes the sum of the deviations) and the minimax (minimizes 

the maximum deviation). The TRIMAP software, developed by [10] and [11], is a free program that 

provides the combination of non-dominated solutions in tri-criteria linear programming problems, as a 

solution generator and a tool for weight space analysis [12], which can be used to find MCDEA non-

dominated solutions. 

However, since the primal model [6] is originally a multiobjective method, the original tri-objective 

model was transformed into a mono objective function linear programming model. Among the different 

methods to linearize a multiobjective [13] in a mono objective model, here we use the weighted sum 

method to transform the formulation of [6] as presented in Equation (2). 

𝑀𝑖𝑛  (𝛼1𝑑𝑜 +  𝛼2 𝑀 +  𝛼3 ∑ 𝑑𝑘

𝑛

𝑘=1

) 

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐 𝑡𝑜          (2) 

∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑜

𝑟

𝑖=1

= 1 

∑ 𝑢𝑗𝑦𝑗𝑘

𝑠

𝑗=1

− ∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑘

𝑟

𝑖=1

+ 𝑑𝑘 = 0, 𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑛 

𝑀 − 𝑑𝑘 ≥ 0,           𝑘 = 1, . . , 𝑛  

𝑢𝑗, 𝑣𝑖 ≥ 0,    ∀𝑗, 𝑖 

In cases where the DMU presents more than one region of non-dominated solutions, the model 

[14] is followed where the choice of the set of weights (α1, α2 e α3) is done by the largest region pre-

sented by TRIMAP. 

 

3 Case 

The case data information was collected from small producers of organic blueberry from the central 

zone of Chile, one of the main organic producing regions of this culture: Bío-Bío and Maule. From these 

regions, data from five blueberry producers (identified by A, B, C, D, E) corresponding to three season 

2011/2012, 2012/2013 and 2013/2014. However, it was not possible to obtain all the data for the 

2011/2012 season for the producer A, this period for this producer will not be considered [15]. 

Therefore, in order to evaluate the efficiency of the five orchards and to verify their evolution 

throughout the different harvests, this study will evaluate the efficiency of 14 DMUs (season orchard): 
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A-12/13, A-13/14, B-11 / 12, B-12/13, B-13/14, C-11/12, C-12/13, C-13/14, D-11/12, D-12/13, D-13/14 

, E-11/12, E-12/13 and E-13/14. 

Variables considered in this study as inputs are: Orchard size that represents the number of hectares 

used for cultivating blueberries, Fertilizers which is the total amount and type of organic fertilizers used 

in cultivation in kilograms, and CF as the total amount of direct and indirect greenhouse gases emitted 

into the atmosphere from blueberry production activities (in kilograms of CO2e). As output we have the 

Production which is the total quantity of blueberries produced in kilograms. 

The treatment of CF as undesirable output corroborates the environmental assessment literature, 

considering its environmental impact. For this variable, the treatment as input implies in valuation for 

production model with the lowest impact coupled with the lower use of resources [16]. 

 

4 Results 

As an example, for the applied methodology, from DMU 2 (A-13/14) we extracted in TRIMAP the set 

of non-dominated solution were identified with a single region. Within this region we chose a set of 

weights α1, α2 e α3 that represent a non-dominated solution for the multiobjective problem. Among the 

same region the solutions are not diverse.  

Considering the example, DMU 2 presents a set of weights (α1 = 0.316253, α2 = 0.335236 and α3 

= 0.348511) as a non-dominated DMU 2 solution that will be used to apply Equation (2). In this example 

of the DMU 2, we verified that DMU 2 as efficient because the deviation d2 is zero, or, the efficiency is 

equal to 1. Calculating the deviations of the DMUs, Table 2 presents the result of the ecoefficiency of 

the harvests analyzed 

 

SEASON DMU EFFICIENY 

A 12-13  1 0.824078 

A 13-14 2 1.000000 

B 11-12 3 0.550649 

B 12-13 4 0.840330 

B 13-14 5 0.833358 

C 11-12 6 0.885035 

C 12-13 7 0.729542 

C 13-14 8 0.204983 

D 11-12 9 0.084862 

D 12-13 10 0.116549 

D 13-14 11 0.072672 

E 11-12 12 0.251472 

E 12-13 13 0.253996 

E 13-14 14 0.250113 

Table 3 - Ecoefficiency of blueberry season 

 

In Table 3 only the season from DMU 2 is efficient compared to others of the sample analyzed. 

Analyzing the data, we verified the empirical consistency of the model when comparing the DMU 11 

that presented the worst efficiency with the efficient DMU 2. The DMU 11 consumes more energy than 

the DMU 2 and has a relatively high CF, however it has a production balance half of the DMU 2. 

Comparing with [17] that used classical methods in DEA for ecoefficiency assessment, herein we 

presented an evolution in the analysis of ecoefficiency through the MCDEA. The number of variables 

compared to the number of DMUs were not issues to discrimination of the DMUs because the MCDEA 

presents more restrictive characteristics to overcome this problem and avoid many efficient DMUs that 

would difficult to rank the results. 
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5 Conclusion  

In order to reduce GHG emissions, many studies on this subject have been gaining strength in recent 

years. This paper evaluated the ecoefficiency of 14 from blueberry orchards in Chile. As expected, the 

efficiency calculation methodology adopted with the MCDEA provided a better evaluation and discrim-

ination of the DMUs by identifying only one efficient orchard d improving the results of classic DEA. 

Analyzing the results, the DMU 2 is the only most ecoefficient of the sample, since it presents the 

lowest input values of both resources and CF for a reasonable production, which is not the lowest of the 

sample. This DMU should be analyzed as a benchmark for others to seek the best productive practices. 

Moreover, for the development of future studies, we suggest to include financial aspects in this analysis, 

as done by [18] evaluating eco-efficiency considering the economic activity and the environmental im-

pact. 
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Abstract 

The Brazilian agriculture has shown remarkable improvements in yield and produced 

quantity, for most crops, over the last four decades. Nevertheless, depending on regions 

and years, some crops have suffered significant quantitative losses due to different causes 

(e.g., climate fluctuations, diseases and pests); occasionally, some economic losses, due to 

prices or markets variations, have also been recorded, but they will not be considered 

here. In this paper, a methodology for the assessment of production losses will be pre-

sented, on the basis of readily available official data and a few behavioral assumptions re-

lated to potential yields.  

1 Introduction 

The Brazilian agriculture has cultivated a large number of crops, over quite different geographical 

environments. In these circunstances, it is natural that some production losses be reported and that 

agricultural insurance services become really necessary. More generally, losses in agricultural produc-

tion occur everywhere, and the matter of their characterization and evaluation is not peculiar to Brazil 

[3, 5]. In any case, knowledge about production losses, for different species and geographical areas, is 

required in order to formulate a number of policies and technical recommendations, and not only for 

the insurance services. 

In this work, a new approach to the assessment of production losses will be presented. It is based 

on available official statistics, with the addition of a few behavioral assumptions which are required in 

order to estimate the losses. 

Most often, the literature on risk theory has concentrated on probabilistic methods which have 

been applied to particular stochastic processes [1, 4]. In the present work, emphasis is placed on sim-

ple statistical techniques which can be applied in order to identify different risk levels of production 

loss among several crops, or among several locations for a given crop.  

There are two situations where some type of loss can be described on the basis of the available sta-

tistics. The first can be seen as a harvesting loss; that is, some area was planted but a smaller amount 

was actually harvested. In the case of permanent crops, the concept of “area available for harvesting” 

is used in place of planted area. The second type can be seen as a yield loss; that is, some level of yield 

could have been reasonably expected but a smaller one was recorded. In any case, some kind of behav-

ioral assumption, on the part of the farmers, will have to be made in order to assess the loss in terms of 

production units (for instance, in tonnes of the selected products). Although each one of these two 

types of losses could be studied separately, in what follows they will be combined, so as to obtain one 

joint value for the loss. In any case, it may be mentioned that several variations of the approach pre-

sented here are being explored. 

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Data 

The original data, at the level of municipality, were taken from the National Statistics Bureau [2], 

and are kept in a data base at Embrapa. For the work on risk assessment, they cover the period 1990-
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2017, and have been aggregated, according to  the official Territorial Division of Brazil, in the follow-

ing geographical levels: the whole country (1), great regions (5), federal units (27), which are 26 states 

and the Federal District, mesoregions (137) and microregions (558), for a total of 728 geographical 

entities. For simplicity, these entities will be called regions.The study does not consider the level of 

municipalities (5.570 at present), because their number has changed along the years.  

Crops data, including planted area, harvested area and produced quantity, correspond to 61 species 

(29 “temporary”, essentially annual, crops and 32 “permanent” crops, mainly tree plants). Their num-

ber has been increased more recently, but the new data do not span the whole study period. In order to 

illustrate the results, only the following six annual crops will be mentioned here: beans, cotton, maize, 

rice, soybeans and wheat. At the whole country level, the data are available for each product and each 

one of the 28 years. But, for lower-level regions, not all products are present in each year. Therefore, 

for each product, at each region, the decision was taken to consider only cases where at least the data 

for the ten years from 2008 to 2017 were available; and, in these cases, whenever possible, the period 

was extended continuously to previous years with data. Therefore, in many cases, the period actually 

considered started after 1990, and the initial year was adjusted in the formulas below. 

2.2 Loss concepts 

Let PA
t
, HA

t
, PQ

t
 and Y

t
 denote, respectively, planted area, harvested area, produced quantity and yield 

for a given product, in year t, at a given geographical entity, where           In all cases, only the 

situation with PA
t
 > 0 will be considered. Logically,        ; in general, HA

t
  > 0, but a few cases 

with HA
t
  = 0, that is, with total harvesting loss, have been recorded. Similarly, the statistics show that 

PQ
t
 > 0 in most cases and that PQ

t
 = 0 if and only if HA

t
  = 0. Whenever HA

t
  > 0 there was some 

amount produced and the yield is defined by Y
t
 = PQ

t
/HA

t
.  If HA

t
  = 0 the yield is defined  as Y

t
 = 0. 

A potential yield, M
 t 

, has been introduced with the following definition:  

    M 1
 =Y

1
; b) M

 t
 = max{ M

 t-1
, Y

 t 
}, t = 2,…,28 (1) 

                                         

That is, in any year, the potential yield is the maximum yield  observed up to that year. The poten-

tial produced quantity is then defined as:  

 POTPQ
 t
 = PA

 t
.M

 t 
 (2) 

That is, the best yield recorded up to year t is applied to the whole planted area. The loss, which 

can be null, is defined as: 

   L
 t
 = POTPQ

 t
 – PQ

 t
 (3) 

In order to simplify comparisons among different products, a loss index has been introduced, with 

the following expression: 

        LIND
 t
 = 100L

 t
/POTPQ

 t
 (4) 

Being a rate variable, the mean of the loss index along the years is given by: 

                                    
    (5) 

where the sums are extended over the years included in each case. The mean is the primary statistic 

used in this work to compare the loss risk associated with different products or regions. For instance, a 

mean value of 20 can be interpreted as a risk measure, in the sense of losing 20% of the production 

which could have been reasonably expected on the planted area. 
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3 Results and conclusion 

Table 1 shows the mean loss indices of six products, in the Center-West great region and two of its, 

neighboring, states (Mato Grosso do Sul – MS and Goiás – GO). The ranks, with 6 given to the high-

est risk and 1 to the lowest, are intended to facilitate comparisons. As it can be seen, beans have some 

of the highest risks in the great region and in the state of MS, while they have the lowest risk in GO. 

Wheat, with the highest risks, is a plant better adapted to the South great region, and has been planted 

on rather small areas in the Center-West.    

Product Loss index Rank 

 Center-West MS GO Center-West MS GO 

Beans 12,98 17,46 5,09 5 5 1 

Cotton 3,98 7,10 8,37 2 2 5 

Maize 6,49 12,77 6,16 4 4 3 

Rice 4,46 6,01 6,63 3 1 4 

Soybeans 3,72 8,88 5,17 1 3 2 

Wheat 16,43 23,81 16,32 6 6 6 

Table 1: Risk of six products in one great region and two of its states 

Table 2 shows the risk assessment for five products in the seven mesoregions of the Rio Grande do 

Sul state (cotton is not present there). Only the official geographic code of each region is given. For 

each product, the original mean loss indices were converted to a scale between 0 and 100. After rescal-

ing, and calling  I the new value of the index, three classes were defined, mainly to be used in some 

maps: a) low, if I < 100/3, represented with the green color; b) medium, if 100/3 ≤ I ≤ 200/3, in yel-

low; c) high, if I > 200/3, in red. These colors have also been used in Table 2. As it can be seen, the 

five products show quite different loss risk patterns across the seven mesoregions. 

Code Beans Maize Rice Soybeans Wheat 

4301 43,38 100,00 28,98 99,44 91,36 

4302 0,00 31,41 100,00 17,98 0,00 

4303 39,80 98,69 24,97 78,61 84,00 

4304 46,14 49,60 20,64 36,71 71,24 

4305 38,21 0,00 0,00 0,00 100,00 

4306 61,25 86,92 23,95 100,00 20,22 

4307 100,00 79,96 7,26 36,63 43,72 

Table 2: Rescaled loss risk indices of five products (mesoregions, RS state) 

Figure 1 simply maps the loss risk situations found in Table 2. In general, it illustrates the variabil-

ity of loss risk average magnitudes across regions and products. In particular, mainly for soybeans and 

wheat, it shows that high risks are associated with some of the best and most traditional producing 

regions in the state. 

Although some rankings of the risks for different products have been presented occasionally, at an 

aggregate geographical level, such as the whole country, the main conclusion of the present work is 

that, in view of the variability found, it is important to know the production risks involved at lower-

level geographical subdivisions in order to formulate meaningful technical recommendations. In par-

ticular, crops specialists should know the areas of high risk, mainly at the level of microregion, so as to 

explore the possible causes of that situation and find ways to diminish the losses.  
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Figure 1: Loss risk classes of five products (mesoregions, RS state) 
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Abstract 

This document discusses preliminary results about predicting the confidence of 

Agricultural Producers in Argentina by mining social media. The Confidence Index is 

measured every four months by means of a survey. We have developed a confidence 

sentiment measurement, based on social media, that evolves close to the Confidence Index. 

Then, the former would serve as a leading indicator of changes in the latter. 

1 Introduction 

Agriculture is one of the largest industries in argentine economy. Since agriculture is predominantly a 

private business, its development and growth depends on individual strategic decisions made by farmers. 

These decisions are mainly determined by the confidence producers have in relation to the economic, 

sectorial, and financial context.  

To reflect cyclical movements of economic activity in the short term and evaluate the disposition of 

the sector to growth, an organization called CREA (Consorcio Regional de Experimentacion Agícola - 

Regional Consortium of Agricultural Experimentation) has developed the Confidence Index of the 

Agricultural Entrepreneur (ICEA - Índice de Confianza del Empresario Agropecuario). This indicator 

is a quantitative measure of agricultural entrepreneurs’ perceptions about the business context, 

operationalized by means of an online survey implemented every four months. This index has allowed 

to track the evolution of the sector during five years since its creation. However, faster response would 

be desirable for policy evaluation. The information is there in the social media, however lacking the 

structure and conclusiveness of a quantitative indicator. 

We develop an alternative way to measure farmers’ confidence, by mining opinions in Twitter. A 

few studies explored the possibility of understanding public opinion through mining social media [1-7], 

however to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous research on social media and the confidence 

of agricultural producers. 

2 Methodology 

In summary, this study carried out the following steps: collecting tweets, filtering relevant tweets, 

obtaining sentiment aggregated scores, and comparing aggregated scores to the Confidence Index of 

Agricultural Entrepreneur (ICEA) obtained by the corresponding survey. 

2.1 Collecting tweets 

The time frame to select the tweets to be analyzed was set from July 2014 to July 2016. Within this 

period, there were significant changes in the index level due to political changes occurred in Argentina. 

The evolution of the index is depicted in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Confidence Index measured by survey. 

 

To replicate the shape of the index evolution by mining Twitter, a set of Twitter users whose tweets 

contain the opinion needs to be outlined. CREA, the organization that conducts the survey, has an active 

Twitter account (@crea_arg) with more than 32K followers. Of that group of followers, not all are 

agricultural producers. Therefore, to filter users that are more similar to the survey responders, we 

selected users that follow, besides CREA account, four other accounts related to agriculture production 

concurrently: @intaargentina, @agrositio, @infocampoweb, and @ln_campo. With this consideration, 

we obtain a set with more than 7K relevant users. From that set, we randomly selected more than 2.5K 

users, to deal with the difficulty of obtaining old tweets from Twitter. All their tweets within the time-

frame of interest were downloaded using a python script [20], obtaining more than 176.5K tweets. 

2.2 Filtering relevant tweets 

Not all tweets wrote by the users set previously discussed are related to macro-economic or sectorial 

conditions. To filter only those on-topic tweets, a list of words was manually constructed. We analyzed 

only tweets that contains at least one of those words. The list of words and their translation to English 

is shown in Table 1. The set of relevant tweets rises to almost 5K strings of texts with less than 280 

characters. 

 

Word Translation Word Translation 

gobierno government política politics 

ministerio ministry economía economy 

presidente president económica economic 

presidencia presidency gobernador governor (male) 

ministro minister (male) gobernadora governor (female) 

ministra minister (female) gobernación governance 

inflación inflation situación situation 

Table 1. List of relevant words 

2.3 Obtaining sentiment aggregated score 

To obtain the sentiment of filtered tweets, the Google Cloud, Natural Language API [10] was used. The 

Confidence Index of Agricultural Entrepreneur (ICEA)
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tool returned one sentiment score between 0 and 1, representing overall opinion, feeling, or attitude 

expressed in each tweet. First, the score was averaged by month and user, and then the average was 

aggregated by month among all users. 

3 Results 

Obtained Twitter sentiment mean score by month compared to the survey results shows a noteworthy 

parallelism. See Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. ICEA vs. Averaged Sentiment Score 

4 Discussion 

To verify the results, some tweets scored positive and negative are discussed (see Figure 3).  

For instance, Maria Paula’s tweet says: “Small milk producers closing their farms, the situation is 

getting worse”. This tweet was scored -0.89. Scored with -0.89 as well, Alejandro Grané’s tweet claims 

that: “Agricultural sector is in its worst time ever. No response from a leaving government with 

uncertainty about what is about to come”, implying a very low confidence about the future. On the 
positive side, we have the Livestock Secretary of the Province of Córdoba account tweeting “Governor 

congratulated the organization and acknowledged workers, producers and dairy industry” with a score 

of 0.9. Positive tweet from Flavio Luetto Sainz says “This is excellent news for the Argentine economy”. 

Both tweets imply a positive confidence about present and future conditions. 

This experiment shows evidence of the hypothesis that mining social media can provide relevant 

information to estimate the confidence of a group of people.   
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Figure 3. Tweets scored positive and negative. 
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Abstract

Accurate and timely crop yield forecasts are critical for making informed agricultural policies and
investments, as well as increasing market efficiency and stability. Earth observation data from space
can contribute to agricultural monitoring, including crop yield assessment and forecasting. In this
study, we present a multiple regression site-specific crop yield model based on the Normalized Dif-
ference Vegetation Index (NDVI) extracted from Sentinel – 2 data at 10 meters resolution calibrated
with yield corn estimations reported by local experts at a field level.

1 Introduction

Argentina is a country in which the agro-industrial export sector, particularly the agricultural sector, par-
ticipates to a large extent in the gross domestic product.[1] The main crops produced in the Pampa region
are corn, wheat and soybeans. Particularly the corn, which participates with a large percentage in the
national annual production [8], is the crop that has the highest initial production cost and is the most
susceptible to reduce its production in the face of extreme climatic events.[5]
The anticipated knowledge of the yield of the corn crop would allow the producer to implement manage-
ment measures both to improve the probable low yields or to consolidate estimation of high yields, as
well as to design more convenient future commercialization strategies. Also, this information could be
used for insurance companies to provide producers with new policies tied to the estimated returns. Fi-
nally, it would allow both the state and reference institutions in the sector to make and report projections
on the total expected corn yield for a given year. It is discounted that this type of information would
assist to stabilize prices with greater certainty in the market of purchase and sale of grain.[10]
The use of remote monitoring tools, in particular the processing of time series of images of Sentinel-2
sensor, from which to derive information on the phenological condition and physiology of crops is a fre-
quent practice.[14] Studies of yield estimation with vegetation indexes derived from satellite information
have shown the existing relationship between vegetation indexes evaluated in the growing season and
yield.[13][7]
The objective of the present work is to study the relationship of field estimations made by local field
experts in collaboration with a local market institution “Bolsa de Cereales de Cordoba” (BCCBA) and a
time series of vegetation index images of Sentinel-2 sensor.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Study area

The area under study includes the departments of Rı́o Primero and Marcos Juárez of the Province of
Córdoba. The territory of Marcos Juárez belongs to the Pampeana phytogeographic region, it has a
moderate to gently rolling plain, with slope gradients ranging between 3 and 0.5. The annual average
temperature is 17oC and the thermal amplitude of 14oC, with a frost-free period that reaches 257 days.
The average annual precipitation is distributed in a range of 850 mm to the west and exceeds 900 mm to
the east. The highest percentage of rainfall is observed during the summer season. However, the water
balance only shows excesses during part of spring, autumn and early winter. The water deficit presents
a variation of 100 mm to the East and 160 mm to the West.[4] This makes the area particularly suitable
for agricultural activities.
The territory of Rı́o Primero belongs to the Chaqueña phytogeographic region. It presents soils with good
physical and chemical conditions for agricultural use, but which are fragile once they have been destitute
of the vegetation cover under which they were developed. The regional pluviometry has a distribution
with a range of 750 mm to the west and 800 mm to the east, with a seasonal distribution of monsoon
type. The water deficit presents a variation of 180 mm to the East and 240 mm to the West.[4]

2.2 Data

The BCCBA has trained over the last 10 years local experts to provide every 15 days a yield forecast
from a field level. These experts constitute a net that is regularly fed with 200 locality specific reports.
We studied 16 localities of these data set, 8 corresponding to Rı́o Primero department (RP) and 8 local-
ities of Marcos Juárez department (MJ). We used the last report received before harvest (Column RTO
of the Table 1). As Chipanshi (2015) states the critical period of the corn crop is strongly related to the
final yield performance. [2]The Office of Environmental Risk, of the National Agroindustry Secretary
studying the water deficit and the crop water consumption (Kc) established the critical period for maize
20 days before and 10 days after flowering. [3]
In the Cloud Computing service of Google Earth Engine (GEE), a serie of 14 cloud-free images of
Sentinel-2 was identified for the 11/1/2016 - 20/2/2017 maize critical period, and 13 images were se-
lected for the same period of the 2017/2018 campaign. The NDVI was calculated for each image of the
serie. The integral, mean, variance and maximum were extracted at pixel level for each serie.
An agricultural land use cover layer built up by BCCBA, where the crops presented in each paddock for
every season are detailed at parcel level, was used to determine the corn coverage. The spatial mean per
maize paddock was computed for each variable derived from NDVI for a 5 km locality buffer. (Table 1).
The productivity index (PI) is a basis for judgment developed by Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia
Agropecuaria(INTA) that takes acount numerous properties of the soil like: Drainage, effective depth,
surface texture, subsurface texture, salinity, alkalinity, content of organic matter, capacity of cation ex-
change, slope, stoniness and rockiness, water erosion and current and potential wind. Is an index that
relates a surface area to its potential crop productivity [12]

2.3 Analysis

A correlation model analysis was carried out between the 4 variables (i.e integral, mean, variance, max-
imum) and the performance reports of the collaborators of the BCCBA of corn for 2017 and 2018 for
each locality under study.
Finally, a multiple regression model was constructed in order to determine the effect of year and the
different localities.
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DEPARTMENT LOCALITIES YEAR NDVI PI YIELDINT VAR MEAN MAX

Marcos Juárez

Arias
2017 19.87 0.061 0.503 0.808 55.5 109
2018 11.536 0.022 0.561 0.745 55.516 88

Corral de Bustos
2017 18.362 0.06 0.487 0.818 84.259 90
2018 10.877 0.025 0.577 0.766 84.46 85

Inriville
2017 14.769 0.059 0.401 0.794 74.651 113
2018 9.825 0.029 0.527 0.762 79.832 75

Los Surgentes
2017 15.617 0.059 0.417 0.79 66.094 115
2018 10.218 0.033 0.54 0.773 74.589 120

Monte Buey
2017 16.495 0.059 0.442 0.793 86.484 114
2018 10.001 0.032 0.53 0.764 86.019 85

Camilo Aldao
2018 9.454 0.034 0.502 0.759 75.007 120
2017 16.817 0.064 0.446 0.814 83.279 115

Leones
2018 11.852 0.029 0.575 0.778 85.258 74
2017 18.905 0.067 0.47 0.808 85.033 98

Marcos Juarez
2018 10.934 0.027 0.546 0.758 85.539 70
2017 17.468 0.059 0.458 0.792 85.513 90

Rı́o Primero

Capilla de los Remedios
2017 7.921 0.067 0.414 0.795 63.523 93
2018 3.21 0.046 0.353 0.677 63.311 51

Montecristo
2017 7.805 0.058 0.395 0.732 71.484 96
2018 3.327 0.047 0.337 0.689 72.28 63

Rı́o Primero
2017 7.583 0.046 0.364 0.697 60.151 107
2018 3.503 0.037 0.351 0.633 63.696 65

Chalacea
2018 4.666 0.041 0.316 0.598 58.439 58
2017 13.425 0.048 0.368 0.704 58.282 80

El Crispin
2018 3.76 0.055 0.389 0.711 62.717 40
2017 7.899 0.057 0.393 0.736 62.794 92

Monte del Rosario
2018 3.649 0.055 0.375 0.698 62.659 69
2017 7.46 0.05 0.377 0.703 62.076 115

Piquillin
2018 3.341 0.051 0.358 0.706 72.518 83
2017 7.393 0.057 0.373 0.754 70.848 75

Villa Santa Rosa de Rio Primero
2018 3.661 0.039 0.376 0.642 43.05 57
2017 8.486 0.05 0.416 0.712 42.759 87

Table 1: Grain yield, NDVI and Productivity index (PI) in 2017 and 2018 for corn paddocks in the
Province of Cordoba, Argentina.

The general equation of the model is:

Y = β0 + β1NDV Iα + β2T + β3L+ ε (1)

WhereNDV Iα represents the four different variables modelled. T is the year effect, L is the locality
effect and the ε is the error term.

3 Results

Linear models showed correlations between the variables (Figure 1) and indicated a significant relation-
ship between the yield estimations and the NDVI variables (Table 2). The differences observed between
the performance of the different variables was low. The standardized mean squared error is low, which
indicates that the distribution of the data to the line of greatest adjustment is small (Table 2).
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Figure 1: Linear models between NDVI derived variables and yield performance reported by experts
(RTO). a) INT refers to integral NDVI variable. The data appears to be consolidated in the best fit
regression line. b) MAX refers to the maximum NDVI variable. The data is condensed in the best
fit line. c) MEAN refers to the mean NDVI variable. The data appears to be slowly correlated as is
extensively distributed and outliers can be identified. d) VAR refers to the variance NDVI variable. The
data is widely distributed, presenting outliers.

Variable Model Statistics
R2 RMSE NRMSE

INTEGRAL m1=lm(INT)∼YIELD 0.38** 3.65 0.18
MEDIA m2=lm(MEAN)∼YIELD 0.53* 0.07 0.22

VARIANZE m3=lm(VAR)∼ YIELD 0.30* 0.009 0.25
MAXIMO m4=lm(MAX)∼YIELD 0.40** 0.04 0.19

**p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

Table 2: Linear models adjusted between NDVI variables and yield.

The coefficient of determination R2 was calculated (Table 2) for each model analyzed, as well as the
mean squared error (RMSE), which indicates how concentrated the data is in the line of best fit. Since
the mean square error depends on the scale of the data, the standardized mean square error was also
calculated. (NRMSE = RMSE / (Max (dependent variable) - Min (Dependent variable)) (Table 2).

Studying the residuals of the linear models a patron was discovered, revealing that the models pro-
posed were not suitable for represent the behaviour of the data. As its presented in the Equation (1) a
multiple regression model was constructed, taking in account the effect of the years and the localities
(Table 3). The results obtained, evidence a relation between the field experts yield maize estimations and
the satellite information derived from Sentinel-2, particularly with the NDVI integral and the maximum
variable. The low value of NRMSE (Table 3) reports the goodness of fit.

The effect of the year is due to the climatological differenced observed between the seasons. The
2016/2017 was a humid year for the northern part of the study area and a dried season for the southern
part of the study area, meanwhile 2017/2018 campaign was a slightly above mean precipitation season
for all the area. The effect of the locality was linearly modelled with the productivity index data (R2 :
0.9632, P =< 0.01). The high correlation observed explained the site-specific differences among the
different localities.
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Variable Model Statistics
R2 RMSE NRMSE

INTEGRAL m5=lm(MAX) ∼RTO + AÑO + LOCALIDAD 0.95* 0.74 0.04
MEDIA m6=lm(INT) ∼RTO + AÑO + LOCALIDAD 0.64 0.03 0.11

VARIANZE m7=lm(VAR) ∼RTO + AÑO + LOCALIDAD 0.49 0.006 0.14
MAXIMO m8=lm(MEAN) ∼RTO + AÑO + LOCALIDAD 0.84* 0.01 0.06

*p < 0.01

Table 3: The multiple regression models adjusted between vegetation index derived variables and re-
ported yield.

4 Conclusions

Even when the relation between vegetation indexes derived from satellite information and field crop yield
measures is already widely described in the literature [15] [11], as well as remote sensed calibration
of crop models [9], the relation of satellite derived indexes and estimated yield field data has not yet
been sufficiently explored. In this study a relationship was established between the variables derived
from NDVI and the maize field estimates made by BCCBA experts for the 2016/2017 and 2017/2018
campaigns in the Marcos Juárez and Rio Primero departments.
The 2016/2017 season presented setbacks due to rainfall above the historical average in the areas of the
department of Marcos Juarez. The anomaly of some extreme data of NDVI (e.g. Marcos Juarez, Camilo
Aldao) may be due to this excess of water in the area. The campaign 2017/2018 in general was a good
campaign in which no floods or droughts were reported in the main agricultural areas.
The multiple regression proved to be a suitable model to capture the variability of maize yield experts
reports and its terrain dispersion.

5 Future works

The performance of different vegetation indexes (i.e LAI, EVI, TNDVI), the behaviour of the model
using co-variables (i.e drainage, salinity, rainfall), as well as, calibration of locally performance estima-
tion models fed with vegetation indices (e.g ARYA) and processed based models. (e.g SAFY) will be
explored.[6]
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Abstract

In the context of modern agriculture, innovative methods have emerged, including Smart Floating
Farms (SFF), sustainable structures capable of producing food on sea surfaces, lakes and rivers.
We focus on the middle level of the SFF, where food production takes place. We present a Mixed
Linear Integer Programming model to solve the Two-Dimensional Strip Packing Problem, taking into
account different size options for plots of land each crop species, with the objective of minimizing
the height at the middle level. To validate our model we using the MINIZINC constraint modeling
language on a set of randomly generated instances.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, climate change is an undeniable and worrisome event throughout the world caused mainly
by the irrational actions of the human being in nature, such as so-called industrial agriculture that fo-
cuses on the mass production of food. Smart Floating Farms (SFF)1) are innovative methods of modern
agriculture. They are structures that are sustainable for contributing to making food production more
transparent, since they promote the use of renewable energy to produce foods from scratch km [1, 2].
These are composed of a three-tier system: a. solar energy (rooftop), b. hydroponics (middle level) and c.
fish farming (lower level), whose main objective is the production of food on sea surfaces, lakes or rivers
[3, 4]. We will focus on the average level of these types of structures, where a set of small rectangles
(parcels of land) with different size options should be adjusted as efficiently as possible.

The Two-Dimensional Rectangular Packing problem is NP-completeness [5], since it includes bin-
packing as a proper case. A similar situation consists in, fitting a set R of N rectangles into a minimum
number of large rectangles called Strip, without each of the small rectangles being able to overlap with
the others. As an extension, the Two-Dimensional Strip Packing Problem (2DSPP) emerges, where input
is known as a set R = {r1 , . . . , rN }, the width W (finite) and height H (infinite) of the Strip. We will
approach this extension, taking into account that there are different size options for plots of land, based
on the crop marking techniques [6] used to arrange the plants within the plot of land, which determines
≈ 4
√
ρ for different sizes of plots for the same type of crop, where ρ is the number of plants to be placed

inside the plot of land.
There are many operations research techniques to model 2DSPP as well as solving it efficiently. We

propose a model of Mixed Linear Integral Programming (MILP) to solve a modified 2DSPP, taking into
account different size options for plots of land of each crop species, with the objective of minimizing H .

2 2DSPP for different size options for plots of land

One of the main objectives of the SFF is to supply food adjacent areas, thus reducing their transport and
inferring a decrease in polluting gases. We assume that we know for each crop species that is produced,

1http://smartfloatingfarms.com
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the minimum average consumption of the areas that will be supplied by the SFF, which can be interpreted
as the approximate number of plants ρ of a crop species that are necessary to supply the corresponding
area. Each species of plant has its specification in terms of the distance that it should be within the crop
rows, as well as the separation that there should be between each pair of rows, which implies, that a
different arrangement of the plants in the plots of land occur every time in a different area where at least
the amount of plants required can be cultivated. We then have a set of groups G = {g1 , . . . , gN } where
each gi represents a set of rectangles defined by the width and length of each possible plot of land of
the crop species i, of which only one of them can be located at the middle level Strip of the SFF. When
a plot of land is selected for each crop species, the 2DSPP is solved, which consists in placing within
a rectangle (Strip) with width W ∈ N defined, a set R = {r1, . . . , rN} of N small rectangles, where
∀ri ∈ R, there ∃wi, hi ∈ N, in such a way that there is no overlap between each pair of them [5] and
searching to occupy the smallest possible height. Therefore, we take into account that between each pair
of plots of land and with respect to the borders of the Strip, there must be at least k cm of distance and
our objective is to select for each crop species the plot of land size, which when being arranged next to
the rest of the selected ones represent the smallest space occupied by the SFF (see Figure 1), which will
depend only on the height, because the width is a known parameter that is not variable.

Figure 1: Process of selection and location of plots of land within the Strip according to the constraints.

3 Mixed-integer linear programming model

We present a model of Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) for this problem, where we consider
as preprocessing of the information the determination of the width and height of the possible plots of
land for each species given the number of plants ρ that are required.

• Parameters

W : Strip width

N : Number of crop species

Mx : Upper bound for x

My : Upper bound for y

Ci : Number of plots land size options for crops specie i

Ai−j : Width of the area occupied by crop species i, if plot of land j is selected

Li−j : Height of the area occupied by crop species i, if plot of land j is selected

k : Distance between each pair of plots of land and separation of the borders of the Strip
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• Decision variables

wi : Width of the plot of land occupied by crop species i

hi : Height of the plot of land occupied by crop species i

xi : Coordinate x of the lower left corner of the plot of land occupied by crop species i

yi : Coordinate y of the lower left corner of the plot of land occupied by crop species i

H : Maximum height of the Strip

Zi−j =

{
1 If for the crop species i the land plot j is occupied
0 otherwise

Ii−k =

{
1 If the crop species i is on the left of the crop species k
0 otherwise

Ji−k =

{
1 If the crop species i is on the right of the crop species k
0 otherwise

Di−k =

{
1 If the crop species i is before (vertically) the crop species k
0 otherwise

Ei−k =

{
1 If the crop species i is after (vertically) the crop species k
0 otherwise

• Objective
MinZ = H (1)

• Constraints
Only one plot of land option can be placed for each crop species:

Ci∑

j=1

Zi−j = 1 ,∀i = 1 . . . N (2)

The width of the plot of land occupied for each species will be determined by the selected option:

wi =

Ci∑

j=1

Ai−j × Zi−j ,∀i = 1 . . . N (3)

The height of the plot of land occupied for each species will be determined by the selected option:

hi =

Ci∑

j=1

Li−j × Zi−j ,∀i = 1 . . . N (4)

The plots of land cannot overlap:
xi + wi + k ≤ xk + (1− Ii−k)×Mx , ∀i, k = 1 . . . N, i < k (5)

xk + wk + k ≤ xi + (1− Ji−k)×Mx ,∀i, k = 1 . . . N, i < k (6)

yi + hi + k ≤ yk + (1−Di−k)×My ,∀i, k = 1 . . . N, i < k (7)

yk + hk + k ≤ yi + (1− Ei−k)×My ,∀i, k = 1 . . . N, i < k (8)

Each plot of land must be totally within the width of the Strip:
xi + wi ≤W − k , ∀i = 1 . . . N (9)

There must be at least one separation k between each plot of land and the borders of the Strip:
xi ≥ k , ∀i = 1 . . . N (10)

yi ≥ k , ∀y = 1 . . . N (11)

Maximum height reached within the Strip:
yi ≥ k , ∀i = 1 . . . N (12)

yi + hi ≤ H ,∀i = 1 . . . N (13)
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4 Implementation and Results

This model was implemented in MINIZINC [7] for macOS Sierra system. The runs were on Intel Core
i5-2400 CPU 2.50GHz and 12GB of RAM. We tested our model with a set of 12 instances called RAN-
DOMLAND2, generated for this problem. Each set is made up of three types of instances: small, medium
and large, where the numbers of plots of land are between 1 and 100 and the numbers of plants are be-
tween 1 and 300. The distance between plants and rows on a plot of land is generated for each types
of instances in a range of 30 cm to 100 cm, and W is between 1000 cm and 4500 cm. The proposed
optimization model provides an adequate packaging of plots of land at the middle level of the SFF and is
interesting when discussing food production on smart farms and considering terms such as sustainability.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have proposed a MILP model for the 2DSPP with different size options for plots of land,
and for our approach the combinatorial level of the problem scales quickly because of the number of
possible plots of land for each crop of ρ plants is≈ 4

√
ρ, implying that the total number of possible plots

of land to be combined for N crop species is
∑N

i=1 ≈ 4
√
ρi, and the number of combinations for packing

within the Strip are
∏N

i=1 ≈ 4
√
ρi. We validate our model using the MINIZINC constraint modeling

language and our approach is able to offer good solutions, by providing an adequate assignment for
all plots of land. As future work, we will focus on adding to the proposed model a set of constraints
regarding the behavior and maintenance needs of the different crops that will be packed in the SFF, and
design and implement a metaheuristic algorithm to cover this problem.
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a greedy approach for generating homogeneous partitions of a set of
agricultural management zones. We compare our results with a recently published complete ap-
proach. Our algorithm is able to quickly find high quality solutions.

1 Introduction

Precision agriculture is an agronomic concept of management of agricultural plots. The information
collected by sensors can be used to more accurately assess optimal planting density, to estimate fertilizers
and other inputs required, and to predict more accurately crop production. In the context of precision
agriculture, for managing this variability it is proposed to delineate the agricultural land into sitespecific
management zones before sowing. The proposed partitions are crucial for increasing productivity and
improving crop quality. Soil properties and information compiled from collected field data are used
to define management zones with relative homogeneous characteristics. Many agronomic practices are
related to the obtained partitions, as fertilization, amount of nutrients at each zone; spraying, protection
from pests and diseases at each zone as well as a quality irrigation. Moreover, it allows better agricultural
machines performance and also allows to define a performant irrigation plan. Well-known approaches
to solve the Management Zone Delineation Problem (MZDP) consider clustering methods based on soil
information, on topographic maps, on yield maps, and combining data from several seasons. In this
work, we propose a Greedy approach to solve the problem.

2 Problem Description

Figure 1: Phospho-
rus thematic map

The Management Zone Delineation Problem (MZDP) [1] consists in the segmen-
tation of agricultural land into areas that maintain similar soil properties. An
example of a typical agricultural land is shown in figure 1 [2], it illustrates the
phosphorous levels of a land of around 8 ha in about 40 different points. Where
the red and yellow zones represent quantities of phosphorus above normal, other
colors represent quantities of phosphorus below normal. This map shows the di-
versity of soil properties of a land. Thus, in order to do a correct application of
fertilizers, in a site-specific manner, it is crucial to define a quality segmentation
in terms of homogeneity. A management zone can be defined as a rectangular
sub-region of the land relatively homogeneous with respect to the soil properties.
Then, a land partition is a set of homogenous management zones.

More precisely the problem is: given a land composed by a set S of points,
the goal is to define a minimal size set Z composed by n partitions Z =
{P1, P2, . . . , Pn} such that the points belonging each partition are homogenous.
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3 GHLAP: Greedy Heuristic for Land Partitioning

This paper proposes a Greedy algorithm [3] that is a constructive approach to solve MZDP. GHLAP
begins by generating one zone from the sample points searching for homogeneity and then continues
creating other zone until all sample points are included on the different zones. In the following sections
we explain each component of the algorithm:

3.1 Representation

We define as representation an array of rectangular zones. Each zone has associated a data structure that
contains information about the variance and mean of the zone, and also includes the sample points that
belong to this zone. The figure 2 shows the representation of a partition

Figure 2: Partition representation

3.2 Myopic Function

The algorithm is used to build a land partition in zones. To do this Greedy requires the definition of a
myopic function that guides the construction process [3]. We define a move as the inclusion of a sam-
ple point. We use as myopic function the feasible move with the lowest variation coeficient among all
moves. In the case two or more feasible moves have the same variation coeficient value, it chooses the
move with the lowest intra variance

3.3 Evaluation Function

The evaluation function used for evaluating each complete candidate solution corresponds to the number
of zones with the goal of its minimization.

3.4 Procedure

Algortihm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the Constructive approach. The algorithm begins by randomly
choosing one sample point, it belongs to the first zone, after that the algorithm tries to include other
sample point to the current management zone. As we mentioned before we define the inclusion of a
sample point as a move. A sample point can only be included when:

• it does not belong to any already defined zone,

• the rectangular form constraint of the zones is satisfied, and
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• the bound defined for the homogeneity, that is measured by the internal variance and the variation
coefficient is respected.

From all feasible sample points the algorithm selects this with the better myopic function value.

Algorithm 1: GHLAP
Input : An instance I of the problem, α1, α2

Output : First partition
1 random p← GetRandomSamplePoint(I);
2 removeSamplePoint(I, random p);
3 curr zone← createFirstZone(random p);
4 while Number free Sample Points > 0 do
5 if curr zone is not full then
6 movements←

GetFeasibleMovements(curr zone);
7 if movements is not empty then
8 best move← ∅;
9 for each move in movements do

10 if move.var1 < best move.var1 and
move.var2 > best move.var2 then

11 best move← move;
12 end
13 end
14 AddSamplePointsToZone(best move);
15 else
16 curr zone is full;
17 AddZoneToPartition(curr zone);
18 end
19 else
20 random p← GetRandomSamplePoint(I);
21 removeSamplePoint(I, random p);
22 curr zone← createNewZone(random p);
23 end
24 end

It is an iterative process which con-
tinues until it is not possible to include
more sample points into the current zone.
When no more sample points can be
added to a zone, it is marked as com-
pleted and a new zone is generated be-
ginning by a randomly selected sample
point. The process described above is re-
peated.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we test our approach in
real world based scenarios from different
datasets, and describe the performed ex-
periments. We use 10 datasets proposed
by Albornoz et Al. in [4]. For all instances
an upper bound for the value of the vari-
ation coefficient (α2) of 0.1 has been de-
fined. The same is done for the value of the
intra variance using an upper bound value
α1 which is defined for each instance. The
experiments were run on a Macbook Air
computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-
5257U CPU @2.7GHz, 8GB RAM and
macOS Mojave as operative system.

We compare the results with those
obtained solving a linear programming
model using CPLEX 12.7 presented in [4].
These values are optimal. We show in Ta-
ble 1 our results.

# N ILP GHLAP ILP Time GHLAP Time
1 100 24 25 0.390002 0.0423438
2 140 25 29 0.358802 0.056621
3 180 27 27 0.780005 0.088282
4 220 28 32 1.68481 0.10683924
5 260 28 28 3.65042 0.12781006
6 300 25 26 5.86564 0.15918956
7 340 20 24 12.3709 0.18609798
8 380 17 17 23.4002 0.20395386
9 420 13 22 67.3924 0.2349111
10 460 9 24 41.7615 0.23461758

Table 1: Experimental results
Figure 3: Log of the execution times for
ILP and GHLAP vs instances.
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The first column of table 1 shows the instance number, the second column shows the number of soil
sample points, while the third and fourth columns show the value of the objective function found by
the integer linear programming model of Albornoz et al. [4] and the best value found by our approach.
Finally, in the two last columns, the execution times in seconds of both approaches are reported.

From columns 3 and 4 of table 1 we can observe that our approach in most cases is able to obtain
quality solutions, just in two cases a significant difference is remarked. When the complexity of the
problem increases, that is, as the soil sample points number increase, the times invested for solving the
integer linear programming models grow exponentially, while for our approach the times grow smoothly.
This can be seen in the logarithmic scale graph in figure 3, which shows the time in seconds for both
approaches.

# N GHLAP Time
11 500 29 0.277468
12 600 33 0.404261
13 900 39 0.704328
14 1000 38 0.739022

Table 2: Hard instances

In this table we report our results for harder instances that the ILP approach was not be able to obtain
optimal solutions. We can observe that our approach can quickly find high quality solutions including
for the hardest instance with 1000 sample points.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we introduce a constructive approach to solve the Delineating management Rectangular
Zones Problem. Our Greedy is able to quickly obtain near-optimal solutions. The GHLAP is a very
good approach for hardest instances, i.e., those that for a complete approach are very difficult to solve.
When time is a key factor our algorithm is a good option for solving this kind of problems. In our future
research we expect to improve the GHLAP results using a local search procedure and we will explore
the performance obtained using different shapes zones.
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Abstract 

We develop a tactical/operational stochastic model for planning the fermentation tanks 

capacity on Wineries. We define an objective function that minimizes a total expected cost, 

which involves blending cost, quality harvest cost, and renting tank cost. The main climate 

factor which affects the plan is the rain, especially the first rain during the harvest season. 

This factor is represented in the model by the scenario analysis, which represents different 

dates for the first rain during the harvest season. The model assists the winemaker to gen-

erate the capacity plan, which includes the possibility to rent external tanks. The decisions 

are made based mainly on the expected yield of the lots where the grapes are grown, harvest 

windows, fermentation times, and own winery capacity. We present a stochastic binary 

programming model to solve the vat assignment problem, as well as some results obtained 

from it.  

1 Introduction 

The wine sector is one of the most worldwide valued ones inside the agricultural industry. In 2017, the 

wine sector reached 107.9 million of hectoliters in terms of volume and 30.4 billion EUR in terms of 

value [1]. In Chile, this agricultural sector has experienced great growth, tripling its exports since the 

year 2000 [2]. Overall, the wine sector has attractive opportunities in the operations research field due 

to the complex optimization problems that may surge due to the interaction of different planning deci-

sions [3, 4]. One of the main problems of winemaking, the capacity planning for the harvest season, is 

described below. 

1.1 Problem Description 

The problem faced by the winemaker before and during the harvest season is the grape lots assignment 

to the fermentation tanks, to keep the uniqueness of the lots and at the same time have efficient usage of 

winery capacity. He also needs to deal with the uncertainty produced by the climatic factor, which im-

pacts grape quality, block yield, block harvest window, as well as the duration of the harvest season. 

The rainfall is one of the most important climate factors, especially when the harvest season has 

begun. The first rainfall, during fall, producing great damage on grapes, especially on those that are very 
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close to optimal harvest date (measuring on its quality). That event implies to anticipate the harvest of 

some blocks, needing extra capacity (non-planning) inside the winery to process them. If the winemaker 

faces a lack of capacity, he has the possibility of subcontracting external fermentation tanks or even to 

sell the unprocessed grapes. This external fermentation service is usually called maquila. 

Harvested grapes are the raw material of the fermentation process and must be processed as soon as 

possible due to its very short duration. Similarly, if the grapes are harvested before or after their optimal 

time, the quality of them will probably be affected. The winemaker has the flexibility to anticipate the 

harvesting process, to allow more time for the collection and processing of the grapes, with the cost of 

probably having lower production and quality, needing to buy must (grape juice) to reach the compro-

mise alcohol in the wines to be produced. 

At the time of planning, the winemaker has a limited number of fermentation tanks, which do not 

necessarily have the same capacity, but they can be used more than once during the harvest. Depending 

on the capacity constraints and the availability of the tanks, it may be necessary to mix grapes harvested 

from different blocks, so that these can be assigned to the same fermentation tank. Only the same kind 

of grape and quality can be blending inside that tank. The fermentation time for the processed grapes 

onto tanks is subject to uncertainty as different conditions (e.g., ambient temperature, residual sugar in 

the tanks, kind of grape, etc.) affect its duration. 

Summarizing, the two main decisions to be made by the winemaker are: (1) to determine the amount 

and the capacity of fermentation tanks necessary for process all the harvested grape lots that arrive dur-

ing harvest season, and (2) to decide the best date to harvest each grape block, the necessity of blending 

grape lots, the tank where they will be processed. In other words, to generate the plan or schedule to 

fulfill feasible capacity inside the winery and quality of grapes to begin the fermentation process. 

2 Scenario-based Capacity Planning Model 

The model to be presented includes non-time-indexed decision variables. Different stages are needed to 

build it. All feasible lots are built at first. Feasible lot considers tank capacity and kind of wine for each 

block. Each lot could harvest one or more blocks of the same kind of wine. Lots are characterized by 

harvested block(s), harvest day, expected yield, fermentation time, and kind of wine. Then, an Incidence 

Set is created, which gives the relations between the generated lots and harvested blocks in each lot. To 

not assign overlapped lots at the same tank, a Conflict Set is created in the next stage. Sets, parameters, 

variables, pre-modeling calculations, objective function, and constraint explanation, is given as follow. 

Bold set and parameters mean that they are built during the pre-modeling process. 

2.1 Sets 

• C0 : Set of own tanks (indexed by c); 

• CR : Set of rented tanks (indexed by c);  

• C = C0  CR; 

• B :  Set of grape blocks to be harvested (indexed by b); 

• Bl : Set of grape blocks harvested by the generated lot l; 

• L : Set of generated grape lots (indexed by l); 

• I : Set of pairs (b, l) of block b harvested by lot l (indexed by (b, l)); 

• CS : Set of pairs (l1, l2) of lots which are in conflict (indexed by (l1, l2)); 

• : Set of climate factor (rain) scenarios (indexed by s). 

2.2 Parameters 

• 𝐾𝑐 : Capacity of tank 𝑐; 

• 𝐿𝐵𝑐 : Lower bound of filled volume of tank 𝑐; 

• 𝑈𝐵𝑐 : Upper bound of filled volume of tank 𝑐; 

• 𝑟𝑐 : Cost of renting tank 𝑐; 
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• 𝑊𝑏 : Harvest window of block 𝑏; 

• 𝑉𝑏 : Kind of wine grapes belongs to block 𝑏; 

• 𝐺𝑏 : Expected yield to be harvested from block 𝑏; 

• 𝐹𝑏 : Expected fermentation time of harvested grapes from block 𝑏; 

• 𝑄𝑏
𝑠(𝑡) : Quality loss function for block 𝑏, under scenario 𝑠, which is evaluated by day 𝑡 in the 

valid range of 𝑊𝑏; 

• 𝑝𝑠 : Probability of scenario 𝑠 occurrence; 

• 𝑨𝒍 : Expected yield of lot 𝑙 once it is generated; 

• 𝑯𝒍 : Harvest date of lot 𝑙 once it is generated; 

• 𝒏𝒍 : Number of blocks harvested in lot 𝑙 once it is generated; 

• 𝑭𝒍 : Expected fermentation time of lot 𝑙 once it is generated; 

• 𝒒𝒍
𝒔 : Quality cost to harvest lot 𝑙 on day 𝑯𝒍, under scenario 𝑠, once this lot is generated; 

• 𝜆1 : Penalty parameter used for the tradeoff between quality and other costs; 

• 𝜆2 : Penalty parameter used for the tradeoff between rented tanks and other costs. 

2.3 Variables 

• 𝑚𝑙,𝑐
𝑠 =  {

1  if lot 𝑙 is matched to tank 𝑐, under scenario 𝑠
0  otherwise                                                                  

    

• 𝑦𝑐 =  {
1  if tank 𝑐 is rented
0  otherwise              

   ∀𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑅  

2.4 Pre-modeling Calculations 

1. To group blocks by harvest windows 𝑊𝑏 and kind of wine grapes 𝑉𝑏 to create lot set 𝑳. 

2. To generate all possible lots 𝑙 ∈ 𝑳 by daily combinations of blocks. The lot harvest date 𝑯𝒍 is 

determined by one day in ⋂ 𝑊𝑏𝑏∈𝑩𝒍  for multi-block lots and by one day in 𝑊𝑏 for single-block 

lots. The lot fermentation time 𝑭𝒍 is determined by min𝑏∈𝑩𝒍{𝐹𝑏} for multi-block lots and by 𝐹𝑏 

for single-block lots. The lot quality cost 𝒒𝒍
𝒔, under each scenario 𝑠, is determined by the 

weighted average quality (∑ 𝐺𝑏 ∙ 𝑄𝑏
𝑠(𝐻𝑙)𝑏∈𝑩𝒍 )/ ∑ 𝐺𝑏𝑏∈𝑩𝒍  for multi-block lots and by 𝑄𝑏

𝑠(𝐻𝑙) for 

single-block lots. 

3. To calculate the Incidence Set, which represents the relationship between generated lots and 

blocks, and it is defined as follows: 

                                       𝑰 = {(𝑏, 𝑙): 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑙 ∈ 𝑳|𝑏 ∈ 𝑩𝒍}                                                (1) 

4. To calculate the expected yield per lot 𝑨𝒍, and the number of blocks harvested per lot 𝒏𝒍. 

5. To calculate the Conflict Set, which manages incompatible assignments, and it is defined as 

follows: 

            𝑪𝑺 =  {(𝑙1, 𝑙2): 𝑙1, 𝑙2 ∈ 𝑳: 𝐻𝑙1
+ 𝐹𝑙1

≥ 𝐻𝑙2
 | 𝐻𝑙1

≤ 𝐻𝑙2
 ,  𝑙1 ≠ 𝑙2}                        (2) 

2.5 Objective Function  

To minimize the total cost, including blending cost, quality harvest day cost, and renting tank costs. 

         min 𝜆2 ∑ 𝑟𝑐 ∙ 𝑦𝑐𝑐∈𝐶𝑅 + ∑ 𝑝𝑠
𝑠∈Ω (∑ ∑ (𝑛𝑙 − 1) ∙ 𝑚𝑙,𝑐

𝑠
𝑐∈𝐶𝑙∈𝑳 + 𝜆1 ∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑙

𝑠 ∙ 𝑚𝑙,𝑐
𝑠

𝑐∈𝐶𝑙∈𝑳 )           (3) 

2.6 Constraints 

Each block must be harvest once, for each scenario 𝑠. 

                                  ∑ ∑ 𝑚𝑙,𝑐
𝑠

(𝑏,𝑙)∈𝑰𝑐∈𝐶 = 1,   ∀𝑏 ∈ 𝐵, ∀𝑠 ∈ Ω                                         (4) 

For each tank, each scenario, each lots pair (𝑙1, 𝑙2) that conflicts, and which could be assigned to 

that tank, at most only one of those lots (𝑙1 or 𝑙2) in the pair could be assigned to that tank. 
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                       𝑚𝑙1,𝑐
𝑠 +  𝑚𝑙2,𝑐

𝑠  ≤ 1, ∀𝑐 ∈ 𝐶,  ∀(𝑙1, 𝑙2) ∈ 𝑪𝑺, ∀𝑠 ∈ Ω                                  (5) 

If there are some lots which are assigned to be processed in some rented tank, then the corresponding 

binary variable must be activated, for its respective scenario. 

                                  ∑ 𝑚𝑙,𝑐
𝑠

𝑙∈𝐿 ≤ |𝐵|𝑦𝑐 , ∀𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑅 , ∀𝑠 ∈ Ω                                                (6) 

The binary variables for the assignment from lot to tank must exist only when the lot fulfill in the 

tank, under each scenario 𝑠. 

            𝑚𝑙,𝑐
𝑠 ∈ {0,1}, ∀𝑙 ∈ 𝐿, ∀𝑐 ∈ 𝐶|𝐿𝐵𝑐 ∙ 𝐾𝑐 ≤ 𝐴𝑙 ≤ 𝑈𝐵𝑐 ∙ 𝐾𝑐 , ∀𝑠 ∈ Ω                          (7) 

The binary variables for the rented tanks must be enforced. 

                                               𝑦𝑐 ∈ {0,1}, ∀𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑅                                                             (8) 

3 Implementation and Results 

The model was implemented in Gurobi 7.5.1 for 64-bit Windows, using Python 3.6 language. The con-

straints given by equation (5) were introduced to the model dynamically. The runs were on Intel Core 

i7-7500U Processor, obtaining solutions in 20.45 minutes (average) for instances with 40 tanks and 100 

blocks. The model is able to give “good” solutions, by providing an adequate assignment of lots to 

fermenting tanks in an adequate timeframe, under each scenario.  

4 Conclusions 

Our work benefits wineries by providing a tool that will allow the winemaker to determine optimal 

harvest and capacity planning for harvest season incorporating different rainfall scenarios and getting 

robust planning. As nature of the problem is stochastic, the next step is to incorporate other uncertainties 

in the model as fermentation times and harvest yields. Also, it is possible to consider a new approach 

for this problem as Chance Constrained Optimization, Robust Optimization, between others. 
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Abstract

The decision of the appropriate technology for harvesting is one of the relevant questions
faced by farmers, especially if the products are perishable. This paper presents an application
of contract and abandon real options. We use simulation and decision rules for estimating
the contribution of different technologies in an uncertain environment using real options
modeling and based on these criteria. Finally, we propose the valuation of the technologies
using the shortfall idea to preserve the minimum threshold of desired benefit.

1 Introduction

Agrifood production planning is carried out under high uncertainty. Several elements confer
this characteristic, for example, crops yield and prices, supply chain, demand distribution, and
weather [1]. Management aims to reduce the effect of uncertainty, especially those aspects that
increase the risk to the organization [7, 17]. A real option (RO) is an alternative to represent
the decision process, moreover if decisions are irreversible in high uncertainty environment [12].
RO is defined as the right, but not the obligation, to act when uncertainty is realized [6]. The
cost of RO is a function of the specific problem. A large number of scientific articles has been
written about valuation of real options but simulation has been considered a flexible and powerful
approach, useful in different contexts [13–15].

This research shows the application of RO in a grape harvesting planning problem. The
farmer must decide the rental policy of mechanical devices which have own productivity curves
linked with rainfall conditions, the uncertainty factor. Also, the quality of the product and
benefits are susceptible to weather. We use Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the different
set of policies about technology selection, decision rules, and value of each of the options. This
work contributes to a novel application of real options in agriculture and explores the effects of
decision rules in the final policy and the planning tool.

2 A brief Literature Review

[10] characterized the agricultural supply chain with long delivery times, uncertainties between
supply and demand, reduced margins, and have highlighted the need for modern decision tools
that allow improving management efficiency. [1] concluded that most of the previously published
works focus on the subgroup of non-perishable foods (wheat, for example), that existing models
do not usually incorporate characteristics that allow the perishable products to be correctly
represented, and that there are a limited number of models that address the operational planning
area. In this line, [16] focused specifically on optimization models, indicating that the stochastic
approach is developing. In long term applications, real option has been used for planning [11],
i.e. electrical market, mining exploration, or new products development [3, 18]. In agriculture,
real option’s use is incipient [9] being land management investment is one of the research lines
that received more attention [12]. In the specific wine industry, [2, 4, 8] have explored some
related problems to the harvesting task. They present robust optimization, MILP, and heuristic
cases, but not a similar approach to the one that we propose here.
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3 The application
In this article, we propose a model for technology selection in the harvesting of wine grapes that
uses real options. The farmer harvests the wine grape production using mechanical technology
that rents in the market. The rental process is modeled like real options to contract or to
abandon. Through different decisions rules, we valued the cost of RO with rainfall as the
uncertainty factor. Montecarlo’s simulation is used and the valuation is based on probable
performances.

3.1 Model
A farmer requires to harvest J blocks of different grapes, g. The quality of grapes qg is function
of rain events ξt and time t. Rainfall affects the process of maturation negatively because water
is absorbed by the grains and the sugar content (SS) diminishes, giving less market value [5]. The
blocks have different grapes, with initial maturity condition that progresses over time following
a similar curve as shown in [8]. The market pays for quality, so the farmer decision is orientated
to obtain the maximum benefit. Two decisions have to be made in this problem, the technology
selection, and the harvesting advance.

Three different technologies m are available for rent in the market. The farmer can choose
among available technologies every week for the following seven days. The rent or contract
option cost Cm remains constant over time, but the switching cost (back logistic) depends on
the particular sequence of the selected devices. Each machine has a curve of productivity Pm of
the form max(P drym − δm ∗ πt, Pminm ), where the dry productivity is penalized by a loss efficiency
factor δm and the water content of the soil, $t, derivated from the rainfall pattern and its
intensity.

Rainfall plays a critical role in this problem. To model it, we have analyzed historical data of
different regions in Chile to obtain the rain intensity distributions and the probability transition
matrix. The probability is a Markov’s one stage chain, and we adopt gamma distribution for
intensity, with parameters linked to the event probability.

3.2 Decisions Rules and Simulation
This approach involves two blocks of decisions rules: machines selections and the harvesting
extension. To proceed with the machine selection, we follow the procedure in algorithm 1.

The selection rules are based on variation coefficient of the performance and the proportion
of negative results in the income distribution. The functions will be presented in an extended
version of this paper. Special attention is required for the allocation and harvesting decision.
The decision about harvest amount is a consequence of the state of the system, the future
threats, and the tolerance of the farmer to these threats. We consider three threats, D:

• Quality: if grape quality tends to market quality, the need for harvesting increases

• Cumulative rainfall: if the pending rains (considering the history of the area) are high,
the need for collection increases

• Reaction capacity: if the yield of the harvesters is not sufficient for the remaining grapes
in the field, the need to move forward with the harvest increases.

Each of the threats is mathematically expressed and compared with a farmer function, that
we called tolerance, τ . Tolerance is a curve that decays with time and gives a measure of the
pressure that farmer resists over time. In the beginning, the tolerance is greater than in the last
periods, and the method to decompress is through the progress of the harvest. This decision is
a consequence of comparing the threats and tolerance in each period. If any of the threats dt is
bigger than the tolerance τt, the decision will be to harvest, and the quantity is such that after
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harvesting, all the threats are less than the tolerance of the producer in the new state. The
process follows these steps:

τ initialt ,Dinitial
t → ξt → compare[τ ξt ,D

ξ
t ]→ Harvesting → τ endt ,Dend

t (1)

Algorithm 1 Choosing technology
1: Set Decisions Frequency ∆
2: Set N = T/∆ . Number of periods to decide the tech
3: for all n in 1..N do
4: Set Initial Period of the window n t = (n− 1) ∗∆− 1
5: Set Initial Information for n In
6: for all m in 1..m do . Performance Simulation Routine
7: for all run in 1..50 do
8: for all t in t..t+ ∆ do . Simulation for run # in time t
9: Rainfall Event and Intensity

10: Soil condition update
11: Technology Productivity Pm,t,j
12: Allocation and Harvesting Decision
13: Update the inter-periods parameters
14: end for
15: end for
16: Update Income Distribution
17: Update Stock Distributions
18: end for . Finishing m
19: Selection Rules for m
20: Update In+1
21: end for . finishing the ∆

Once the previous routine is executed over the planning horizon, we have a policy of machines
that could be written as Ym = m1,m2, ...,mn, being m the id of the technology, and n the
corresponding week.

The next step is to simulate the performance of the chosen policy through Montecarlo’s
simulation to find the income and operational variables distributions. The last part of the
method is to obtain the value of each technology according to the performances and the number
of choices.

4 Results
The results of the simulation are compared by the expected value, the variability, and the
negative area of the distribution. We run our method for each of the machines throughout
the time horizon to see their behavior and then compare with the mixed policy product of
the decision process. In the next step, we make a sensitivity analysis of the threats and the
tolerance function. Finally, we perform a statistical analysis to obtain an estimate of the value
of the options considering an accepted deficit. For the extension of the results, they will be
presented in an extended version of this document.
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Abstract 

Se propone un modelo de optimización para minimizar los costos operacionales de las 

máquinas de cosecha de biomasa forestal en campo. Dicho modelo fue programado y res-

uelto mediante el software IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio V12.6, implementá-

ndose seis instancias hipotéticas con los datos de parametrización facilitados por la em-

presa Energía Río Claro. 

Los resultados obtenidos confirman que el modelo propuesto representa apropiada-

mente la operación de las máquinas de cosecha de biomasa forestal en campo. No ob-

stante, a medida que el tamaño del problema crece, el tiempo de resolución aumenta ex-

ponencialmente. Por otra parte, del análisis de sensibilidad se obtiene que la variable que 

controla el problema es el tiempo total de máquina trituradora usado, lo cual se debe prin-

cipalmente a su alto costo fijo. 

Finalmente, se concluye que el modelo propuesto es una herramienta útil para la pla-

nificación estratégica de las operaciones de cosecha forestal en campo.  

1 Introducción 

La actividad forestal en Chile genera una cantidad importante de biomasa proveniente de aserrade-

ros, plantas de celulosa, cosecha forestal, entre otros. En particular, la biomasa de la cosecha forestal 

(trozas, tocones, corteza, follaje, entre otros), está ligada principalmente a las plantaciones de Pinus 

radiata y Eucaliptus. 

Hasta antes de los 90, la práctica común era quemar la biomasa forestal como desecho, dado que 

no existía un mercado o demanda para esta materia prima. Al pasar de los años, la preocupación por el 

destino final de la biomasa forestal fue tomando importancia debido al aumento de los incendios y la 

erosión de los suelos [4]. Asimismo, las limitaciones energéticas que sufre nuestro país han potenciado 

el uso de la biomasa forestal para la producción de energía [3]. 

Finalmente, dada la necesidad de mejorar el rendimiento económico de las empresas productoras 

de biomasa [1-2], se formula un modelo matemático que captura y resuelve los problemas asociados a 

la operación de las máquinas de recogida y picado de biomasa forestal. 

 

2 Descripción del problema 

En el problema de cosecha forestal en campo, se procede a la cosecha de los rodales tan pronto 

como las plantaciones alcanzan su madurez, separando la madera que es aserrada de la biomasa forest-

al que es dejada en campo. En esta etapa se realiza el primer pretratamiento a la biomasa, el cual con-

siste en su secado al aire libre durante un periodo no menor a tres meses, con el objetivo de reducir su 

humedad [6]. 
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Posteriormente, la biomasa dispersa en el rodal es recogida por cargadores frontales, los cuales 

transportan el material hasta los sitios seleccionados para localizar las pilas y prepilas de biomasa (ver 

Figura 1: Caminos L1 y L2 respectivamente). En el caso de las prepilas, la biomasa acumulada debe 

ser nuevamente transportada por los cargadores frontales hasta las pilas localizadas (ver Figura 2: Arco 

L3). 

Una vez apilado el material a orilla de camino [5], se procede al segundo pretratamiento, el cual 

consiste en picar la biomasa para reducir su tamaño [6]. El picado de la biomasa lo realiza una máqui-

na trituradora, la cual es asistida por una máquina excavadora que se encarga de abastecer su mesa de 

entrada con biomasa libre de componentes no deseados. 

Finalmente, la trituradora recorre los caminos del rodal visitando las pilas localizadas. Su ruteo 

comienza en la entrada del rodal y termina en el mismo punto, una vez haya visitado todas las pilas 

localizadas (ver Figura 2: Ruteo de máquina trituradora en rodal). Cuando existan pilas de biomasa 

cercanas en distancia sin un camino que las conecte directamente, se abrirá dicho camino (ver Figura 

2: Línea segmentada), siempre que este permita reducir el costo total de la operación de las máquinas 

de recogida y picado de biomasa forestal. 

 

 

Figure 1: Caminos usados por los cargadores frontales 

 

 

Figure 2: Ruteo máquina trituradora en rodal 
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3 Metodología 

Se formuló un modelo de optimización de programación lineal entera mixta (MILP) para resolver 

los problemas de localización, asignación y ruteo asociados a la operación de los equipos de recogida 

y picado de residuos forestales. El modelo fue programado y resuelto en el software IBM ILOG 

CPLEX Optimization Studio version 12.6, el computador utilizado para ejecutar las instancias de 

prueba fue un MacBook Pro con procesador Intel® i5 doble núcleo de 2,3 GHz, 3MB caché nivel 3, 8 

GB SDRAM DDR3 de memoria instalada (RAM) y sistema operativo Windows 7 Ultimate de 64 bits.  

En el estudio de caso se implementaron seis instancias hipotéticas usando los datos de parametri-

zación facilitados por la empresa Energía Río Claro, tales como: Densidad de biomasa por hectárea, 

rendimientos y capacidades volumétricas de las máquinas, velocidades de desplazamiento, costos de 

abrir pilas y prepilas, costos de combustible, costos de abrir un nuevo camino, costos fijos y variables 

de las máquinas, entre otros.  

Finalmente, a los resultados de las instancias implementadas se les aplicó un análisis de sensibili-

dad para deducir la variable que controla el problema. 

 

4 Principales resultados y conclusiones 

Los resultados de las instancias de prueba implementadas confirmaron que el modelo propuesto 

representó apropiadamente la operación de las máquinas de recogida y picado de biomasa forestal en 

campo. No obstante, a medida que el tamaño de las instancias aumentó, su tiempo de resolución creció 

exponencialmente, por lo que se recomienda complementar el modelo con una heurística que entregue 

soluciones aceptables en tiempos acotados. 

Por otra parte, del análisis de sensibilidad aplicado al modelo se obtuvo que la variable que contro-

la el problema es el tiempo total de máquina trituradora utilizado, lo cual se debe principalmente a los 

altos costos fijos asociados a ella y su alta sensibilidad. 

Finalmente, se concluyó que el modelo propuesto es una herramienta útil para la planificación es-

tratégica de las operaciones de cosecha forestal en campo, dado que permite estimar el menor costo y 

tiempo requerido para cosechar un rodal, previo a que se realicen las operaciones en campo, lo cual 

entrega una ventaja comparativa en la toma de decisiones.  
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Abstract
During summer 2017 Chile was hit by the most massive wildfires in its history, burning more

than 450,000 hectares and affecting significantly small and medium forestry companies. In most
cases, fires consumed only the tree’s bark, leaving the rest of the tree with some commercial value
that could be captured. The problem of deciding what actions to take with the remaining forest in
this setting is known as the salvage logging problem.

In this work, we present a novel mixed-integer optimization model, that can help small and
medium-sized forestries make better decisions in this setting, at an operational level. Our approach
helps to build a program considering the operational-level harvesting schedule, workforce allocation,
and financial actions that include the insurance claims. The objective is to improve the company’s
cash position by the end of the harvest, without reducing the workforce. We compare our model’s
performance with current decisions made by medium and small forestry companies and apply it to
the specific case of a company located in Cauquenes, Chile.

1 Introduction

Between January 18 and February 5 of 2017, the most significant wildfires in Chilean history took place,
consuming 467,537 hectares of urban and rural zones in over six administrative regions of Chile [4]. The
fires had a critical impact on the affected areas’ flora and fauna, as well as an important economic effect
in the forestry industry, reporting high losses for both the government and private companies. Wildfires
are challenging due to how easy they expand, the speed at which they do it, the uncertainty of its next
direction, and their capacity to avoid obstacles such as roads and rivers, among others. Furthermore, due
to climate change, their occurrence has increased dramatically in the last few years, all around the World.

Researchers have usually focused their attention on the environmental effects of these wildfires, such
as soil fertility damage and the difficulty of animal species reappearance [6], providing procedures and
precautions that should be taken to avoid massive losses [8]. Additionally, studies regarding fire modeling
and spreading have shown that one of the primary fuels in wildfires are pine needles [1], highlighting the
vulnerability of the Chilean logging industry to this type of disaster. To the best of our knowledge, the
operational problems related to managing the forest after fires, known as salvage logging, has not been
addressed in the literature [10].

In terms of economic impact, some of the most affected companies are small and medium-sized
forestries. These companies, as a result of the fires, are exposed to the total loss of their business. Due to
this, the usual course of action of small and medium forestries after wildfires is to collect the insurance
payments for the whole forest, as it is the easiest and fastest method to redeem the company’s value.

However, it is frequent that fires go through the fields quickly, burning only the tree’s bark, and
thus leaving a considerable amount of wood available for commercialization. Hence, logging companies
need, in a short amount of time, an operational program to salvage as much wood as possible, if it is
economically viable. This fact allows us to give an alternative: partially ignore the insurance payments
to obtain a higher return and avoid freezing industry activity.

In the field of optimization in forestry, several researchers have studied optimal harvest plans (see
[3, 9], and references therein), but they do not respond to post-fire harvesting. In this setting, we need
to consider that as time goes by, the value of the wood diminishes due to carbon stains and eventually
decomposition of the trees. Hence, we need an adequate workforce and resources management, as
explained in [7], to structure work among groups and harvest the areas of more value quickly.
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The main contribution of this paper is to present a mixed-integer optimization model, whose objective
is to recommend a course of action for the affected forestries. This model determines the optimal amount
of the field in which to make insurance claims, selecting which fields to harvest, as well as workforce
allocation for harvesting and sawmilling. We also incorporate the use of financial instruments to manage
payments and match cash flows and liabilities, something not done before in the literature [5]. We
study the performance of our approach with data from Forestal Hueicolla, a forestry company located in
Cauquenes, Chile, which was severely affected by the fires of 2017. We show that our approach helped
them improve their financial strength significantly and reduced the need for workforce reduction.

2 Problem Description and Formulation

The problem is the following. There are I forest stands available to harvest, that have been affected by
fires. Each stand i has with an estimated Ii0 initial wood inventory. If this stand is not harvested, the
owner can make an insurance claim over it and collect the agreed compensation. To do the harvesting,
the forestry company has G worker squads, which can be either internal G(i) or external G(e). Internal
squads are multiskilled people, hired by the forestry company with a fixed salary, whereas external
squads are those who work for variable fees, depending on their performance. There are J work teams
formed as a result of a combination of these squads, which can be assigned to harvest the remaining
forest. Regarding the sawmilling process, there are L sawmills, which can be operated either by internal
(L(i)) or external workers (L(e)). The sawmills in L(i) may operate or not, since they are run by internal
workers that could do other tasks, as opposed to the sawmills in Le, which are permanently operative.

To tackle this problem, we developed a time-index formulation to schedule the harvesting operations
and optimally assign the workforce. We used the following decision variables: let xijt be the amount
of wood harvested from forest stand i by group j in time-step t. For the sawmilling process, let blt the
amount of wood that enters sawmill l in time-step t. In addition, decision variables ut, vt, wt, are the
sums invested in fixed income financial instruments in time-step t, with different maturity values that
helps in the cash-matching problem.

We add the following main constraints to achieve operability of the harvesting and assignment plan:
each squad g cannot harvest in more than one stand at a given time; only one team j can harvest each
stand i at a given time; no preemption is allowed when harvesting a forest stand; the wood harvested by
team j during a given time t may not be higher than the sum of its worker’s performance; teams cannot
harvest from stand i more than the available stock; and, the teams cannot reach some forest stands at
certain times in the year (e.g.: trees in steep slopes during winter).

From a financial standpoint, it was important to ensure that the salaries of the current personnel are
paid during the whole harvesting period. The company’s cash position at t = 0 considers only the income
from collecting compensation from the insurance company, hence

c0 =
∑

i

xi00 · P I
i , (1)

where P I
i is the insurance payment for stand i. For the rest of the periods, the cash position ct is

ct = ct−1 + fh
t + fm

t + fs
t + ft, ∀t, (2)

where, fh
t , fm

t , fs
t , ft, represent for each time step, the net cash flows of the harvesting process, the

transportation of logs, the sawmilling process, and the net cash flow due to financial instruments and
liabilities respectively. We want to maximize the company’s cash position by the end of the harvesting
period, at t = T , hence the objective is to maximize:

max cT (3)

The details of the model, constraints, auxiliary variables, and the updated results are available in an
extended version of this work in [2].
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Figure 1: Map output: color-coded map indicating which forest stands to harves and which to make
insurance claims.

3 Study Case: Implementation and Results

To validate our model’s performance, we used data from a small forestry company, Forestal Hueicolla
as a study case. The company suffered substantially from the ”firestorm” in 2017, where 95% of their
pine tree-fields were burnt, and the postfire forest value fell to 44% of its original value according to the
insurance company. For some forest stands, this was less than the minimum expected return of harvesting
the same stand. Hence, the owner intuited that claiming insurance payments for the entire field was not
an optimal decision. Furthermore, the owner saw the social impact of the fires, where the company’s
workers had lost part of their homes and thus, losing their jobs, would have been catastrophic. Hence,
the objective was to build a decision support tool that could help to decide which forest stands to harvest
and how to allocate personnel to each task.

We implemented the proposed MIP model in Python 3.5, using Gurobi 7.0.2, and computing solu-
tions in a Quad Core i7 processor, with 16 Gb RAM. We set a 5-minute time-limit for the solver, which
resulted in a 3.8% optimality gap. We exported the solution to an Excel spreadsheet with the harvest-
ing schedule, workforce allocation, and cash management recommendations. As a second output of the
model, we had a color-coded Google Earth map with the optimal decisions, as shown in Figure 1.

To evaluate the performance of our model, named SLP, we compared the recommendation with
two other policies: the full insurance policy, where the company makes insurance claims over the whole
forest; and the partial insurance policy, where the company makes insurance claims over the forest stands
with trees aged less than ten years while harvesting those that are older. The company was considering
the latter one at the start of the project.

Our results showed that the SLP cash position by the end of the harvesting period was 155% more
than the full insurance policy and 18.89% better than the partial insurance policy. The solution recom-
mended harvesting 26% of Hueicolla’s forest stands, using only internal workforce due to the higher cost
of external employees. The use of financial instruments was small and only accounted for 0.4% of the
cash position, but allowed the company to match incomes and liabilities though time. We also made a
thorough sensitivity analysis on the initial wood inventory of each stand, which was roughly estimated
by a forest engineer, to make sure that our solution was robust. Figure 2 shows the sensitivity result,
where the solid bars indicate the stands to harvest, and the dashed ones are the ones to make insurance
claims. The whiskers show how large the inventory errors can be to keep the same optimal solution.
The analysis indicates which forest stands to double-check (in the red box), to ensure that the decision
recommended by the model was the right one.

4 Conclusions

The main contribution of this work is to present a novel mixed-integer optimization model that synchro-
nizes both personnel allocation decisions and postfire harvesting schedule for a forestry company. Due to
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Figure 2: Sensitivity analysis: color-coded to indicate the initial amount of wood estimated.

the social impact that wildfires provoke, this model incorporates social awareness by including the cost
of maintaining the workforce and taking advantage of such labor to harvest selected forest stands. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time the problem is addressed in the operations research literature.
Through a sensitivity analysis, we were able to show that our recommendation is robust, but as future
work, we believe that it is crucial to incorporate the uncertainty of the initial inventory to improve the
recommendations given.
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Abstract

Efficient planning of forest harvesting operations can significantly reduce costs associated with
logistics and improve the economic performance of companies in the sector. In Uruguay, almost 75%
of total forest harvesting operations for pulp production are carried out by forest contractors. This
study aims to optimize the routing of harvest equipment of forest contractors in cases of unavail-
ability of harvesting sites. For this problem a combinatorial optimization model is considered, based
on the Multiple Depot Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (MmTSP) and an algorithm for the
reprogramming of crop tours, in cases of failure or temporary unavailability of harvesting sites. Nu-
merical experiments have shown that realistic sized instances can be solved by standard mathematical
programming software in a reasonable time.

1 Introduction

Wood destined for cellulose is one of the main products currently exported by Uruguay[1]. Cellulose
producing companies (installed within special free trade zones) have plantations in a large part of the
country and contract the services of wood harvesting, loading and transportation to third parties, called
forest contractors. The optimization of the services provided by these contractors, in particular forest
harvesting, is the subject of study in this work.

2 Formulation of the problem

Forest harvesting is carried out according to an annual cutting plan. Considering the forest inventory,
every year the companies that manufacture cellulose pulp plan the harvest for that period. Therefore, each
contractor is assigned a set of locations, and it is requested to: i) harvest the areas or blocks assigned; ii)
perform the harvest within given time windows; and iii) deliver a certain volume of wood. On each visit
to the harvesting areas or blocks, contractors must move the necessary equipment, usually consisting of
a harvester and a forwarder, to perform the cutting and loading operation respectively. Each contractor
can harvest more than one site in different locations in the same time periods.

3 Mixed integer programming model

The proposed model aims to determine the routes of the different harvest equipments belonging to each
forest contractor, through the different blocks that are available for harvesting in that year; minimizing
transport costs between the different harvesting blocks and the bases of operations. We found a great
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similarity of our problem with the Multiple Depot Multiple Traveling Salesman (MmTSP)[2] with fixed
destinations.

The index sets of the proposed model are presented in Table 1.

Notation Description
F set of the operating bases of the forest contractors.
B set of blocks to be harvested.
T set of time periods to harvest the blocks.

Table 1: Summary of data sets

The parameters of the model are presented in Table 2.

Notation Description
Cij distance(cost) between crop blocks/bases of operations i and j(i, j ∈ F ∪B)
mf quantity of harvest equipment belonging to a forest contractor f , f ∈ F .
Tmini and Tmaxi time window to harvest the block i
L maximum quantity of blocks a harvest team can visit.
M minimum quantity of blocks a harvest team can visit.
Dt total wood demand in time t
vi volume of wood available in each harvest block i.

Table 2: Summary of problem parameters

The decision variables of the model are defined as follows:

• xijf = binary variable indicating whether a harvest equipment from base f is moved from place i
to j being i, j ∈ F ∪B.

• yit = binary variable indicating whether a block i is harvested in period t, where t ∈ T

• ui = which represents the number of blocks visited by a harvest team when visiting the i-th block.

Our main purpose is to minimize the costs of moving equipment between harvest blocks, and of their
transfer between the harvest blocks and the bases of operations. We define as the objective function the
total cost of the transfers between the different harvest blocks and the bases of operations.

The complete model is as follows:

min
∑

f∈F

∑

i∈B
(Cfix

f
fi+Cifx

f
if )+

∑

f∈F

∑

i∈B

∑

j∈B
Cijx

f
ij

(1)
s.t.

∑

i∈B
xffi = mf ,∀f ∈ F (2)

∑

f∈F

∑

i∈B
⋃

F,i6=j

xfij = 1,∀j ∈ B (3)

∑

i∈B
⋃

F,i6=j

xfij −
∑

i∈B
⋃

F,i6=j

xfji = 0,∀j ∈ B (4)

ui+(L−2)
∑

f∈F
xffi−

∑

f∈F
xfif ≤ L−1, ∀i ∈ B (5)

ui +
∑

f∈F
xffi + (2−M)

∑

f∈F
xfif ≥ 2, ∀i ∈ B (6)

∑

f∈F
xffi +

∑

f∈F
xfif ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ B (7)

ui−uj+L
∑

f∈F
xfij+(L−2)

∑

f∈F
xfjf ≤ L−1,∀i ∈ B, ∀j ∈ B, i 6= j

(8)

ui ≥ Tmini,∀i ∈ B (9)
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ui ≤ Tmaxi, ∀i ∈ B (10)

t≤Tmaxi∑

t≥Tmini

yti = 1, ∀i ∈ B (11)

ui =
t≤Tmaxi∑

t≥Tmini

tyti ,∀i ∈ B (12)

∑

i∈B
ytivi ≥ Dt, ∀t ∈ T (13)

Constraint (2) guarantees that exactly mf harvest equipments start from each operating base f . Con-
straint (3) ensures that each harvest block is visited by a single harvest team. The continuity of the routes
for the harvest blocks and the operating bases is represented respectively by constraint (4), which ensures
that for each harvest block, the visiting team comes from one and only one different place, and is moved
to one and only one different block or operating base. Constraints (5) and (6) impose higher and lower
limits in the number of blocks visited by each harvest team, and initialize the value of ui in 1 if and only if
i is the first block in the tour for any team. Inequality (7) prohibits an equipment computer from visiting
only one block from a base of operations, and returning to it immediately (this constraint is redundant
when M ≥ 2). Constraint (8) ensures that uj = ui +1 if and only if xijf = 1, therefore it does not allow
the formation of sub-tours between the nodes in B; it is usually called sub-tours removal constraint. With
constraints (9) and (10) we ensure that each block is visited within a preset time window. Constraint
(11) ensures that block is harvested at some period t within the corresponding time window. Constraint
(12) associates variables ui with vartiables yit (so that ui corresponds to the time of the visit of block i).
Constraint (13) ensures that the demand requirements for each time period are met.

4 Unavailability of harvest sites

Crop blocks may not be available at certain times, for example due to inclement weather (in particular
in Uruguay too much rain means that many roads are closed to heavyweight trucks). In the case of
unavailability of a harvest block in a given period of time, the block can be exchanged with another
block which has a harvest time greater than the inaccessible block, which will be harvested later. To
choose the block with which to make the exchange it is important to take into account if it is at a close
distance and has a similar volume of wood in order to satisfy the demand of the period. In Algorithm 1
a procedure for reprogramming the harvest runs in these cases is proposed.

Algorithm 1: Reprogramming algorithm in case of unavailability of harvest blocks in a certain
period of time.

Require: B’ = set of harvest blocks not available in time t
Ensure: feasible ∈ {true, false}, if the problem is feasible; z = total cost of harvest tours; tours[] = reprogrammed harvest path for each

contractor
{for the following periods, it is evaluated if there are inaccessible blocks}
for all b ∈ B′ do
{get the volume of wood from block b and the demand for that period}
vm = volumenMadera(b);
for all b′ ∈ NOT harvested blocks do
{obtain the volume of wood of the block to be evaluated as well as the demand of that period}
t′ = harvestPeriod(b′);
vm′ = volumeWood(b′);
d′ = demandPeriod(t′);
{the feasibility of the exchange is evaluated}
if d− vm+ vm′ >= d and d′ − vm′ + vm >= d′ then
{new constraint: the blocks must be harvested at times t and t′}
yt
b′ = 1;

yt
′

b = 1;
stop forall();

end if
end for

end for
{the model is executed with the new set of harvest blocks}
[feasible, z, tours[ ]] = run-MIP(F , B, T )

In Figure 1 we see an application of this algorithm. We take a case discussed in Viana (2018)[3], where
the origbinal planning is shown, and then the result of re-planning after a block becomes unavailable.The
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total length of the modified routes is 773 km, the length of the initial journeys (before replanning) is 679
km. The increase in the length of routes compared to the original length is 13.8% , which is the cost
caused by the unaccesability of a given block.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: In a) we see the original planning, in b) the new routes after a re-planning of the harvest tours.

5 Conclusions

This problem is particularly relevant in the Uruguayan context, as contractor companies work on demand
from the pulp industries and must reduce their operational costs to improve their efficiency when planning
the harvest of wood from the assigned plantations. The mathematical programming model developed is
capable of representing the established planning problem and can be implemented to provide solutions
based on real data. This model can be used as an efficient and practical tool to help develop annual
forest harvest scheduling and equipment allocation for contractors, leading to better quality plans and
improvement opportunities.
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Abstract 

This article analyses the rural income dispersion in the Brazilian Savanna. To this end 

we fit an econometric regression model using the Gini index as the dependent variable 

and technology, environmental, education, health, infrastructure and demographical indi-

ces as independent variables. The statistical approach uses fractional regression and gen-

eralized method of moments. The technological variable crystallizes the production pro-

cess. This is a data envelopment analysis (DEA) measure of technical efficiency. The 

production process uses county data collected from the Brazilian Agricultural Census of 

2006. Highly significant positive effects are technology and the environmental index. 

Significant negative effects are infrastructure and education. The demographic index ef-

fect is negative but only marginally significant. There are significant regional differences.  

1 Introduction 

In a recent study exploring the Brazilian Agricultural Census of 2006, it was seen a strong concentra-

tion of rural income in Brazil [2]. Indeed, only 11% of farms (500,000) account for 87% of the total 

value of production. The inclusion of the bulk group of rural producers excluded from the process of 

agricultural production may substantially increase agricultural production, rendering more competitive 

levels of agricultural productivity for the country in the international markets. 

There are indications that income concentration results from technology use. Other factors of im-

portance are related to market imperfections. These create difficulties for the diffusion and adoption of 

technologies [1]. Market imperfections force the small farmers to sell their products at prices lower 

than those achieved by the large farms and to buy inputs at higher prices. They result from the devel-

opment conditions where the rural properties are located. Typical examples of market imperfections 

are generated by segments of the financial market, inputs, product and export markets, infrastructure 

of sanitation and electricity, access to technical support and information, and education.   

Other studies investigated the determinants of rural income dispersion in Brazil [6, 7, 8, 9, 11]. 

Our contribution to this literature relies on the statistical characterization of the dependence between 

income dispersion and other contextual variables – technology and the conditions surrounding the 

farms – for the Brazilian Savanna. These results serve the purpose of guiding actions concerning pub-

lic policies and technical assistance for this biome. The dependent variable we use in the analysis is 

the Gini index, computed for the rural income distribution of each county. The variable technology is 

defined by the variable returns to scale data envelopment analysis (DEA) score of county performance. 

The market imperfection covariates are environmental, education, health, infrastructure and demo-

graphical indicators. We allow for the possibility of the technology being endogenous.  

The importance of considering the Brazilian Savanna separately follows from its growing im-

portance in the Brazilian agriculture. According to the Brazilian Agricultural Census of 2006, the Sa-

vanna comprises 15% of all farms, generates 32% of the total rural gross income in Brazil, and repre-

sents 37% of the agricultural land. 
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2 Production variables, covariates and data 

The data for this paper is, in the main, drawn from the Brazilian Agricultural Census of 2006. The data 

of the last Brazilian agricultural census (2017) are not yet available. Production data for DEA compu-

tations were aggregated by counties and rank transformed. Farm data were aggregated for each county. 

A total of 1,098 counties provided valid data for our analysis, which represents 99.6% of the number 

of Savanna counties and 19.8% of the total number of Brazilian counties.  

The dependent variable for the statistical model is the county Gini index. The Gini index is a 

measure of the dispersion of gross income. The independent variables (contextual variables) are the 

DEA score (technology), the market imperfection covariates (indicators of rural development) and 

regional dummies (categorical 0-1 variables representing the five Brazilian geographical regions).  

The decision-making unit (DMU) for the DEA model is the county. The output variable of the 

DEA model is the rank of the county total value of gross rural income. Inputs are ranks of total county 

values of farm expenditures on labor, land and capital.  

The indicators associated with market imperfections were suggested by a technical note [4], in 

which a rural development index was proposed. They are representative of social, demographic and 

environmental dimensions of county rural development. They were also transformed to ranks and 

normalized by the maximum. These are: health system performance index (measures the performance 

of the Brazilian public health system and takes into account county access to health services and the 

quality of hospital and ambulatory care); basic education performance index (a quality indicator of 

pre-college education, measured on a county level); infrastructure (measured by the proportion of 

farms assisted with electric power in the county); technical assistance (proportion of farms receiving 

technical assistance in the county); environmental index (comprises the complements of the proportion 

of farms using agrochemicals, practicing slash-and-burn, proportion of farms practicing crop rotation, 

planting in contours, practicing tillage and minimum tillage, proportion of county areas covered by 

forests and with agro forestry systems, complement of the proportion of degraded areas, and propor-

tion of farms with adequate garbage destination); demographical index (includes the inverse of the 

average number of residents per rural household, the aging rate, the dependency ratio, the inverse ratio 

between rural and urban population, and the migration rate). A detailed discussion on the construction 

of these indicators can be seen in [4]. 

3 Methodological approach 

Our concern here is the assessment of technology and development indicators of rural income disper-

sion. As the dispersion measure we use the county Gini index. If yi is the observed value of a non-

negative, not identically zero, variable Y, the Gini index is defined by 2r ry , where 

 2

1 1
1

r rn n

r r i ji j
n y y

 
   , rn is the number of farms in county r , i  and j  denote farm obser-

vations, and ry  is the sample average of the observations yi. The index varies in the interval [0,1], 

with a value close to one indicating concentration. The motivation for the measurement from a statisti-

cal point of view follows.  

3.1 DEA model 

Consider a production process composed of 1,098 DMUs (municipal districts or counties with valid 

data). Each municipal district makes use of the input vector (x1, x2, x3) – land, labor, and capital ex-

penses – to produce output level y (gross income). Let Y=(y1, …, y1098) be the output vector. Let X be 

the 31,098 input matrix. The rth column of X is the vector of inputs used by the municipal district r 

to produce ry .  

The DEA technical efficiency of production ),(* oo yx  – performance measure, for county o with 

production vector ),( oo yx , output oriented and with variable returns to the scale [3], is given by (1). 

free  ,11 ,0 iii) , ii) , i)   

max),(* ,



 





oo

oo

xXyYst

yx
   (1) 

The use of DEA in this study considers the measure of technical efficiency as crystallizing the 
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technological effect on the response variable (income dispersion).  

3.2 Statistical analysis 

The statistical model is based on the fact that the Gini index is a number in (0,1) for non-constant dis-

tributions and DEA may act as an endogenous variable. We combine fractional regression [10] with 

generalized method of moments (GMM) [5] to produce robust estimates of the parameters specified by 

the model.  

Let r  be the Gini index of county r  and rw  the vector of contextual variables including technol-

ogy and regional dummies. We assume ( )r r rH w    , where H(.) is a probability distribution 

function. The unknown parameter   is estimated by GMM. This formulation allows for the 

endogeneity of technology. As a vector of instruments rz  we use the county development indicators. 

The moment conditions are 0]))([(  rrrr wHzE  , where   denotes direct product. Some 

choices for H are the logistic, the standard normal and the inverse of the extreme value distribution.  

The Gini index and the technology indicator capture the same market imperfections and, therefore, 

it is expected a strong association between these variables. The basic hypothesis is that high values of 

technical efficiency are indicative of information and access to technology, and thus available only to 

farms with a high income level. 

4 Statistical results 

Table 1 shows the GMM estimation. The Hansen’s J test (0.5964) for over-identification (validity of 

instruments) with three degrees of freedom is not significant (p-value = 0.8972), indicating appropri-

ateness of the model. Correlation between observed and predicted values is 0.5319. 

Variable Coefficient Standard error z P>|z| [95% Confidence Interval] 

Technology 0.7773 0.2654 2.93 0.003 0.2571 1.2976 

Environmental 0.4615 0.1312 3.52 0.000 0.2045 0.7186 

Demographical -0.4082 0.2365 -1.73 0.084 -0.8718 0.0553 

Education -0.1532 0.0730 -2.10 0.036 -0.2962 -0.0101 

Infrastructure -0.0915 0.0441 -2.08 0.038 -0.1779 -0.0051 

Northern region 0.0224 0.0506 0.44 0.658 -0.0767 0.1216 

Northeastern region -0.1179 0.0441 -2.67 0.008 -0.2044 -0.0315 

Center-western region -0.1316 0.0439 -3.00 0.003 -0.2176 -0.0455 

Southern region 0.2796 0.0361 7.75 0.000 0.2089 0.3503 

Southeastern region 0.2907 0.0811 3.58 0.000 0.1317 0.4497 

Table 1: GMM estimation considering the inverse of the extreme value distribution. 

The covariates act in an opposite way to the state of market imperfections. Small values of these 

indicators should imply technical efficiencies clustering to one for high income farms and overall in-

come concentration away from zero. In this context one expects negative contributions for market 

indicator variables and a positive contribution for technology in the model. We notice that the envi-

ronmental variable as considered here is related to technology and, therefore, should show a positive 

sign. Indeed, this pattern was observed. We note a strong regional effect, with highest intercept of con-

centration in the Southern region, followed by Northern, Southeastern, Northeastern and Center-

Western regions. The Northeastern and the Center-Western regions do not differ statistically. The de-

mographical index is marginally significant. All other effects are statistically significant.  

Marginal effects are computed using the formula (2), where r rw   is the linear combination of 

all covariates, affecting the probability distribution function H(.). Typically, H(.) will be a monotonic 

function of r . 

( )
'( )

'( ) exp( exp( ))

r r
r

r r r

H
H

x x

H

 


  

 


 

 

     (2) 
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Figure 1 shows the variation of the marginal intensity factor ))exp(exp()(' rrrH    per re-

gion. We note that the regions that would benefit the most from reducing market imperfections, and 

therefore the reduction of income concentration, are the Northern and Northeastern regions. 

 
Figure 1: Box plots per region – marginal intensity factors. 

5 Concluding remarks 

The statistical model based on fractional regression and GMM fitted well. The DEA score – the proxy 

we chose for technology use – is dominant in the statistical model, explaining income concentration 

(the regression relationship shows a statistically significant positive association between technology 

and the Gini index). The technology score is also associated with market imperfections, which are also 

responsible for income concentration. Thus, the use of public policies to eliminate inequalities in the 

rural areas must consider the removal of market imperfections. As expected, the improvements in the 

surrounding conditions tend to reduce the income dispersion in all regions. 
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Abstract 

In the near years, the world population will have to deal with a big problem: to pro-

duce the food required to satisfy its increasing demand. It is imperative to support farmers 

to find a solution. In this regard, the information and communication technologies (ICT) 

sector can help by creating technology which supports agriculture processes to increase 

the crop production and to reduce the resources consumption.  

In this paper, we present a cost-efficient solution for small scale farmers. Our platform 

helps the farmers in the decision-making process by using data recollected from crops and 

by controlling fertigation. Using it, farmers can be more efficient and waste fewer re-

sources.  

1 Introduction 

One of the biggest problems society will have to deal in the future is related to the lack of food re-

quired to feed people around the world. According to the World Economic Forum, by the year 2050, 

the world population will reach 9.8 billion people, and they will demand approximately 70% more 

food than they consume today [1].  

To respond to increasing global problems,  the United Nations developed the Sustainable Develop-

ment Goals (SDG) [2].  They represent the walkthrough nations have to follow to guarantee a better 

and more sustainable future. To achieve the SDG is necessary to involve the participation of infor-

mation and communication technologies (ICT) sector to achieve these goals and to provide solutions 

that support agricultural processes in all the crop stages.   

The vertiginous growth on the creation and development of ICT has shown to be very useful. Internet 

of Things (IoT) technology involves the communication between machines and devices connected to 

the Internet in a manner that they can interact each other and at the same time, and they can produce 

data accessible to users remotely [3]. On the other hand, artificial intelligence techniques such as big 

data, neural networks, and agent-based experimentation, among others; enable new opportunities on 

data analytics and how to use these data to improve the process of making decisions. 

Taking the advantages of these technologies, smart farming or smart agriculture can be defined as the 

combination of context-aware computing and wireless sensors and actuators networks [4], to use the 

data retrieved from the crops, to support the decision-making process. The final goal is to increase 

productivity and reduce resource consumption. 

Currently, agriculture is benefiting by platforms developed to support agricultural processes using 

emergent technologies. An example is the development of multiple solutions based on wireless sensor 

networks which are deployed directly in the crops, in which the data is collected automatically and 

served to the users in real-time [3,5-6].  
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A lot of researchers have directed their efforts on the creation of decision support systems that help 

farmers in different crop phases. Some of these efforts help with fertigation, climate control, or pest 

identification, and control inside the greenhouses. Some other efforts seek to support the farmer in the 

early stages of the agriculture process by defining the better crop to cultivate according to the climate 

or soil conditions [7].  

Nowadays, smart agriculture is an active field of research.  However, many of the work done and solu-

tions produced are not reaching the small farmer. Some proposals are no more than that. They remain 

on labs.  Several systems developed do not include all the necessary elements or characteristics to 

deploy them massively. Furthermore, not all farmers have the means to acquire commercial platforms 

and systems, causing that technology do not reach the productive sector. 

What we want to achieve with our platform is just that. Our goal is to create a cost-effective solution 

that can be acquired by the farmers directly.  A platform that can be delivered massively to improve 

the conditions of small-scale farmers. We pretend to support the farmers with the deployment and the 

management of the platform in the first months to maximize their benefits. 

2 Our research context 

To create a cost-effective solution, we have been working based on a multidisciplinary effort. The 

project has envisioned by researchers working on the Fabio Baudrit Moreno Agricultural Experimental 

Station (EEAFBM) of the University of Costa Rica.  This experimental station has an extension of 

53.6 hectares, and it is located in the San José neighborhood of Alajuela. The experimental station has 

a greenhouse dedicated to research in protected environments. 

Our interdisciplinary team is composed of researchers on Physics from Center for Research in Atomic, 

Nuclear and Molecular Sciences (CICANUM) and Laboratory for Atmospheric Research and Plane-

tary Physics School (LIAP), computer scientists from Research Center for Communication and Infor-

mation Technologies (CITIC), and agronomists from the experimental station. Joining efforts, we have 

been working in the creation of a platform that maximizes the crop production by the monitoring, con-

trol, and decision-making support. 

 

  
Figure 1: General overview of the solution 

3 Our proposal 

Figure 1 shows a general overview of the platform, the components, and how they interact. The so-

lution is composed of two monitoring stations (marked with an arrow pointing up), a control station 

(marked with an arrow pointing down), and two visualization systems.  

We created the platform using open-hardware low-cost components, looking for cost reduction. The 
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platform also uses LoRaWAN1 wireless communication and is energy-efficient due to the use of solar 

energy.  

Currently, we have created two monitoring stations to measure the variables listed in Table 1. The 

monitoring stations capture and store data in a database. Besides, the system also serves the data to the 

Internet through an MQTT2 server. That allows using several systems to visualize the data in real-time.  

Table 1: Variables measured by the stations 

Station Variable measured 

Climate/Air Air temperature 

 Atmospheric pressure 

 Visible and infrared radiation 

 Relative humidity 

 CO2 concentration 

 VOC gas resistance  

Soil Soil temperature 

 Soil humidity 

 

For data visualization, we have used two platforms. First, it is necessary to present the data to the 

farmer on-site, i.e., near to the crop, the place where the farmer spends most of his time. For that, we 

placed a screen in a laboratory next to the greenhouse and showed the data through a Grafana3 dash-

board in real-time (Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 2: Data visualization on-site. From up to down, left to right: (a) Tempera-

ture. (b) Atmospheric pressure. (c) Visible radiation. (d) Infrared radiation. (e) Rel-

ative humidity. (f) Soil humidity. (g) CO2 concentration. (h) VOC gas resistance. 

 

Second, we thought that it will be helpful for the farmer to have access to the data from any place. For 

that reason, we have created a web-based application where the farmer can query data.  

For the greenhouse control, we are using an irrigation-on-demand tray created by us to manage the 

fertigation. That tray uses droppers, soil humidity sensors and a rain gauge to irrigate according to soil 

 
1 https://lora-alliance.org/about-lorawan 
2 http://mqtt.org/ 
3 https://grafana.com/ 
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humidity and drained water.  

It is important to mention that we give the farmer the option to apply fertigation manually if s/he con-

siders that. The latter permits the farmers to keep control of the crop and to make more accurate deci-

sions according to his/her expertise, which will enhance the production. 

4 Conclusions 

We have created a cost-efficient smart farming solution for small-scale agriculturists. Currently, the 

platform created is in an experimental phase. We are testing it with tomato and sweet pepper crops. So 

far, the platform enables more accurate decision-making based on data retrieved from the crops direct-

ly. Now, we are working on a new version of the platform allowing control from a web application. 

Furthermore, we are working on an automated decision-making version based on data analysis and 

applying agronomists criteria.  
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Abstract 

Many farmers live in a state of vulnerability due to the poverty condition of rural areas. 

The agriculture promoting programs and the school feeding programs are social protection 

policies that governments can apply to protect small scale farms. An initial model based on 
linear programming is presented to support the decision making of these two types of pro-

grams, considering the allocation of producers to schools and the management of scarce 

resources. Further, in this work, it is proposed a study case for the department of Caazapá, 
Paraguay, incorporating data from several producers and schools, and turning the problem 

into a large-scale one. Given the structure of the second mathematical model, the Benders 

decomposition methodology is selected to solve it. 

Keywords: small farmer’s promotion, linear programming, benders decomposition. 

1 Introduction 

Poverty and inequality in rural areas may lead to farmers to a state of vulnerability, and according to 

FAO, in 2010, one-third of the rural population in developing countries was "extremely poor." However, 
agriculture is inserted into a production system allowing to provide financial and social services in ad-

dition to agricultural products. For example, agricultural policies could support the poverty reduction 

and economic stability of farmers [3]. 
To deliver these services in Paraguay, the government has created the Farms to Schools Programs 

(FSP). The FSP support and promote the agricultural development through the purchase of products, 

like fruits and vegetables, from local farmers in order to supply the scholar menus. Also, generally, the 

local government must provide material resources and technical assistance to the producers. 

These programs link farmers with schools, obtaining locally grown fresh products, and at the same 

time improving the children nutrition who consume school meals [4] [6]. 

2 Problem description 

The decision-makers of a government, given an established budget, have to assign vulnerable rural farm-
ers to a program with the aim of promoting agricultural production [2]. In this context, producers could 

send part of their harvested products to government institutions, like schools, hospitals, military estab-

lishments, etc. 

In this work, we consider a school feeding program [5], which includes two main operations. For 

one hand, the purchase of an agricultural product from local farmers with limited production capaci-

ties(𝑞𝑖), and for the other hand, the product supply to nearby rural schools with fixed demands(𝑑𝑗).  

The producers could harvest the product for self-consumption and to satisfy the school's demands 

(Figure 1). Also, they could receive technical assistance and supplies/material resources to develop his 

operations when they are assigned to the agricultural promotion program. 

The mathematical model presented seeks to determine the allocation of farmers to schools. In other 

words, will be defined: which producers should be assigned to the program, the product quantities that 

they should send to the schools and the material resources requirements.  

The main constraints of the model are the maximum number of producers to be included in the program, 

the minimum requirements of resources, the production capacity, the self-consumption of the products 
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and, the schools demand satisfaction. Furthermore, it is looked to obtain an allocation with the minimum 
cost of the operations. 

     

     
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure1: Scheme of the allocation of producers to schools for the FSP. 

3 Methodology 

A Mixed Integer Linear Programming model was designed to allocate producers to schools (servers to 

consumers). The producers or farmers must deliver their products to surrounding schools, in the context 
of a governmental Farms to Schools Program (FSP) that promotes the small scale agriculture. 

First, the initial model will be tested for a small instance of producers and schools to measure its 

performance. Then, considering all the servers and consumers in the study area, the problem will in-

crease significantly. Finally, given the structure of the model, the Benders decomposition method will 

be applied to solve the problem. 

In this work, the models designed are deterministic due to the uncertainty effect over the parameters 

is not take into account. 

4 Mathematical models 

4.1 Decision variables 

Subscripts: 𝑖: Producers 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑗: Schools 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽; 𝑟: Resources 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 

 

𝑥𝑖 =     {
1, if producer 𝑖 is assigned to the Farms to School Program
0, in another case                                                                              

 

𝑦𝑖𝑗:  Quantity of product that producer 𝑖 will deliver to school 𝑗, if is assigned, [kg] 

𝑧𝑟:  Amount of resources 𝑟 to buy, [resource units] 

4.2 Parameters 

𝑝:  Payment of technical assistance if the producer is assigned, [USD] 

𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑗:  Product transport cost between producer 𝑖 and school 𝑗 [USD/kg] 

𝑐𝑐𝑟:  Purchase cost of resources 𝑟, [USD/resource units] 

𝑘:  Number of producers, [producers´ units] 

𝑢𝑟:  Consumption of resources 𝑟 per producer, [units of resources] 

𝑞𝑖:  Production capacity of the producer 𝑖 [kg] 

𝑎, 𝑏:  Minimum and maximum proportion of products to be delivered [proportion] 

𝑑𝑗:  Demand of the school 𝑗 [kg] 

 

Initial Model: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∑ 𝑝. 𝑥𝑖

𝐼

𝑖=1

+ ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑗 . 𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝐼

𝑖=1

+ ∑ 𝑐𝑐𝑟 . 𝑧𝑟

𝑅

𝑟=1

 

𝑠. 𝑡: 

∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝐼

𝑖=1

≤ 𝑘 

(1) 

(2) 

𝑑𝑗 

  

𝑞𝑖 
  

Producers 

Schools 
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𝑧𝑟 ≥ ∑ 𝑢𝑟. 𝑥𝑖

𝐼

𝑖=1

    𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑅 

(𝑎𝑞𝑖)𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤ (𝑏𝑞𝑖)𝑥𝑖     𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼; 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽 

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝐼

𝑖=1

≥ 𝑑𝑗      𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽 

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝐽

𝑗=1

≥ 𝑞𝑖      𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼 

𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0,1}     𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼; 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽 

𝑧𝑟 ≥ 0   𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑅 
 

The Objective Function (1) seeks to minimize the total costs: the cost of including producers in the 
program, the cost of transporting products from producers to schools, and the cost of purchasing re-

sources for producers. 

Regarding the constraints, with (2) the maximum number of producers to be assigned to the program 

is limited (commonly subject to the budget). In (3) is established the minimum amount of each type of 

resource to be purchased for the producers assigned to the program. In the program, each producer re-

ceives resources (𝑟) to carry out their agricultural operations, independently of the number of products 

that will be delivered to the school. 

Then, with (4) are established the minimum and maximum amounts that a producer can send to each 

school if the producer is assigned. (5) Indicates that the demand of each school must be satisfied, and 

(6) define that the total amount which a producer delivers to schools should not exceed the production 

capacity. Finally, the nature of the variables is denoted by (7), (8), and (9). 

4.3 Benders Decomposition applied to the Initial Model 

In the initial model, it can be noticed that the variables 𝑥𝑖 couple the model and increase it is complexity 

(complicating variables). 
In this case, those complicating variables do not allow to find a simple problem solution by blocks, 

therefore is necessary and suitable to apply the Benders Decomposition method, given the “L structure” 

followed by the model [1]: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑇𝑥 + 𝑑𝑇𝑦                 

𝐴𝑥           = 𝑏 

𝐸𝑥 + 𝐷𝑦 = 𝑒 

   𝑥 𝜖 𝐶, 𝑦 ≥ 0 
To apply the Benders Decomposition, the initial model becomes in a Master Problem, and its corre-

sponding Sub-Problems, given its structure of one complicating variable vector (𝑥), and another two sets 

of variables (𝑦 and 𝑧): 

 

Master Problem: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑝. 𝑥𝑖

𝐼

𝑖=1

+ 𝛾 

𝑠. 𝑡: 

∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝐼

𝑖=1

≤ 𝑘 

𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0,1}     𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼 

𝛾 ≥ 0  

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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Gamma (𝛾) is a variable with economic connotations according to the problem.  

Given 𝑥, the Sub-Problem is decomposed into two blocks (Block 1 and Block 2), with a structure 

easier to solve in comparison with the Initial Model: 

 

Sub-Problem - Block 1: 

𝑄1(𝑥) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑗 . 𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝐼

𝑖=1

 

𝑠. 𝑡: 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤ (𝑏𝑞𝑖)𝑥𝑖     𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼; 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≥ (𝑎𝑞𝑖)𝑥𝑖     𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼; 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽 

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝐼

𝑖=1

≥ 𝑑𝑗      𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽 

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝐽

𝑗=1

≥ 𝑞𝑖      𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼; 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽 

Sub-Problem - Block 2: 

𝑄2(𝑥) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑐𝑐𝑟 . 𝑧𝑟

𝑅

𝑟=1

 

𝑧𝑟 ≥ ∑ 𝑢𝑟 . 𝑥𝑖

𝐼

𝑖=1

    𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑅 

𝑧𝑟 ≥ 0   𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑅 

5 Future Works 

Data from small producers in poor rural areas are currently being processed for a district in the depart-

ment of Caazapá, Paraguay. Once the processing is finished, the first computational tests will be carried 

out, with a small amount of data, to improve the initial model. Then, tests over the initial model will be 

performed with the Benders Decomposition, including all the producer and school records available 

(approximately 800 producers and 100 schools). 
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Abstract

In the context of modern agriculture, innovative methods have emerged, including Smart Floating
Farms (SFF), sustainable structures capable of producing food on sea surfaces, lakes and rivers.
We focus on the middle level of the SFF, where food production takes place. We present a Mixed
Linear Integer Programming model to solve the Two-Dimensional Strip Packing Problem, taking into
account different size options for plots of land each crop species, with the objective of minimizing
the height at the middle level. To validate our model we using the MINIZINC constraint modeling
language on a set of randomly generated instances.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, climate change is an undeniable and worrisome event throughout the world caused mainly
by the irrational actions of the human being in nature, such as so-called industrial agriculture that fo-
cuses on the mass production of food. Smart Floating Farms (SFF)1) are innovative methods of modern
agriculture. They are structures that are sustainable for contributing to making food production more
transparent, since they promote the use of renewable energy to produce foods from scratch km [1, 2].
These are composed of a three-tier system: a. solar energy (rooftop), b. hydroponics (middle level) and c.
fish farming (lower level), whose main objective is the production of food on sea surfaces, lakes or rivers
[3, 4]. We will focus on the average level of these types of structures, where a set of small rectangles
(parcels of land) with different size options should be adjusted as efficiently as possible.

The Two-Dimensional Rectangular Packing problem is NP-completeness [5], since it includes bin-
packing as a proper case. A similar situation consists in, fitting a set R of N rectangles into a minimum
number of large rectangles called Strip, without each of the small rectangles being able to overlap with
the others. As an extension, the Two-Dimensional Strip Packing Problem (2DSPP) emerges, where input
is known as a set R = {r1 , . . . , rN }, the width W (finite) and height H (infinite) of the Strip. We will
approach this extension, taking into account that there are different size options for plots of land, based
on the crop marking techniques [6] used to arrange the plants within the plot of land, which determines
≈ 4
√
ρ for different sizes of plots for the same type of crop, where ρ is the number of plants to be placed

inside the plot of land.
There are many operations research techniques to model 2DSPP as well as solving it efficiently. We

propose a model of Mixed Linear Integral Programming (MILP) to solve a modified 2DSPP, taking into
account different size options for plots of land of each crop species, with the objective of minimizing H .

2 2DSPP for different size options for plots of land

One of the main objectives of the SFF is to supply food adjacent areas, thus reducing their transport and
inferring a decrease in polluting gases. We assume that we know for each crop species that is produced,

1http://smartfloatingfarms.com
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the minimum average consumption of the areas that will be supplied by the SFF, which can be interpreted
as the approximate number of plants ρ of a crop species that are necessary to supply the corresponding
area. Each species of plant has its specification in terms of the distance that it should be within the crop
rows, as well as the separation that there should be between each pair of rows, which implies, that a
different arrangement of the plants in the plots of land occur every time in a different area where at least
the amount of plants required can be cultivated. We then have a set of groups G = {g1 , . . . , gN } where
each gi represents a set of rectangles defined by the width and length of each possible plot of land of
the crop species i, of which only one of them can be located at the middle level Strip of the SFF. When
a plot of land is selected for each crop species, the 2DSPP is solved, which consists in placing within
a rectangle (Strip) with width W ∈ N defined, a set R = {r1, . . . , rN} of N small rectangles, where
∀ri ∈ R, there ∃wi, hi ∈ N, in such a way that there is no overlap between each pair of them [5] and
searching to occupy the smallest possible height. Therefore, we take into account that between each pair
of plots of land and with respect to the borders of the Strip, there must be at least k cm of distance and
our objective is to select for each crop species the plot of land size, which when being arranged next to
the rest of the selected ones represent the smallest space occupied by the SFF (see Figure 1), which will
depend only on the height, because the width is a known parameter that is not variable.

Figure 1: Process of selection and location of plots of land within the Strip according to the constraints.

3 Mixed-integer linear programming model

We present a model of Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) for this problem, where we consider
as preprocessing of the information the determination of the width and height of the possible plots of
land for each species given the number of plants ρ that are required.

• Parameters

W : Strip width

N : Number of crop species

Mx : Upper bound for x

My : Upper bound for y

Ci : Number of plots land size options for crops specie i

Ai−j : Width of the area occupied by crop species i, if plot of land j is selected

Li−j : Height of the area occupied by crop species i, if plot of land j is selected

k : Distance between each pair of plots of land and separation of the borders of the Strip
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• Decision variables

wi : Width of the plot of land occupied by crop species i

hi : Height of the plot of land occupied by crop species i

xi : Coordinate x of the lower left corner of the plot of land occupied by crop species i

yi : Coordinate y of the lower left corner of the plot of land occupied by crop species i

H : Maximum height of the Strip

Zi−j =

{
1 If for the crop species i the land plot j is occupied
0 otherwise

Ii−k =

{
1 If the crop species i is on the left of the crop species k
0 otherwise

Ji−k =

{
1 If the crop species i is on the right of the crop species k
0 otherwise

Di−k =

{
1 If the crop species i is before (vertically) the crop species k
0 otherwise

Ei−k =

{
1 If the crop species i is after (vertically) the crop species k
0 otherwise

• Objective
MinZ = H (1)

• Constraints
Only one plot of land option can be placed for each crop species:

Ci∑

j=1

Zi−j = 1 ,∀i = 1 . . . N (2)

The width of the plot of land occupied for each species will be determined by the selected option:

wi =

Ci∑

j=1

Ai−j × Zi−j ,∀i = 1 . . . N (3)

The height of the plot of land occupied for each species will be determined by the selected option:

hi =

Ci∑

j=1

Li−j × Zi−j ,∀i = 1 . . . N (4)

The plots of land cannot overlap:
xi + wi + k ≤ xk + (1− Ii−k)×Mx , ∀i, k = 1 . . . N, i < k (5)

xk + wk + k ≤ xi + (1− Ji−k)×Mx ,∀i, k = 1 . . . N, i < k (6)

yi + hi + k ≤ yk + (1−Di−k)×My ,∀i, k = 1 . . . N, i < k (7)

yk + hk + k ≤ yi + (1− Ei−k)×My ,∀i, k = 1 . . . N, i < k (8)

Each plot of land must be totally within the width of the Strip:
xi + wi ≤W − k , ∀i = 1 . . . N (9)

There must be at least one separation k between each plot of land and the borders of the Strip:
xi ≥ k , ∀i = 1 . . . N (10)

yi ≥ k , ∀y = 1 . . . N (11)

Maximum height reached within the Strip:
yi ≥ k , ∀i = 1 . . . N (12)

yi + hi ≤ H ,∀i = 1 . . . N (13)
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4 Implementation and Results

This model was implemented in MINIZINC [7] for macOS Sierra system. The runs were on Intel Core
i5-2400 CPU 2.50GHz and 12GB of RAM. We tested our model with a set of 12 instances called RAN-
DOMLAND2, generated for this problem. Each set is made up of three types of instances: small, medium
and large, where the numbers of plots of land are between 1 and 100 and the numbers of plants are be-
tween 1 and 300. The distance between plants and rows on a plot of land is generated for each types
of instances in a range of 30 cm to 100 cm, and W is between 1000 cm and 4500 cm. The proposed
optimization model provides an adequate packaging of plots of land at the middle level of the SFF and is
interesting when discussing food production on smart farms and considering terms such as sustainability.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have proposed a MILP model for the 2DSPP with different size options for plots of land,
and for our approach the combinatorial level of the problem scales quickly because of the number of
possible plots of land for each crop of ρ plants is≈ 4

√
ρ, implying that the total number of possible plots

of land to be combined for N crop species is
∑N

i=1 ≈ 4
√
ρi, and the number of combinations for packing

within the Strip are
∏N

i=1 ≈ 4
√
ρi. We validate our model using the MINIZINC constraint modeling

language and our approach is able to offer good solutions, by providing an adequate assignment for
all plots of land. As future work, we will focus on adding to the proposed model a set of constraints
regarding the behavior and maintenance needs of the different crops that will be packed in the SFF, and
design and implement a metaheuristic algorithm to cover this problem.
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Abstract

This paper considers, in an integrated approach, two common problems in a precision agriculture
framework: the management zone delineation problem and the selective harvest schedule problem.
The model is composed of an objective function that minimizes the costs of harvest operations,
establishing a planning and scheduling for selective harvest of each selected management zone. This
tool provides important information for the decision making of farmers in the field. The integrated
approach is contrasted with the hierarchical approach, which is what is normally used in the literature
for these cases, where first the problem of delineation of management zones is solved and taking the
solution as input, we proceed to solve the problem of selective harvest planning that minimizes costs.
The hierarchical and integrated approaches were solved through a complete enumeration strategy,
demonstrating the advantages of the proposed model over the hierarchical one, reaching a reduction
of 6% in the costs of harvest operations.

1 Introduction

Agriculture is a strategic mainstay of Chile development, contributing to integrated GDP by 13%. In
particular for the grape, it is essential to define an efficient process of manipulation and optimization of
selective harvest operations, so as not to damage the quality of the fruit and reduce costs, considering
that the harvest represents the largest of these for the producers.

This paper elaborated for the selective harvest of fruits. The quality of the fruit is directly related to
the marketing price, indeed a better quality of the fruit will provide greater economic benefits, therefore
are defined windows of time in which all the production of the corresponding rectangular management
zones must be harvested. In this way, it is possible to ensure optimum quality at the time of harvest for
the entire production volume.

On the other hand, and thanks to the technology development, nowadays it is possible to obtain
vast information about the fields. Satellite images, geo-spatial tools and information technologies are
available that can be used for an appropriate decision-making process in agricultural production. The
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index or NDVI, which comes from an image that graphically high-
lights the pixels related to plant cover parameters, gives us a value that we can correlate to the yield in
terms of quantity of fruit to harvest from a plot of land. With that information, it is possible to model a
problem that helps in the delineation of management zones and a selective harvest planning in each zone
that allows obtaining the best possible quality of the fruit.

The aim of this paper is to determine the benefit of implementing the integrated model for the delin-
eation of rectangular management zones and allocation of optimal selective harvest periods with man-
agement of scarce resources.
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This model considers jointy two agro-industry problems that have been studied independently until
today with a hierarchical approach. On the one hand, the problem of delimitation of rectangular man-
agement zones proposed in [4], and on the other hand, the problem of selective harvest schedule, which
has been applied to different study cases [7], [2], [5], [1], [6] and also with transport in [3] and [8]. With
an integrated approach of both problems, it is possible to contribute with a tactical planning for harvest
operations.

2 Methodology

In order to model this problem, it was divided into the cell farms and each one of this cells was associ-
ated with a sampled point of the land, where each point corresponds to a value of the indicator of interest
measured. A potential management area can be composed of one or several sampled points, following
the condition that the set of points must always define a rectangular zone. Each cell farm, and therefore
each data of the indicator, contemplates a surface of the land in square meters. Through an algorithm
developed in the work of Cid-Garcı́a [4], it is possible to obtain all the potential rectangular zones of
handling given a set of points, and thus the problem of zoning can be solved by complete enumeration.

The rectangular management zones that will finally be selected by the model, will be those that have
a required level of homogeneity, which together cover the entire farm and that each cell farm belongs
only to one of the management zones. According to the data obtained from the farm, it is possible to
make some predictions for each zone respect to the same indicator or other datum obtained from it.

In other way, workforce represents the largest cost within harvesting operations. It is possible to find
in the field, two types of workers that conform the work team of fruit collection in the field. One is the
seasonal worker, who is the one who has a permanent stay in the company and receives the correspond-
ing payment to the proportional of his salary for his work during the harvest season. The second type
corresponds to the temporal worker, who is contracted per period according to the requirements of har-
vesting in each time window. Due to the experience and permanence of each type of worker in the tasks of
selective harvesting, seasonal workers will present a higher productivity compared to temporary workers.

The model also includes travel costs and travel times from the warehouse to the gathering points of
each zone. Time and cost of the trip includes a round trip from the warehouse to the gathering point of
the zone, so the further cell farm is defined as the gathering point, and the vehicle can be returned to
other points in the zone that are closer to the warehouse. The performance of the vehicle is calculated
based on the technical specifications of the model used.

Considering the sets of potential management zones, cell farms of the field and harvest periods, the
objective function of the integrated model minimizes the harvest process cost including workforce costs
and transport costs. The constraints guarantee field partition into homogeneous management zones with
a required homogeneity level that must be satisfied, the amount harvested in kilos does not exceed the
productivity of the worker and if a management zone is harvested it must be fully harvested. The number
of seasonal workers must be between a minimum and a maximum and the number of temporary workers
has an upper bound. Also, the constraints ensure that the amount harvested in kilos can not exceed the
transfer capacity and neither the maximum number of possible trips. Finally, the nature of decision vari-
ables constraints.

It is important to notice in this model, that one constraint imposes an upper bound in the total number
of management zones in the partition because in the integrated approach we do not consider the mini-
mization in the total number of zones in the field partition like in hierarchical approach. In fact, in order
to establish the quality of the solution obtained by the hierarchical approach, we solved the integrated
approach imposing as an upper bound, the optimal number of zones found by zoning model.
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3 Results

This model was applied in a case study for selective harvesting of grapes in a farm located in the south
central zone of Chile. The surface is 3,2 hectares composed for 80 cell farms and they were distributed
homogeneously throughout the land. The interest index used was the NDVI. This index quantifies veg-
etation by measuring the difference between near-infrared and red light, values goes from -1, when for
example is water or snow, to 1 for dense green leaves. Therefore, each cell farm contemplates a dimen-
sion in the land of 20x20 meters and a measured value for the index NDVI. Through Algorithm 1, it is
possible to obtain all potential rectangular management zones, which delivered a total of 1.980 potential
zones for this instance 1. The harvesting process takes place in a planning period of 14 days.

On the other hand, given that higher value of NDVI is expected higher production and a later harvest
to lower values of this indicator, based on the data obtained for the farm was a projection of produc-
tion performance for each potential rectangular management zone and also assigned a time window for
harvest. In the case of this work, the time window was defined as one day, because required homo-
geneity is 95% and since this percentage is so high and demanding, the rectangular management zones
that the resolution of the model delivers will be small and it is estimated that the allotted time is adequate.

Respect to the workforce, seasonal workers have more experience in the tasks of selective grape har-
vest, so they have a higher productivity compared to temporary workers. Then, the first reach a harvest
of 1.000 kilos per day and the second 850 kilos per day.

The warehouse is located 300 meters from the first cell farm and the gathering point of each zone is
determined as the furthest cell farm of this (zone) to the warehouse. Time and ¡cost of the trip includes
a round trip from the warehouse to the gathering point of the area, then is defined the furthest point as
the gathering point, and the vehicle can be returned to other points in the zone that are closer to the
warehouse. The performance of the vehicle was calculated based on the technical specifications of the
Kia Frontier 2.5 model.

Solver CPLEX 12.8.0.0 was used in a computer with an Intel Core i5 2.4 GHz processor and 32 GB
RAM with an optimality gap of 0,1% and resolution times of no more than a few seconds for different
cases of this instance. The hierarchical model was resolved first, which in other words means that the
problem of delineation of management zones was solved first and once the result of the partition is ob-
tained, it is added as an input to the problem of selective harvest planning . Once the latter was solved,
the following results were obtained: a total of 26 management zones, a cost of $5.971.710, 11 seasonal
workers and a daily average of 6 temporary workers.

Then, the integrated model was solved several times. First, it was solved without restriction on the
number of zones, which gave an optimal value of 43 for that variable. In order to be able to compare
it respect to the hierarchical model, the number of zones obtained in zoning problem was defined as an
upper bound. The upper bound was increased one by one from 26 to 43, obtaining the following values
for costs in figure 1:
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Figure 1: Harvest operation costs according to number of management zones.

The costs are composed of a general way for a 69.3% of stationary workforce and 30.5% temporary
workforce.

Respect seasonal workers, the integrated model requires 13 for any bound of management zones. As
for the temporary workers, the result is shown in the figure 2:

Figure 2: Temporary workers per day according to number of management zones.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of daily temporary workers in quartiles according to the number of
zones, where the X is the average and the points are outliers. The lines indicate variability outside the
upper quartile.

For 26 zones, the integrated model show a cost of $5.626.770, which is 6% less than the hierarchical
model. By relaxing the level of zones, a partition with 43 zones can be reached a cost of $5.172.020,
which means a 13,4% of reduction in costs.
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4 Conclusions

When comparing the integrated approach with the hierarchical approach, we can see a decrease of 6% in
the costs of harvest operations when the integrated model is solved by restricting the number of manage-
ment zones according to the solution of the zoning problem delivers. It is possible to achieve a 13,4%
decrease in costs if you are willing to have more management zones. Therefore, the integrated model
yields a better solution since it provides tactical planning that allows to establish in advance the man-
agement of scarce resources and adjusts optimally to the time window of each zone. Due to the strategy
used to solve the hierarchical model, the management zones are selected only based on the homogene-
ity of the NDVI and other important aspects of the cost structure and the time window are not considered.

You can give the decision-maker the cost curve of harvest operations for the different amounts of
zones, ranging from the minimum given by the hierarchical model to the maximum given by the inte-
grated model without upper bound of zones. Thus, he has all the information and decides based on his
purposes, being able to achieve lower costs if he is willing to partition the field in smaller zones.

In future researches, it would be necessary to test large size instances increasing the number of cell
farms, being probably needed to design an ad-hoc algorithmic strategy based on decomposition methods.
However, such strategy is outside the scope of this research.
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Abstract 

The agriculture usually requires a significant number of resources, to farm, to harvest, 

and then to trade. This investigation is about the distribution of grapes and grapes must in 

a cooperative, which each farmer brings his fruit to the plants located in the Third and 

Fourth regions of Chile. There, the grapes are received and processed to be turning in dif-

ferent products, like grape juices, wines, jams, or schnapps. The objective of this research 

is to find the optimal use of the transport resources in a networking based on source and 

destination points, based-on weekly planning. To reach this objective, we developed an 

operation research model, which objective function is to minimize the total transport cost. 

This model use restrictions like available transport capacity, grinding capacity, maximum 

grape must storage, and available grape. The results save money around 14% of the total 

costs, transporting around 29.000 tons. 

1 Introduction 

The operations research methodology has been widely applied until today, contributing to the company’s 

resilience across different industries [1]. Several agricultural management problems can be addressed 

through mathematical models that can be solved using optimization solvers. This methodology can help 

to agro companies to improve their productivity and solve many operational problems [2]. 

The cooperative’s plants are in the Third and Fourth regions of Chile, where the fruit is received 

from the farmers’ land to be processed. The problem requires a look at how the process has been modeled 

and how the constraints have been considered [3]. Besides, a decision support system may be successful 

if it is used. In occasions, the information systems fail because of the user’s needs have been ignored 

[4]. Based on this, the linear programming model looks for finding the economic optimal where the 

costs are reduced, determining the optimal plan to the transport of grapes and grapes must in Cooperativa 

Agrícola Pisquera Elqui Limitada (CAPEL) [5].  

1.1 The Transport Process 

This investigation has been focused around the grinding process, where a screw machine separates the 

grape must from the stalk generating two products to transport grapes or grape musts. This process is 

performed during the grape harvest season [6], which usually lasts from February to May, yielding ap-

proximately 14 weeks. CAPEL has plants located in Alto del Carmen, Copiapó, Montegrande, Punitaqui, 

Río Hurtado, Sala-manca, Sotaquí, Vicuña and a grape buyer in Ovalle, who buy the grapes due to the 

high sugar concentration level, which usually is reached on Salamanca Plant. For some plants, the model 

considers a maximum grinding capacity and maximum storage capacity for grapes must, both beeing 

represented weekly. It is essential to mention that the model is solved weekly because that is the way 

the company's DSS makes tactical decisions.  

Once the process has been explained, we are going to define the model: only a few plants are con-

sidered for its resolution. The plants located in Ovalle and Punitaqui are used to process the grape, and 

Sotaquí Plant is a warehouse due to the nearness with Punitaqui Plant. The model uses five source points: 
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1 (Copiapó), 2 (Alto del Carmen), 3 (Vicuña), 4 (Serón), and 5 (Salamanca) where received grapes and 

produced grapes must which is transported to the destination plants. On the other hand, just three plants 

are used as destination points: Ovalle, Punitaqui, and Sotaquí. Because the last two plants receive grape 

and grape must, five destination points are included in the model, to differentiate both products -and 

their cost and resources- send to the same plant. 

The destination points are 1 (Ovalle), 2 (Sotaquí grapes), 3 (Punitaqui grapes), 4 (Sotaquí grapes 

must), and 5 (Punitaqui grapes must). Additionally, it is important to remark that for the model simplic-

ity, one kilogram of grape is equal to 800 milliliters of grapes must, allowing to reduce the decision 

variables. Figure 1 shows the problem represented by a graph. It has 𝑠 sources and 𝑑 destinations, each 

one represented by one node. The arcs represent the routes that link the sources with the destinations. 

The arc (𝑠, 𝑑) links the source 𝑠 with the destination 𝑑, which carries two information pieces: the 

transport cost per unit (𝑐𝑠𝑑𝑡), and the transport quantity (𝑋𝑠𝑑𝑡). The offering quantity in source 𝑠 is 𝑢𝑠𝑡 

and the quantities demanded in the destination plants Sotaquí and Punitaqui are 𝑚24 and 𝑚35. The 

model objective is to minimize the total transport cost satisfying the operational constraints [7]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Transport model representation with nodes and arcs. 

2 Transport Planning Model 

2.1 Sets 

• 𝑆: Set of source plants (indexed by 𝑠). 

• 𝐷: Set of destination plants (indexed by d). 

• 𝑇: Set of Laboral transport weeks (indexed by t). 

2.2 Data Parameters 

• 𝑐𝑠𝑑𝑡: Transport cost per unit from the source plant 𝑠 to the destination plant 𝑑 in the week 𝑡. 

• 𝑞𝑡: Transport capacity, in tons for grapes, per week 𝑡. 

• 𝑟𝑡: Transport capacity, in tons for grapes must, per week 𝑡. 

• 𝑢𝑠𝑡: Available tons to transport from the source plant 𝑠 in the week 𝑡. 

• 𝑔𝑑𝑡: Grinding capacity, in tons, for destination plant 𝑑 ∈ {1,2,3} per week 𝑡.  

• 𝑚24: Maximum grape must’s storage for the whole planning horizon, in tons, for Sotaquí plant. 

• 𝑚35: Maximum grape must’s storage for the whole planning horizon, in tons, for Punitaqui plant. 
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2.3 Variable 

𝑋𝑠𝑑𝑡: Grape tons send from the source plant 𝑠 to the destination plant 𝑑 in the week 𝑡. 

2.4 Objective Function 

Minimize the total sum-product between the decision variables and their respective transport cost. 

min ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑠𝑑𝑡 ∗ 𝑐𝑠𝑑𝑡

14

𝑡=1

5

𝑑=1

5

𝑠=1

 (1) 

2.5 Constraints 

Grape tons send from the source plants 1, 2, and 3 cannot overcome the weekly grape’s transport capac-

ity. 

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑠𝑑𝑡  

3

𝑑=1

5

𝑠=1

≤ 𝑞𝑡 ,    ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (2) 

 
Grape tons send from the source plants 4 and 5 cannot overcome the weekly grape must’s transport 

capacity. 

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑠𝑑𝑡 

5

𝑑=4

5

𝑠=1

≤ 𝑟𝑡 ,    ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇  (3) 

 

The total available tons in week 𝑡 in each source plant 𝑠 should be sent to some destination plant 𝑑. 

∑ 𝑋𝑠𝑑𝑡

5

𝑑=1

= 𝑢𝑠𝑡 , ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆  (4) 

 
The 10% of available tons from the source plant 5 (Salamanca) is sent to the plant destination 1 

(Ovalle) along weeks 8 and 11. 

∑ 𝑋51𝑡 

7

𝑡=1

= 0  (5) 

∑ 𝑋51𝑡 

11

𝑡=8

= 0.1 ∑  𝑢5𝑡

11

𝑡=8

 (6) 

∑ 𝑋51𝑡 

14

𝑡=12

= 0 (7) 

 
The grape tons received cannot overcome the weekly grinding capacity. 

∑ 𝑋𝑠𝑑𝑡

5

𝑠=1

≤ 𝑔𝑑𝑡   ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑑 ∈ {1,2,3} (8) 

 
The received grape and grape must tons cannot overcome the maximum grape must storage capacity 

(for the whole planning horizon) in the destination plants 2 and 4 (Sotaquí). 

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑠2𝑡

14

𝑡=1

5

𝑠=1

+ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑠4𝑡

14

𝑡=1

5

𝑠=1

≤ 𝑚24 (9) 

 

The received grape and grape must tons cannot overcome the maximum grape must storage capacity 

(for the whole planning horizon) in the destination plants 3 and 5 (Punitaqui). 

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑠3𝑡

14

𝑡=1

5

𝑠=1

+ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑠5𝑡

14

𝑡=1

5

𝑠=1

≤ 𝑚35 (10) 
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Finally, all decision variables must be no negatives. 

𝑋𝑠𝑑𝑡 ≥ 0  ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇  (11) 

3 Implementation 

The model was implemented and solved in Open Solver 2.9.0. Because it is an open-source tool and 

easy to use, this MS Excel’s Add-in allows generating results with a simple method. Indeed, CAPEL 

uses MS Excel worksheets as the current DSS for this process; therefore, using Open Solver is a friendly 

complement to the decision-makers. 

4 Conclusions and Results 

The model allows evaluating different tactical decisions for transport planning decisions. We defined an 

objective function that minimizes the total transport cost. Parameters like transport capacity, grinding 

capacity, storage capacity, available grape, and transport costs can be evaluated to resolve the problem, 

analyzing different scenarios. Based on this, it is possible to estimate good weekly transport costs for 

grapes and grape must in the cooperative. The Open Solver tool allows any user to make good evalua-

tions of the model costs. Besides, it is possible to perform studies about the variability of the grapes 

entrance, for the plants which received it, among the study of another parameter, is recommended a 

sensibility analysis. For 2017 harvest season, the model saves money for 14% of the total costs, trans-

porting around 29.000 tons of grapes. Finally, we can conclude the model could be solved it based-on 

days or months without problems for the cooperative, as long as the required information would be 

available. 
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Abstract

Flexibility is a way of handling uncertainty in the real context. Two critical flexibility
sources are the resources and the decision support process. In previous works, we studied this
balance for multistage stochastic programming and expected value problem in agricultural
context with weather uncertainty. In this paper, we propose a novel approach, the rolling tree
modeling. The rolling tree modeling approach consists of a sequence of trees with a different
combination of multistage stochastic programming and expected value problem models. We
aim to determine how this structure contributes to the value of the system compared with the
pure models rolling tree in uncertainty conditions and with different conditions of flexibility
in the resources. The ultimate intention is to prescribe different combinations of modeling
to save computational time and management effort.

1 Introduction
The planning process in the agriculture context has been identified as difficult because of the
uncertainty in weather conditions and biological characteristics, among others, [1]. Flexibility
is an attribute of the systems recognized as a way of handling uncertainty. [8] indicates that
flexible thinking is more proactive than the robust approach, but requires more abilities and
tools in management. One especially notable are the decision support models, DSM; we are
interested in the stochastic models, especially the multistage stochastic programming, MSSP,
[17], that behaves similar to the management practice. The flexibilities in the DSM are the
number of decisions and the moment of them [16]. This kind of flexibility has not received the
same attention that the resources flexibility [7, 13].

This work explores the added value of different DSM in uncertain conditions in the presence
of flexible resources in a vineyard harvesting case. Two decision trees, the multistage stochastic
programming, MSSP , and the expected value problem, EV P , [2] are compared with a mix of
them, the mixed-model. We study the behavior of these approaches taking into account the value
that generates in specific conditions of optimization. We proposed the use of the rolling horizon
applied to the trees models that we called rolling tree approach, RTA. This initiative looks for
understanding how the different structures and combinations (DSM flexibility) add value in this
application to offer some guideline to the management about the choice of flexibility sources.

2 A brief Literature Review
The harvesting of wine grape is an important step to obtain wines of quality. Although phenolic
maturation is essential for the features of the wine, the common market parameter is the probable
alcoholic degree (APG), given by the sugar content (SS) that increases during the maturation
period. Rainfall plays a critical role in the SS content. Near the optimum, rainfall could be
absorbed by the grape grain and the SS are diluted, so the APG is temporarily poor. In this
situation, it’s necessary to dry the grain before harvesting to increase the SS content again. It
implies more time in plant and the possibility of new negative events (details in [6, 15]).
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The concept of flexibility has been explored both in industrial application and management.
Recommended reviews are [7, 13, 14, 18] where types and measurement are discussed. The
decision support models, DSM, are also a source of flexibility [16], but this sense has been
poorly developed in the literature. Both sources of flexibility, DSM, and devices facilities have
costs (initial investments and operational costs). We have developed a discussion about the
contribution of the MSSP and EVP under uncertainty effects with available flexible resources.
In that work, we mark that MSSP expected results are better than the EVP’s one, but the
contribution is a function of the level of the uncertainty and the flexibility of the resources
instead of a fixed gap.

When MSSP is the recommended choice, the size of the tree could be expensive in computa-
tional terms, but also information and accuracy requirements [4]. This situation has been faced
through the scenario generation and reduction techniques ([12, 17], but also the time horizon
adjustment is a way of coping with the size problem. In this line, we find rolling horizon ap-
plications, RH [19]. They indicated that RH supporting idea is that aggregated information is
known with more accuracy than the detailed one, so the frequently updated information allows
the decision maker to review the master planning over time. However, the use of rolling horizon
and stochastic models in the same problem is scarce [5]. The authors mention that managers
evaluate the cost of information, but this topic is still embryonic. A natural question is the
existence of a balance among the cost of information, accuracy, planning horizon, and effect of
its length. Papers like [9], [3] and [20] use RH and stochastic component, but they are mainly
focused on energy applications.

3 Models
The model is based on [11]. A farmer has different blocks of grape that are available for
harvesting in specific periods. The aim is to maximize the value of the vineyard, through
the decisions of workforce hiring xt, laying off yt and their allocation zj,t. The farmer has a
window time to complete the entire task T , weeks in this work. The rain condition is uncertain,
characterized by the occurrence, ξt = 1 or not occurrence ξt = 0 of the event. The probability of
happening, κ, is the number of the days per week in which rain occurs based on historical data.
The human resources have a different level of flexibility, characterized by the productivity under
raining conditions, modeled by β̂ωφ,t = α∗(1−ξ(1−φ)), where α is the nominal productivity. The
MSSP is expressed as a deterministic equivalent model [10]. The gross margin before harvesting
gmj is discounted by the cost of harvesting ch and the personal costs, ce, cf , cp, are hiring, firing
and fix minimum salary, respectively. At the end of T , the grape that is in the blocks is a loss,
prized as gmj − ch. To model the MSSP, we considered Ω scenarios, and its formulation is:

U = max ∑
ω∈Ω

πω
T∑
t=1

{
n∑
j=1

(gmω
jt − ch)hωjt − cexωt − cfyωt − cpmω

t −
∑
j(gmj − ch)sωj,T+δt

}

s.t.

mω
t = mω

t−1 + xωt − yωt ∀t, ω (m1)

hωjt ≤ zωjtβ̂ωφ,t ∀j, t, ω (m2)
n∑
j=1

zωjt ≤ mω
t ∀j, t, ω (m3)

n∑
j=1

hωjt ≤ K ∀j, t, ω (m4)

hωjt ≤ sj0 −
t−1∑
l=1

hωjl ∀j, t, ω (m5)

hωjt ≥ 0, t=1,. . . ,T ; j=1,. . . ,n ; ω ∈ Ω (m6)
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xωt , yωt , zωjt,mω
t ,≥ 0, and integer t=1,. . . ,T ; ω ∈ Ω (m7)

xω′
t = xωt ∀ω′ : ω′[t] = ω[t], ωω

′ ∈ Ω;∀j, t (mn1)

yω′
t = yωt ∀ω′ : ω′[t] = ω[t], ωω

′ ∈ Ω;∀j, t (mn2)

zω′
t = zωt ∀ω′ : ω′[t] = ω[t], ωω

′ ∈ Ω;∀j, t (mn3)

The m1 is the manpower balance, the m2 is the bound for harvested volume in time t, block
j, and scenario ω. m3 is the balance for the allocated and available resources, m4 the industrial
reception daily capacity constraint, m5 the balance of grape, and m6 and m7 the domain of the
variables. The NACs are mn1, mn2, mn3 for hiring, laying off, and allocation of resources. For
the EVP model, we use correction in the NAC formulation, where the decision is only one per
stage, independent of the history of the node.

The rolling tree approach is based on the combination of models. We use an exhaustive
explosion of scenarios for planning. Then we fix a window time for MSSP planning, Λ, and for
EVP Λ + 1...T , a period Θ where the decision set D is frozen, and a moment for revision, τ .
The sequence has a different configuration, but the general idea is as follows:

Algorithm 1 Sim-Opt algorithm
1: Set Initial simulations, kmax,Λ, τ,Θ
2: for sim in 1..simulations do
3: k = 1 . Cycle number
4: opt(MSSPΛ

1 : EV P TΛ+1)→ Dk
1:T . Initial Optimization

5: sim(1→ τ)← Dk
1:τ . Initial Simulation

6: k+ = 1
7: while k ≤ kmax do
8: Dk−1

τ :Θ + opt(MSSPΛ+τ
Θ+1 : EV P TΛ+τ+1)→ Dk

τ :T . k Optimization
9: sim(τ → Θ)← Dk−1

τ :Θ
10: sim(Θ + 1→ Θ + τ)← Dk

Θ:T
11: k+ = 1

The NAC changes because now, we use a combination of models. So between τ and Θ, the
decisions are fixed, between Θ and Theta+ Λ, the NAC belongs to an MSSP and far away this
period, the NACs are from EVP model.

4 Results
This work is on progress so that the detailed results will be present directly in the event. The
results compare the value of the pure models and the mixed-one, always acting like rolling
trees. The used measurements are the expected value and the downside size of the curve,
like a risk parameter. Moreover, the decisions patterns have been associated with the models
to understand how the contribution is generated and its dynamics. Different conditions of
uncertainty, flexibility in the resources, and temporal parameters for the algorithm 1 will be
proven.
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Abstract 

This paper analyses the operational efficiency of fish farming across EU Member States 

using a two-stage Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) approach. In the first stage, a non-

oriented Slacks-Based Measure of efficiency (SBM) DEA model is used to compute effi-

ciency scores in marine and freshwater finfish and shellfish aquaculture subsectors for dif-

ferent EU countries during the period 2014-2016. In a second stage, these scores are pro-

cessed by standard, censored and fractional regression models to test the effects of some 

exogenous variables. There has been a productivity reduction in the case of freshwater fin-

fish, productivity increase in the case of marine finfish and an initial productivity increase 

between 2014 and 2015 followed by a slight decrease between 2015 and 2016 in the case 

of shellfish. Results indicate that countries specializing in cultivating freshwater and ma-

rine populations are more likely to be on the efficient frontier. 

1 Introduction 

Aquaculture is the fastest growing animal food producing sector in the world, with an increasing con-

tribution to global food supply and economic growth ([1], [2]). Aquaculture not only contributes to food 

security by providing a more reliable source of food than wild-capture fisheries, but it also has a big 

potential for further growth and development ([3]). 

 

The European Union (EU) is the top trader of fishery and aquaculture products in the world in terms of 

value. In 2016, the trade flow grew to EUR 54,3 billion and 14,1 million tonnes. EU presently imports 

68% of domestic aquatic products consumption. In 2016, the value of EU exports continued the upward 

trend started in 2010, totalling EUR 4,7 billion. The European Commission together with the EU coun-

tries are trying to boost the EU aquaculture sector. They have invested more than €1.17 billion of public 

money in the EU aquaculture sector since the year 2000, while €1.2 billion are planned for the period 

2014-2020 ([4]). 

 

The objective of this study is to estimate the aquaculture efficiency performance of EU countries in 

freshwater, marine and shellfish subsectors for the period 2014-2016. To that end, Data Envelopment 

Analysis (DEA) approach is applied. 

 

2 Methodology 

This study analyses the efficiency performance of the EU aquaculture countries producers using a two 

stage approach. The first stage uses a non-oriented SBM DEA model to compute the efficiency of the 

countries. The second stage uses regression analysis to relate these efficiency scores to covariates to test 

which of them have an influence. The data were obtained from Economic Report of the EU Aquaculture 

Sector [5-7]. 
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2.1 First stage based on a DEA model 

The DEA model applied in this paper is non-oriented and non-radial. It uses a SBM measure of 

efficiency, which is an efficiency measure which has several interesting properties ([8]). In particular, it 

is units-invariant, i.e., the neither the efficiency score nor the efficient target computed change if the 

units of measurement of an input or output are changed. 

On the input side, seven variables are considered: the total number of persons employed, the balance 

sheet total, the input costs considered were raw material costs, purchases of energy products, repair and 

maintenance costs and other costs, including outsourcing costs, equipment rental charges among others. 

The selection of the inputs was mainly based on their relative weight of total costs. Thus, a single output, 

namely total production value is considered. 

Since an intertemporal approach in which the observations of different time periods are pooled to 

define the DEA technology ([9]), a global Malmquist Productivity Index is computed as shown in Pastor 

and Lovell ([10]). 

2.2 Second stage based on statistical regression analysis 

In order to study the impact of factors that can influence efficiency, the SBM efficiency estimates 

are regressed on some contextual variables in a second stage analysis. Several statistical regression mod-

els are considered. Since they are based on different assumptions their results can also differ. The sec-

ond-stage regressions models considered include a linear specification, a censored specification and 

fractional specification. 

3 Results 

For freshwater finfish 74% of the observations are efficient and the average efficiency is rather high 

(0.918). The corresponding figures for marine finfish and shellfish are 57% - 0.885 and 66% - 0.802, 

respectively. The largest margin for input savings and output increases correspond to marine finfish, 

followed by shellfish. In accordance with the larger efficiency scores, the potential savings are much 

more modest for freshwater finfish. Extending the best practices to the inefficient countries would in-

volve a reduction of feed costs (between 2.9% and 4.3%), livestock costs (9.0% - 11.8%), energy costs 

(2.4% - 25.3%), repairing costs (3.7% - 13.8%) and other operating costs (4.3% - 13.8%)  

Some countries were efficient in all the periods for which observations are available. In the case of 

freshwater finfish, those countries are Croatia, Estonia, France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Sweden and UK. 

For marine finfish, those countries are Cyprus, Italy and Slovenia producing mostly seabream and sea-

bass, Finland producing mostly trout and Ireland producing mostly salmon. Finally, for shellfish, the 

best performing countries include Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany and Greece producing mostly 

mussels, Italy producing mostly clams and mussels, and Portugal producing mostly clams. As regards 

productivity change, it seems that in the case of freshwater finfish there has been a productivity reduction 

in the period under study. The opposite occurred in the case of marine finfish. Finally, in the case of 

shellfish, productivity increased between 2014 and 2015 and decreased slightly between 2015 and 2016. 

Fractional regression analysis results identify a significant positive relationship between GDP and 

the probability of the country being efficient. The fishery coefficient was statistically significant and 

negatively explains why countries are associated to be on the frontier, suggesting that the probability of 

the country being efficient declines with fishing activity. 

4 Conclusions 

This paper applies a non-oriented SBM DEA model with non-discretionary inputs to the efficiency as-

sessment of different EU Member States during the period 2014-2016. This differs from most DEA 

studies on aquaculture, which measure efficiency at the farm level. The non-oriented character of the 

DEA analysis implies that all possible sources of inefficiency are removed, be they in the discretionary 

inputs or in the output. The DEA analysis indicates that technical efficiency is higher in finfish produc-

tion (both fresh and marine) than in shellfish. This pattern can be explained by farmers having more 

control of the production cycle in the finfish aquaculture, than in shellfish aquaculture that is more de-

pendent on environmental factors. The analysis of the aquaculture efficiency determinants reveals that 
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the efficiency level of EU countries is not completely a consequence of managerial inefficiency. 
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Abstract 

This work aims to identify the basic characteristics of agri-food companies in relation 
to activities related to R&D and innovation. Although the sector is considered low technol-
ogy, these companies seem to respond to a pattern more typical of companies in sectors of 
greater technological intensity.  

1 Introduction 

Agroindustry is the economic activity that includes the production, industrialization and commer-
cialization of agricultural products, forestry and other biological natural resources. It implies the aggre-
gation of value to products of the agricultural industry, forestry and fishing. Agroindustry is divided into 
two categories: food and non-food. The first one is in charge of transforming the products of agriculture, 
livestock, forestry and fishing into products made for consumption.  

The last Annual Report of the Spanish Food Industry of the Ministry of Agriculture corresponding 
to period 2017-2018 [5], offers data that show the importance of the sector in the European Union: the 
food industry is the main activity of the UE manufacturing industry, with a value higher than the 
1,109,000 million euros of turnover. It has 294,000 companies that employ 4.57 million people; 95.3% 
of these companies are SMEs with less than 50 employees, and 79.6% have less than 10 employees. In 
the Spanish case, the food and beverage industry is the first branch of the industrial sector, according to 
the latest Structural Statistics of Companies of the National Institute of Statistics, with a production 
value that represents 24.8% of the industrial sector and 31,342 companies registered. At European Union 
level, Spain ranked fifth in terms of revenue and in value added in the food industry, and the following 
sectors stood out in terms of turnover: wine, oil and fat, processed fish and meat. 

The fact that most of the companies in the sector are SMEs has important implications in terms of 
innovation. There are studies that show that innovation propensity increases with firm size [1], and large 
enterprises play a crucial role in the innovation process, but SMEs are also important in the application 
of new knowledge to the market [7]. 

2 Innovation 

Innovation plays an important role in firms’ survival, and the ability to innovate is generally accepted 
as a critical success factor in the growth and future performance of firms. In general terms, innovation 
influences the economic position of the agents involved. This influence has positive effects on the eco-
nomic results of productive units, increasing the productivity of the factors used in the production pro-
cess [3]. According to the OECD, technological product innovation is the introduction of a new or sig-
nificantly improved product on a market [6]. However, there are other types of innovations that go be-
yond the introduction of a new product, e.g. innovations in organizational models, in processes, or in 
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promotion, distribution, and sales channels.  
Although R&D plays a crucial role in innovativeness and R&D expenditures is the most widely used 

tool to measure the level of innovativeness of companies, other variables and inputs may be equally 
interesting. In a previous work we have developed a methodology of measuring the innovative propen-
sity through a fuzzy multicriteria approach [2]. According to the defined Innovative Propensity Index 
(IPI), the Spanish agro-industrial sectors have significantly lower rates than other manufacturing sectors. 
The conclusions of this work states that most of the companies with a higher propensity for innovative-
ness belong to high or medium-tech sectors and have more outstanding R&D activities [2]. 

Nowadays there is a need for innovative approaches that allow effective use of available resources 
and resistance to negative external factors in the agroindustrial sector [8]. It is necessary to increase the 
efficiency of the development of agroindustrial companies by means of innovative mechanisms. 

3 Analysis of the Spanish Agri-food Industry 

3.1 Sample data 
In order to carry out an exploratory analysis of the situation of the Spanish agro-industrial sector and 
compare it with other industrial sectors, we need to use a wide sample of industrial companies. The data 
were taken from the Survey on Business Strategies of the Spanish SEPI Foundation corresponding to 
2015. The sample consists of 1,109 companies, with an average age of 38.2 years and distributed by 
sector as shown in Table 1. In order to perform a comparative analysis, the sectors were grouped accord-
ing to the OECD classification of R&D high-intensity sectors.  

 
Sector Sample size Sector Sample size 

Group AF: AGRI-FOOD INDUSTRY Group MLT: MEDIUM-LOW TECHNOLOGY SECTORS 
Food and tobacco  135 Rubber and plastic industry  59 
Meat industry 44 Non-metal mineral industry 76 
Beverage industry 26 Metalworking 141 

Group LT: OTHER LOW TECHNOLOGY 
SECTORS Ferrous and non-ferrous metal industry 34 

Graphic arts 44 Other manufacturing industries 28 
Paper industry 48 Group MHT: MEDIUM-HIGH TECHNOLOGY SECTORS 
Wood industry 31 Electric machinery and material 43 
Furniture industry 46 Car industry 58 
Leather and shoes 31 Agricultural and industrial machinery 70 
Textile manufacturing  65 Other transport material 26 
  Group HT: HIGH TECHNOLOGY SECTORS 
  Chemical and pharmaceutical industry 87 
  Computer, electronics and optics industry 17 

Table 1: Industrial sectors in the sample. 

For each company, the values of 39 binary, 2 categorical and 7 numerical variables are available. 
According to the type of activity they measure, the variables were divided into the following categories: 

• Main characteristics of the company: size, year of creation and family character. 

• R&D activities: total R&D expenses, execution or contracting of R&D, access to tax incentives, 
aid from public institutions. 

• Technological cooperation with customers, suppliers, competitors and universities. 

• Innovation planning actions: innovation management, indicators, activity plan, use of advisors. 

• Marketing actions: commercialization of external products, import/export, impact of e-business. 

• Personnel training: expenses for training in different topics. 

• Recruitment of personnel: graduates and staff with experience in R&D. 

• Innovation results: product, process, marketing and organizational methods innovations, patents. 
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3.2 Methodology 
The methodology used in this study is of the descriptive-exploratory type. Exploratory studies are car-
ried out when the objective is to examine a subject that has been little studied or not approached before. 
Exploratory studies allow one to become familiar with relatively unknown phenomena, to obtain infor-
mation on the possibility of carrying out more complete research, to identify promising concepts or 
variables, to establish priorities for future research, and to suggest affirmations and assumptions [4]. On 
the other hand, data mining techniques are applied to select those variables with greater discriminating 
power when classifying companies according to the variable that represent the level of technological 
intensity of the sector. The Weka software implements algorithms that rank attributes by their individual 
evaluations and that can be used in conjunction with attribute evaluators. In this case, we use 
ChiSquaredAttributeEval that evaluates the worth of an attribute by computing the value of the chi-
squared statistic with respect to the class. 

3.3 Results 
Using the ChiSquaredAttributeEval, the 48 attributes of the data were sorted and the 14 best variables 
were selected to classify the companies according to their technological level and to differentiate the 
agroindustrial companies from other low-technology companies. The variable that appears first in the 
ranking is the size of the company. Analyzing the sizes of the companies in the sample, it is observed 
that the proportion of SMEs (less than 200 workers) is lower as the technological level of the sector 
increases. In agri-food companies the value is significantly lower than in the rest of low-tech companies, 
70.72% versus 92.83%; however, it is in the high and medium-high technology sectors where the SME 
proportion is lowest (62.50% and 60.45%, respectively). 

Three numerical variables seem to have a high impact on the classification of the companies: the 
total expenses in R&D activities (RD), expenses per worker in technical and engineering training (TT) 
and in language training (LT). Table 2 shows the average values of these variables in the different groups. 

 AF LT MLT MHT HT 
RD (in thousands €) 195,404.21 40,101.22 285,292.91 4.639.648,06 4,133,929.19 
TT 14.65 6.06 37.67 38.99 37.87 
LT 11.37 11.21 24.19 38.50 45.47 

Table 2: R&D and personnel training expenses based on the technological level. 

Among the binary variables, those that the algorithm selected as the variables with the greatest dis-
criminating power to differentiate agri-food industries are those shown in Table 3. The table shows the 
percentage of companies within each group that carried out the different associated activities. 

Activity AF LT MLT MHT HT 
Perform or contract R&D activities 36.6% 20.0% 27.2% 57.4% 66.4% 
Apply to fiscal incentives for R&D and technological inno-
vation 

17.6% 8.9% 14.2% 25.4% 47.1% 

Collaborate with universities or technology centers 24.9% 9.8% 19.8% 37.6% 52.9% 
Existence of a direction or committee of technology or 
R&D. 

25.9% 11.7% 16.6% 35.5% 54.8% 

Develop indicators of innovation results 25.8% 10.2% 11.5% 28.4% 44.2% 
They have an innovation activities plan 28.3% 11.7% 16.8% 37.6% 52.9% 
Subcontract products or components 21.5% 39.3% 34.9% 54.8% 37.5% 
They incorporated engineers or graduates of recent gradua-
tion. 

15.6% 7.2% 20.1% 38.1% 43.3% 

Recruit staff with business experience in R&D 9.8% 1.5% 3.0% 8.1% 14.4% 
Recruit personnel with experience in the public R&D sector 4.4% 0.0% 0.6% 2.5% 4.8% 

Table 3: R&D activities. 
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Finally, it is considered interesting to analyze the differences between sectors in relation to the 
implementation of different types of innovations. Innovation activities can be divided into four catego-
ries: innovations in products, in marketing, in organisational methods, and in processes. As a result of 
innovation, patents are also contemplated. The Figure 1 shows the percentages of companies in each 
group that introduced the different types of innovation or that patented nationally or internationally. As 
in the previous cases, a greater intensity in innovation actions can be observed in the high and medium-
high technology segment of companies. 
 

 
Figure 1: Introduction of different types of innovation. 

4 Conclusions 

In essence, this study has served to gather preliminary evidence allowing the identification of character-
istics of agri-food manufacturing companies that differentiate these companies from those belonging to 
other low-tech industrial manufacturing industries in Spain. Considerable differences have been ob-
served in reference to the intensity with which these companies carry out different activities related to 
R&D and innovation.  
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Abstract 

This work presents a fuzzy model that allows aquaculture managers to simulate the 
fish growth in farms based on floating cages. The model integrates different environmen-
tal and biological factors that condition the fish growth and uses fuzzy triangular numbers 
to incorporate the concept of vagueness or imprecision in some of the parameters. 

1 Introduction 

Over the past decades, the patterns of production and consumption in aquaculture have changed. 
Nowadays, the industry is increasingly growing, even reaching similar values to fisheries production, 
largely thanks to the development of new technologies and the use of intensive production methods. 
This has increased even more the market competitiveness and the complexity.  

The use of floating marine cages to culture marine finfish has been used successfully to culture a 
number of species for many years. It is a production system that does not require large investments in 
facilities. However, it is necessary to take into account that farms management may be particularly 
difficult sometimes due to the technical, biological, environmental and economic factors that influence 
the main processes. Aquaculture presents many difficulties and problems on both understanding the 
biological side and looking for empirical relationships in the growth process. Several studies have 
worked in modelling the influence of the fish size, water temperature and feed ration in the fish growth 
and mortality rates [9]. But, it is still very complex to predict the expected weight of the fish during 
the process and, therefore, take some production decisions. The interest in bioeconomic analysis in 
aquaculture to improve the efficiency of decision-making processes has increased [4,5]. 

Lastly, nowadays, producers should also attend to stakeholders' demands not only in terms of prof-
itability or cost efficiency, but also in terms of environmental responsibility or product quality. To ad-
dressed this problem, multi-criteria decision-making methodologies stand out as useful techniques 
with proved application in aquaculture [7,8]. 

2 Seabream floating cage farming 

Seabream (sparus aurata) is a very appropriate specie for its culture in aquaculture farms. The reasons 
are its good survival rates, good market prices and good economic profitability of the production. In 
the case of Seabream, the production cycle should be divided into clearly defined phases, beginning 
with the larval rearing, then moving to fry rearing and finally to on-growing [1]. Throughout this last 
phase, fishes will be fed daily with a feed specifically designed for each species, which will lead them 
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to reach first commercial size (300 g) in about one year depending on many parameters such us the 
water temperature, some genetic characteristics or the feeding strategy itself, among others. All of 
these factors and parameters have implications that are relevant to the company’s results at all levels. 

Basically, the production of seabream in floating cages begins with the seeding in the cages of fin-
gerlings with a certain weight. The number of fingerlings will depend on the maximum biomass densi-
ty allowed at the time of harvesting. The maximum biomass density depends on the type of production 
as the regulation requires, generally being 20 Kg/m3 unless in the case of organic production where it 
would decrease to 15 kg/m3. 

 In order to estimate the required number of fingerlings, it is necessary to simulate the growth of 
the fish and define the breeding periods (time to reach the minimum commercial size). Such biological 
model must simulate the breeding process relying on the growth, feeding and mortality rates for the 
production strategy. To do this, the value for each rate depends on three essential factors: 

• Water temperature: directly influenced by the seeding and harvesting dates. 

• The diet quality: depending on the selected feed. 

• The fish weight: That evolves over time from the fingerling initial weight. 

3 A fuzzy farming model 

The main objective of this work is the development of a fuzzy biological model for the processes 
of simulation and optimization that takes into account the uncertainty of some variables, such as the 
fish growth, helping producers in their decision-making processes. In order to simulate the results 
obtained with the different farming alternatives (fingerling size, harvesting schedule, feed selec-
tion,…) it is necessary to apply a biological model and three different submodels that simulate the 
economic, environmental and quality behaviour of the farm. This model is based on the bioeconomic 
model described in previous studies developed by Luna et al. [7]. But it starts from a new assumption 
that advance in the modelling of these processes in aquaculture. The model takes the assumption that 
there are a range of abiotic factors (temperature, light, salinity, and oxygen) on which, as the process is 
done in sea cages, the producer cannot influence in an economically efficient way [2]. Neither is it 
possible to choose the maximum biomass density, which is equal to the maximum insurable biomass 
density [6] or to the maximum allowed density in the case of organic labelled production. However 
now it is assumed that the value for growth and mortality rates depending on these three factors pro-
vided by feed suppliers are not an exact number. These rates depend on many factors that are hardly 
predictable with accuracy. In order to overcome this problem, a fuzzy technique has been developed 
using triangular fuzzy numbers. This allow the model to consider the variation on the growth rates 
depending on the variation of the water temperature. 

In complex decision-making contexts decisions must be data-driven. The use of an appropriate da-
tabase is crucial to allow the model to easily use specific information but also assists in the clarifica-
tion of the problem.  

In the present case, as can be seen in Luna et al. [7], the database has a structure consisting of four 
groups of tables: First, a central axis to identify the aquaculture farm and its main characteristics. 
Then, two groups representing the uncontrollable variables that affect the system performance, and 
therefore are required for forming a reliable decision [3]. Lastly, the group of tables containing infor-
mation about the status of each cage and the specific feeding, growth and loss rates according to the 
available feeds. Information used in this work has been collected from primary sources, such as 
oceanographic buoys or feed manufacturers, or secondary sources of information, i.e., other research 
studies.  
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Using all the information in the database, the growth of the fish can be estimated weekly by a 
fuzzy number: 

 𝑤𝑤�𝑘𝑘 = 𝑤𝑤�0∏ (1 + �̂�𝐶(𝑤𝑤�𝑡𝑡,𝑇𝑇�𝑡𝑡))𝑘𝑘−1
𝑡𝑡=0  (1) 

where �̂�𝐶(𝑤𝑤�𝑡𝑡,𝑇𝑇�𝑡𝑡) is fuzzy function that defines the growth rates depending on fish weight and water 
temperature. This function is based on information provided by the feed manufacturer. Normally this 
information is a double entry table that depends on fish weight and water temperature.  

The mortality rate 𝑀𝑀�(𝑤𝑤�𝑡𝑡,𝑇𝑇�𝑡𝑡) also depends on the size of the fish and the temperature of the sea 
water and is estimated using biological studies and practical farming experiences. 

4 Practical example 

Once the model has been developed, it has been tested for a theoretical scenario of a gilthead sea-
bream farm in the Mediterranean during a period of 52 weeks and with the possibility of using three 
different feeds currently available in the market. The specific characteristics of the farm are sown in 
Table 1 and are based on common characteristics of Mediterranean farms in Spain. Information on sea 
temperature has been collected from the oceanographic buoys network of the Spanish Port Authority, 
that covers the principal locations of marine aquaculture in Spain. In the present study, only the data 
registered during 2017 by the buoy placed at the simulated location, in the Mediterranean Sea near 
Tarragona, have been used to deduce triangular fuzzy numbers 𝑇𝑇�𝑡𝑡. The mean values of water tempera-
ture in each week of the farming period are shown in Figure 1. 
 

Parameter Value 
Seeding Date 15/06/2018 
Harvesting Date 15/06/2019 
Time horizon 52 weeks 
Juvenile weight 30 g 
Location Tarragona (2720) 

Table 1: Farm characteristics 

 
Figure 1: Evolution of water temperature during the farming period in the location. 

The model has been tested using three different feeds. The first one represents the more commonly 
used; the second one have an increased percentage of fish protein so, although it has a higher price, 
growth rates are good even under unfavorable weather conditions. Finally, the last feed is a high quali-
ty and price feed, entirely made with products from organic fisheries/production. 

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the estimated weight of the fish using each feed, representing in 
each case the most probable value of the fuzzy weight. 
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Figure 2: Evolution of fish weight. 

5 Conclusions 

The management of fish farms is increasingly complex due to the broad range of internal and external 
factors that influence most decisions and the need for managers to consider aspects other than econom-
ic ones. For all of these reasons, the need for simulation tools and productive management systems in 
order to automate and optimize many strategic and operational decisions has increased over the last 
few years. In this regard, the results of the simulations carried out seem to confirm the goodness of the 
fuzzy model for the determination of farming strategies in aquaculture farms. 
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